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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 



INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

The theme of suffering is evident in most of Bernard 

Malamud's works; as Charles Alva Hoyt has pointed out: 

The suffering of the Jews is to Bernard 
Malamud the ·stuff and substance of his 
art .... 

Suffering is Malamud's theme, and 
upon it he works a thousand variations.1 

It is clear that Malamud depicts many kinds of suffering and 

that his settings and conflicts work together to bring his 

characters into potential learning situations. 

s. 

However, because the relation between suffering and 

learning has not been, in my opinion, adequately· explained in 

the numerous critical studies written on Malamud, in this the

sis I intend to discuss further the role of suffering and 

learning in thirteen of Malamud's works. 

I have chosen to begin with his novel The Natural, a 

key work in my discussion because it was one of the author's 

first works to treat the relation between suffering and learn

ing. In it Iris Lemon, one of the characters, provides us 

with a direct explanation that suffering "makes men better," 

"teaches them to want the right things," and "brin~s them 

toward happiness.'' Because this character's explanation may 
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at first seem to be Malamud's own, various critics have used 

itas evidence of the glorification of suffering that Malamud 

supposedly portrays in this novel as well as in many of his 

later works~ 

However, in my opinion, there is a discrepancy between 

Iris Lemon's explanation of the relation between suffering and 

learning and Malamud's own view as revealed in The Natural as 

well as in his other works. Therefore, in addition to The 

Natural, I have chosen to discuss twelve other works in which 

the author repeatedly contradicts his own character's proposal 

of the rneaning of suffering and indeed seems to consider it 

absurd. 2 

Thus, The Natural (1952) poses the question of whether 

or not man can learn through suffering. In regards to the 

other works I have chosen, "Angel Levine" (1955) and "Idiots 

First" (1961) are the only two which suggest that man can 

"better himself" through suffering, though only in a fantasy 

world. The works written prior to The Natural -- "The Cost 

of Living" (1950), "The First Seven Years" (1950), "The Bill" 

(1951), and "The Loan" (1952) -- are works in which the charac

ters are placed in certain economic prisons; in these works it 

is implied that the only "learning" that can occur is disil

lusion. The works wri tten after The Natural·- "The Magic 

Barrel" (1954), "A Summer's Reading" (1956), and The Assis

tant (1957) -- suggest that the life man leads after suffering 
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and learning is imperfect; while in "The Mourners" (1955), 

"The Last Mohican" (1958), and "The Lady of the Lake" (1958), 

the learning occurs too late. Finally, The Fixer, containing 

Malamud's most -detailed stndy of excruciating sufferinsz, at

tests to the futility of such suffering and of whatever les

sons may be learned from it. 

I intend to include a discussion of such elements as 

characterization, narrative technique, tone, and resolution 

whenever such elements help to revea! the relation between suf

fering and learning, as well as the nature of the author's con

sequent artistic achievement. 

In this way, I intend to show that instead of glorify

ing the "sufferer," Bernard Malamud uses him, in The Natural as 

well as in many of his other works, to show the multiple pri

sons thai surround and limit man and to characterize disillu

sion and defeat as part of man's daily routine. 



A List of the Works to be Discus~ed 

The Natural (1952) 

"Angel Levine" (1955) 

"Idiots F i T st" (_1961) 

"The Cost of Living" (1950) 

"The First Seven Years" (1950) 

"The Bil 1" (1951) 

"The Loan" (1952) 

"The Magic Barre!" (1954) 

"A Summer's Reading" (1956) 

The A~sist~pt (1957) 

"The Mourners" (1955) 

"The Last Mohican" (1958) 

"The Lady of the Lake" (1958) 

The Fixer (1. 966) 

8. 
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Notes for lntroduction and Staternent of Purpose 

1 
In "Bernard Malarnud and the New Rornanticisrn," reprinted as 

"The New Rornanticisrn" in Leslie A. Field and Joyce W. Field's 
collection of essays entitled Bernard Malarnud and the Critics, 
(New York: New York University Press, 1970), p:-T7r:-(All sub
sequent page references to this article will be rnade to Field 
and Field's reprinting.) 

2 
I have chosen those works which deal with various "lessons 

about life," excluding those works in which the lessons are 
to be learned by artists or intellectuals. It is my belief 
that in general "academic" novels and works dealing with the 
role of the artist or the intellectual pose questions limited 
to these very specific areas and therefore deserve to be 
handled separately. 



CHAPTER ONF. 

THE ABSURDITY OF SUFFERING SF.EN IN 

MALAMUD' S FIRST NOVEL r·ttE NATURAL 

10. 
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"Introductory Note for Chapter One" 

The Natural (1952) is one of Malamud's early works in 

which the characters themselves directly discuss the role of 

suffering. The passage which severa! critics have cited as the 

key to suffering in Malamud's works 1 is the one in which Iris 

Lemon tries to explain to the protagonist, Roy Hobbs, the rea

son for his professional failures. Since I will continually 

refer to this passage throughout my thesis, I include itas 

this point for early consideration: 

"Wha t bea ts me," Roy said wi th a 
trembling voice, "is why did 1t always 
have to happen to me? What did Ido 
to deserve it?" 

"Being stopped before you started?" 
He nodded. 
"Perhaps it was because you were a 

good person?" 
"How's that?" 
"Experience makes good people bet-

ter." 
She was staring at the lake. 
"How does it do that?" 
"Through their suffering." 
"I had enough of that," he said 

in disgust. 
"We have two lives, Roy, the life 

we learn with and the life we live 
with after that. Suffering is what 
brings us toward ~appiness ...• It 
teaches us to want the right things." 2 
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1.1 "Background Concerning Critica! Approaches to The Natural: 
The Need for a Closer Look at the C~aracterization and 

Conflict of the Protagonist" 

In The Natural Malarnud departs from his previous fic

tional worlds of Jewish and irnrnigrant ghettoes 3 to combine in

stead the contemporary world of baseball and the rnythical world 

of the Quest for the Holy Grail. Many critics, therefore, have 

gone to great lengths in their discussions of Malarnud's use of 

baseball in cornbination with Arthurian rnyth, as well as in 

their tracing of his allusions to further sources such as Ho

rner, Jung, and Eliot. As Frederick W. Turner, III has said: 

... alrnost every critic who has troubled 
hirnself with The Natural has dutifully 
and sornetirnes painstakingly potnted out 
the various rnythic parallels. 

For exarnple, Earl R. Wasserrnan has explained how Malarnud's 

choice of the rnyth of baseball captures the American spirit 

and sorne of its heroic rituals; 5 in addition he has explained 

how baseball player Roy Hobbs' quest to be the "greatest" is 

a quest to "gain access to the 'sources of Life, "' and thus 

ernbodies the "archetypal fertility myth." 6 Wasserman corre

lates the characters' identities and roles in the novel with 

their counterparts in the Grail-vegetation rnyth: Roy and Sir 

Perceval, Wonderboy and Excalibur, Iris and the Lady of the 

Lake, Pop Fisher and the Fisher king, Memo and Mor~an Le Fay, 
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Gus the Supreme Bookie and Merlin the Magician, Otto Zip and 

the traditional Arthurian dwarf, and so on. The following is 

an example of the kind of correlations made; here Wasserman 

compares Roy's bat, Wonderboy, to Excalibur: 

a miraculous bat ... with an energy of 
its own. Derived from nature's life 
and shaped by Roy for the game in 
which he is determined to be the hero, 
it flashes in the sun, blinds bis op
ponents with its golden splendor, and 
crashes the ball with thunder and 
lightning. It is, in other words, the 
modern Excalibur and Arthurian lance, 
which Weston and others have identi
fied .as talismans of male pgtency and 
reproductive energy. The phallic in
strument is the raw vitality and fer
tility he has drawn from the universal 
"sources of Life." After Roy's fruit
full night with Memo, Bump says to 
him, "l hear you hada swell time, won
derboy," and during Roy's slump Wonder
boy "sags like a baloney." 7 

Similar detailed correlations have been made by Eigner, 8 

Mellard, 9 Hoyt, lO and Richman, 11 to name only a few. Yet 

their analyses of mythic allusions fail to capture the es

sence of the novel and of its implications about suffering 

and learning; as Turner has appropriately said: 

... the mythic parallels themselves seem 
to lead nowhere ·, and i t has seemed al
mos tas if the use of myth was an end 



in itself as indeed the critics them
selves have made it: to assert the 
presence of myth in a lit~rary work is 
not necessarily to explain why it is 
there, and this has unhappily been 
too often the case with recent criti 
cism •••• Podhoretz and Marcus Klein can 
tell us what myths are being used 
where, but they f.ail to tell us to 
what effect, [_fail to goJ straight to 
the heart of this novel, and perhaps 
in some measure1~o the heart of Mala
niud's fiction. 

14. 

In my opinion, such critics may have failed to capture 

the "heart" of the work because their list~ of mythic correla

tions alone cannot help us to transpose Roy's personal story 

of suffering to the universal level. While the novel's 

"mythic trappings" 13 have apparently disuaded many critics 

from considering The Natural a realistic novel with well

defined characters and from interpreting Roy's struggle as 

an individual's struggle against himself, 14 I feel that 

Malamud has characterized Royas an individual with a tor

menting inner conflict. His characterization works first on 

a personal level; because it allows us to identify with Roy 

asan individual, it then allows us to draw some universal 

conclusions about suffering and learning, the universality of 

which Malamud enhances by means of bis mythic references. As 

Ronald Z. Sheppard has said, Malamud develops "the hidden 

strengths of ordinary and often awkward people" 15 by depict

ing the questing knight in each one of us and by taking us 



from the particular to the general. 

It is clear the Malamud uses the game of baseball to 

represent the game of life and to make the obvious point of 

the value of good sportsmanship: that "it isn't if you win 

15. 

or lose, it's how you play the 'game' that counts." Yet, if we 

were to conclude simply that in the end Roy is "the failed 

hero" 16 because he "did not dearly love the fans" (p. 134), 17 

we would be accepting, in Samuel Irving Bellman's words, "easy 

answers to profound questions," for we would be oversimplify

ing the complex conflict Malamud has developed. While Sid

ney Richman concludes his discussion of The Natural by assur

ing us that it is ''deficient in conveying .•. a sense of tangi

ble reality •.. and that it never quite becomes a deeply felt 
19 ~xperience," I believe that a psychologically real anguish 

becomes evident once we realize how Malamud's narrative tech

nique works. It is worthwhile taking a moment to discuss 

this technique because it functions in much the same way in 

nearly all of Malamud's stories and novels. 
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1. 2 "An Overview of Malamud' s Narrative Technique'' 

In general, Malamud uses a third-person selective omni

scient point of view 2º to move back and forth almost indis

tinguishably between narratoT and character even within the 

same sentence, a technique which, as critic Sheldon Norman 

Grebstein has pointed out, has been used to advantage by "many 

resourceful writers:" 21 

By refraining from editoTial intrusions 
and maintaining the focus on a single 
character ora few characters, the wri
ter can shift into interior monologue 
or take a stance which allows him to 
perceive as through the character's 
eyes without any obvious break in the 
narrativ~ seam or detection by the 
reader. 2 

Though Malamud's use of the thirdP'person omni-scient viewpoint 

may not seem to be all that diffeient from that oí other WTit

ers, I find it necessary to point out the obvious character

istics of this technique since they have been ignored in pub

lished critical studies on Malamud up to now (with the excep

tion of Grebstein's article "Bernard Malamud and the Jewish 

Movement"). In addition, as his narrative technique provides 

us with a key to the interpretation of the role of suffering 

and learning in his works in general, it is worthwhile taking 
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a moment to define the three styles Grebstein has found with

in Malamud's narration. By defining these three different 

styles -- "standard belletristic," "dialect," and "fused" -

Grebstein is also distinguishing what he calls the separate 

"voices" of the narrator (who mayor may not be·the author) 

and of the protagonist and other characters. 23 

The "voice" of the selective omni.scient narrator is con

veyed in a style which Grebstein calls the "'straight' or stan

dard belletristic style," that is, the familiar direct objec

tive mode used to give the "facts and figures" of the story 

line. This is a "style composed of the same linguistic 

rnaterials used by other modern writers with a syntax familiar 

to all speakers of American English, anda diction drawn from 

the common vocabulary of standard informal usage" 24 combined 

with an "occasional sonorous and formal literary phrase never 

heard in the speech of ordinary men." 25 

Malamud then contrasts this more "formal," "literary" 

air of the narrator with the distinctive thoughts and per

ceptions of his characters by using what Grebstein calls a 

"dialect style." Passages of description which focus on a 

Jewish character, for example, "deliberately evoke the sound 

of Yiddish," 26 though there is no actual dialogue; in the 

case of The Natural, passages focusing on the various charac

ters' perceptions evoke their speech patterns, "breezy and 
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slangy -- accurate to a world of baseball players.'' 27 

There are times when the character's "voice" is easily 

distinguished from that of the narrator. Since Grebstein has 

given illustrations of the difference between these "voices" 

within specific Malamudian works, I will, for the moment, 

point out examples only from The Natural. 

On the one hand, a mere vocabulary item may indicate 

a change of focus from narrator to character, from objective 

mode to interiorization. Such a change is evident, for in

stance, in the following description of Roy's first glance at 

the manager, Pop Fisher: 

The man set bis things on the floor 
and sat down on the concrete step, fac
-ing Pop. He beheld an old_geezer of 
sixty-five with watery blue eyes, a 
thin red neck anda bitter.mouth, who 
looked like a lost banana in the over
grown baseball suit he wore, especially 
his skinny legs in loose blue-and-white 
stockings (p. 36). , 

(In this first line, Mal~ud uses the familiar omniscient 

narrator as he describes the character's actions. Yet in 

the second line, as in many other cases, he then uses a term 

typi.cal of the character' s choice of words, here, "geezer," 

to imitate Roy's own thoughts in this characteristic "slangy" 

style. The rest of Pop's physical description would seem 

factual enough were it not for the comparison of the manager 

to a "lost banana," which also suggests Roy's own perceptions.) 
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On the other hand, a more complex sentence construction 

may indicate the change of focus from narrator to protagonist; 

as Grebstein has noted: 

•.. constant interruptions and interjecp 
tions of modifying 07 qualifying phrases 
and clauses impart a faintly alien air 
of brooding introspecti~§ and of con
stant self-examination. 

The complex construction in the followtng example {:mitates 

Roy' s jumpy thoughts during bis trip east :· 

from the flaring sky out of the win~ 
dow it looked around half-past five, 
but he couldn't be sure beeause some~ 
where near they left Mountain Time and 
lost--no, picked up--yes, it was lost 
an hour, what Sam called the twenty
three hour day·(p. 18). 

The narrator's "literary" tone is heard at the beginning of the 

line with the use of the adjeetive "flaring." However, with 

the verb "it looked around," the narrator's omniscience turns 

to (or into) Roy's subjectivity. The doubt expressed in the 

use of "he couldn't be sure" and the hesitation seen in the 

line "no, picked up--yes, it was lost" both suggest Roy's i-n

trospection. 

Yet more often than not, Malamud uses what Grehqtein 
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calls bis "mixed or fused style," combining the "belletristic" 

and the "dialect" styles and making it difficult to distinguish 

the character from the narrator. 29 That is, Roy's ''voice," for 

example, is intricately "fused" with that of the narrator in 

sentences like the following line describing Roy's jealousy of 

rival player Bump Bailey: "Roy everlastingly fried Bump Bailey 

in the deep fat of bis abomination" (p. 61). The narrator's 

"literary voice" heard in "everlastingly" and "abomination" is 

interwoven within the same sentence with the country boy's per

ception and colloquial usage -- "fried Bump in the deep fat." 

It is difficult to pinpoint what makes Malamud's use of 

the third-person omniscient distinctively bis own. Pinsker has 

attempted to do so wheJl he wri tes that Malamud' s "style" 

is actually a "syncretism," a blending of several "different 

or opposing principles .•. bor·roweü from a variety of sources, 

yet ... assimilated and transformed~ .. into something peculiarly 

bis own." 30 We can tTace, foT example, certáin Malamudian 

elements to such "diverse sources as Hen·ry James, Dostoevski, 

the Bible, Nathaniel Hawthorne," as PinskeT ·has written. We 

can also note 

the surrealistic/hallucinato-ry humor 
of a James Joyce touched by the dark
er humor of the dramatists of the 
Theater of the Absurd ... the seminal 
influence of Sholom Aleichem and to 
a lesser degree that of other Yid
dish writers out of the shtetl ... 
I. B. Singer's mysticism ... 31 and 
readily recognizable mythic elements. 32 
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Likewise, Richman attempts to pinpoint the reason for Malamud's 

singularity when he notes Malamud's "fusion of realism and sym

bolism," 33 a fusion which Grebstein also refers to when he 
34 calls Malamud a "symbolic realist." Yet all of these bor-

rowed elements appear surprisingly new in Malamud's works 

dueto the author's unique recombination of them. 

Certainly Malamud, like Bellow and Roth, creates spe

cial effects with his fusion of viewpoints or "voices;" such 

a "fused style," unifying the narrator's and character's per

ceptions, gathers force, as Grebstein has noted, 

... from the juxtaposition or combina
tion of lyrical, eloquent, soaring 
phrases (the belletristic) and homely 
idiom and vulgate (the dialect). The 

·belletristic exalts the vulgate, infus
ing it with dignity and seriousness; 

·the vulgate pulls down ~he belletristic 
from its literary eminence and makes it 
speak for ordinary men and coarse exper
ience. The juxtaposition of the two 
also makes possible that remarkable bit
ter comedy we observe in Malamud, Bellow, 
and Roth. 35 

In Malamud's case, this juxtaposition of "vC'ices" andan occa

sional tone of mockery creatt a distance between narrator and 

character, a distance which Grebstein has already noted in sev

era! Malamudian works. Referring to A New Life, for example, he 
-6 

says that the empty moralizing and "sappy" ~ statements in 
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it can be attributed to the narcissistic protagonist Sy Le

vin but not necessarily .to Malamud who, in fact, "refrains from 

editorial intrusions." 37 In the same manner, there is a dis

tance between narrator (and/or author) and the main character 

of The Natural, 38 a fact which is of vital importance to my 

final interpretation of the meaning.of. suffering and of the ap

parent "defeat" of the protagonist in The Natural. 

I have taken time to discuss what might seem to sorne 

readers to be obvious characteristics of Malamud's technique 

because I feel that those critics who have misrepresented the 

work by taking Iris' explanation of suffering and learning to 

be Malamud's own have failed to separate Roy's perceptions of 

his predicament from those of the narrator and have failed to 

distinguish between Iris' view of suffering and the author's 

own as revealed in his works. A closer ~nalysis of the con

flict in the text will show that the empty moralizing about 

suffering is narrated in the dialect style of Iris or in the 

colloquial "voice" of Roy and thus represents the characters' 

own views of the world, which are not necessarily their cre

ator's. 
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1.:3 "Roy' s Inner Conflict from Beginning to End" 

Needless to say, it is difficult to distinguish the two 

"voices," anda sepaTation of narrator and protagonist is not 

always possible or feasible.3 9 What is evident is the fact 

that the author continually attempts to simulate the characters' 

thoughts. Although Roy's thoughts are not given word for word, 

the third-person narrator continually does "perceive as through 

the character' s eyes" 40 when he uses idioms and syntax 

which reflect Roy's "dialect style." 

Following these thoughts and perceptions throughout 

the novel, we note that much of the suffering in The Natural 

entails Roy's inner struggle between two different sets of 

values, those of the country and those of the city, values 

which Roy himself contrasts and opposes within bis own mind. 

In the "Pre-game" section, Roy characterizes each of these 

worlds and their respective values, The first image we have of 

him is a self-irnage -- Royas the countTy boy; 

Having no timepiece he appraised 
the night and·decided it was moving 
toward dawn. As he was looking, theTe 
flowed along this hone-white farmhouse 
with sagging skeletal porch, alone in 
untold miles of moonlight, and befare 
it this white-faced, long-honed hoy 
whipped with train-whistle yowl a 
glowing hall to someone hidden under 
a dark oak, who shot it back without 
thought, and the kid once more wound 
and returned. Roy shut bis eyes to 



the sight because if it wasn't real it 
was a way he sometimes had of observing 

. himself ..•. (pp. 7-8) 

First, from this self-image we infer that one of the basic values 

he attributes to bis country up-bringing is bis innocence. Al

though at this móment in "Pre-game" he is already tTaveling 

eastward, he sees himself as the "white-faced" young "kid" play

ing catch. Second, bis proximity to Nature has given him a 

natural wisdom, a kind of "sixth sense" with which he can tell 

what time it is, making the man-made "timepiece" obsolete. While 

a city-bred man might dread the dark and isolation of the nig~t, 

Roy feels at home as he casually plays ball in the dark. Like

wise-, bis country life has given him a natu:ral ability as a 

ball-player: even in the dark he is a perfect catcher, a "natu

ral" who needs only "moonlight" to guide hi111 to wind up and 

pitch, to whip the hall "with a train-whistle yowl" to "some

one hidden under a dark o.ak." MoTeover, the comparison of 

Roy to Scout Simpson's dream players enhances our initial view 

of Roy's ability and parallels Roy's vision of himself as "pas

toral" 41 player: 

... [SamJ crossed over toan old, dry 
barn and sat against the haypile in 
front, to drown bis sorrows with a 
swig. On the verge of dozing he heard 
these· shouts and opened his eyes, 
shielding them from the hot sun, and 
as he lived, a game of ball was being 
played in apasture by twelve blond-



bearded players, six on each side, and 
even from where Sam sat he could tell 
they were terrific the way they smacked 
the píll -~ one blow banging it so faT 
out the fielder had to runa mile be
fare he could jump high and snag it 
smack in bis bare hand, Sam's mouth 
popped open, he got up whoozy and 
watched, finding it hard to believe his 
eyes, as the teams changed sides and 
the first hitter that batted the hall 
did so for a far-reaching distance be
fare it was caught, and the same with 
the second, a wicked clout, but then 
the third carne up, the one who had made 
the bare-handed catch, and he really 
laid on and powered the pelleta thun
dering crack so that even the one who 
ran for ¡t, his beard paTted in the 
wind, before long looked like a pygmy 
chasing it and quit running, seeing 
the thing was a speck on the horizon . 
.•. [When the twelve giants vanished 
in a dozen directions, SamJ woke with 
a sob in bis throat but swallowed be
fare he could sound it, for by then 
Roy had come to mind and he mumbled, 
"Got someone justas good," so that 
for once waking was better than 
dreaming (pp. 13-14). 

25. 

Third, it is clear that Roy attributes security and satisfac~ 

tion to the "woodland".-- "the only place he had been truly in

timáte with ... the privacy so complete bis inmost self had no 

shame of anything he thought" there (p. 18). Even in the 

novel' s second section, "Batter Up, •• Roy' s moments of satis

faction are expressed in terms taken from bis country back

ground; in the following passage, for example, Roy's aniuish 

and ambitions are quietened by a return to the country, first 

in bis fantasies and then among the wall-papered fruits of bis 



hotel room: 

Finally, as the sight of him through 
the long long years oí suffering faded 
away, ·he quieted down. The noise of 
the train eased off ás it carne to a 
stop, and Roy found himself set down 
in a field somewhere in the country, 
where he hada long and satisfying love 
affair with this girl he had seen in 
the picture tonight. 

He thought of her till he had fal
len all but deep asleep, when a door 
seemed to open in the mind and this 
naked red headed lovely slid out of 
a momentary flash of light, and the 
room was dark again. He thought he 
was.still dreaming of the picture 
but the funny part of it was when she 
got into bed with him he almost CTied 
out in pain as her icy hands and feet, 
in immediate embrace, slashed his hot 
body, but there among the apples, 
grapes, and melons, he found what he 
wanted and had it (pp. 50-51). 

26. 

In contrast, the values of the city are antagonistic 

to the values Roy ass~gns to the country. Even befare h~ ar

rives in Chicago, Roy has the pre-conceived notion that this 
, . 

city, "a shadow-infested, street-lamped Jungle" (p. 31), re-

presents, first, the 1.oss of innocence· and the root of al 1 

evil: 

He had once seen sorne stereopticon 
pictures of Chicago and it was a boxed
up ant heap of stone and crumbling 
wood buildings in a many-miled spread
ing creckerboard of streets without 



much open space to speak of except the 
railroads,. stockyards, and the shore 
of a windy lake. In the Loop, the of
fices went up high and the streets were 
jampacked with people, and he wondered 
how.so many of.them could live togeth
eT in any one place. Suppose there was 
a fire or something and they all ran 
out of their houses to see--how could 
they ~elp but tra.mple all over them
selves? And Sam fiad wa:rned him against 
strangers [and Sam's words now become 
Roy's own] because there weTe so many 
bums, sharpers, and gangsters around, 
people you were dirt to, who didn't 
know you and didn't ~ant to, and for a 
dime they would slit your throat and 
leave you dying in the streets (pp. 31-
32.). . 

27. 

Second, the city represents the nullification of bis 

natural wisdom. The transitional trainrióe east presents Roy 

with his first city world predicaments (like ordering, tipping, 

and locating the men's room), and bis incompetence in such situ

ations proves to him that he is already a blundering outsider~ 

When the waiter handed Roy the pad, he 
absently printed his name and date of 
birth but the waiter imperceptibly 
nudged him (hey, hayseed) and indi
cated it was for ordering. He pointed 
on the menu with his yellow pencil 
(this is the buck breakfast) but the 
blushing ballplayer, squinting tbrougb 
the blur, could only think he was sit
ting on the lone four-bit piece he 
had in bis back pocket. He tried to 
squelcb tbe impulse but sometbing 
forced him to look up at her [Jfarriet] 
as he attempted to pour water into bis 
ice-filled (this'll kill the fever) 



glass, spilling some on the table 
(whose diapers you wetting, boy?), 
then all thumbs and butteTfingers, 
the pitcher thmnped the pitcher down, 
fished the fifty cents out of bis 
pants, and after scratching out the 
vital statistics on the pad, plunked 
the coin down on the table. 

"That's :for you," he told the 
(what did Ido to deserve this?) 
waiter, and though the silver~eyed 
mermaid was about to speak, he djd 
not stay to listen but beat it fast 
out of the accursed car (p. 13). 

28. 

Such trifles on the train proved to Roy that he would be help

less without his guide, the scout: 

.•. he certainly hated to be left a
lone in a place like Chicago. With· 
out Sarn he'd feel shaky-kneed and un
able to say or do simple things like 
ask for directions or know where to 
go once you had dropped a nickel in
to the subway (.pp. 9 .. 10). 

Indeed, Sam' s death lateT does leave Roy wi·thout a guide in the 

city's spiritual wilderness. 

Third, the unknown world of the city represents the loss 

of bis security and satisfaction: 

..• he thought of here and now and 
for the thousandth time wondered 
why they had come so far and for 
what. Did Sam really know what he 
was doing? Sometimes Roy had bis 
doubts. Sometimes he wanted to 



turn around and go back home, where he 
could at least predict what tomorrow 
would be like (p. 18). 

29. 

As early as the time of the trainride east, Roy has already lost 

his former inner peace. Although he boasts that bis goal is to 

"break every record in the book" (p. 26), at the same time he 

questions the validity of bis aspirations to fame .. - "he won

dered why they had come so far and for what" (p. 18). This pat~ 

tern of the approach-avoidance conflict. is repeated throughout 

the novel, anda great deal of Roy's suffering, bis guilt and 

indecisiveness, is caused by the fact that his city-bred ambi

tions run contrary to his country nature. 

The major events of the story line reflect this psycho

logic·a1 suffering, beginning wi th Roy's encounter wi th Harriet 

Bird. Roy's conflict concerning the city is reflected in bis 

changing attitude towards Harriet. Roy desiTes the city-girl 

as soon as he meets her, yet when she proves to be uninterested, 

Roy questions his desires, nostalgically dTeaming of his country 

"woodland," of 

•.. the only place he had been truly 
intimate with in his wande:rings 1 a 
green world shot through with weird 
light and strange bird cries, muf~ 
fled in silence that made the priva
cy so complete bis inmost self had 
no shame of anything he thought 
there, and it eased the body-shaking 
beat of his ambitions~ Then he 
thought of here and now and for the 
thousandth time wondered why they had 
come so far and for what (p. 18). 



30. 

A little later Roy is encouraged by his triumph over his rival 

player, Walter the Whammer, which seems to have helped his re

lationship ~ith Harriet: 

••• he could see •.. that HaTriet Bird 
(certainly a snappy goddess) had her 
gaze fastened on him. 

They sat, after dinner, in Eddie's 
dinuned and empty Pullman, Roy float
ing through dTifts of clouds on bis 
triumph as Harriet went on about the 
recent tourney, .•• (p. 25) 

Yet following this moment of apparent triumph, Roy is uneasy and 

feels that Harriet has somehow turned the scenery into something 

menacing: 

..• Harriet went on about the recent 
tourney, she put it, and the unreal 
forest outside swung forward like a 
gate shutting. The odd way she saw 
things interested him, yet he was 
aware of the torm~nted tTees front
ing the snaky lake they were passing, 
trees bent and clawing, plucked white 
by icy blasts from the black water, 
their bony branches twisting in many 
a broken direction (pp. 25-26). 

While he grins at the thought of bis triumph over the Whammer, 

the dire_ct "pronouncement" of bis selfish ambi tions unsteadies 

him: 



He grinned, carried away by the 
memory of how he had done it, the 
hero,"who with three pitched balls 
had nailed the best the .American 
League had to offer. What didn't 
that say about the future? He felt 
himself fallipg into sentiment i-n 
bis thoughts and tried to steady 
htmself but couldn't before he had 
come forth with a pronouncement: 
"You have to have·the right stuff 
to play good ball and I have it. I 
bet· sorne day I'll break every record 
in the book for th:rowing and hitting" 
(p. 26), 

31. 

Because he is still indecisive about bis decision to come east, 

Roy comes to see Harriet's questioning on that subject·as a 

"test:" 

••. "What will you hope to accomplish, 
Roy?" 

·He had already told beT but after 
a minute remarked, "Sometimes when I 
walk down the street I bet people will 
say there goes Roy Hobbs, the best 
the:re ever was in the game," 

She gazed at him with touched apd 
t:roubled eyes~ "Is that all?" 

He trie3 to penetrate her ques
tton~ Twice he had answeTed it and 
still she was urisatisfi-ed. He couJd .. 
n't be sure what she expected him to 
say. "Is that all?" he repeated. 
"What more is there?" 

"Don't you know? 11 she said kindly. 
Then he hadan idea, "You mean the 

bucks? 1'11 get them too." 
She slowly shook her head. "Isn't 

there something over and above earthly 
things--some more glorious meaning to 
one's life and activities?" 

"In baseball?" 



"Yes." 
He racked bis brain--
''Maybe l've not made myself clear, 

but surely you can see .. ~that yourself 
alone--alone in the sense that we are 
all terribly alone no matter what peo
ple say--1 mean by that perhaps if you 
understood that our values must derive 
from .. - •.. " 

Her eyes were sad. He felt a curious 
tenderness for her a little as if she 
might be bis mother (That biTd,) and 
tried very hard to come up with the 
answer she wanted- .. something you .said 
about LIFE. 

'' I think I know what you mean," he 
said. "You mean the fun and satisfac
tion you get out of playing the best 
way that you know how?" 

She did not respond to that~ 
Roy worried out sorne other things he 

might have said but had no confidence. 
to put them into words. He felt curi .. 
~ de~lated and a little Io's't, as if 
nenad JUht flüñkea a test, The worst 
o1' it was e still didnT'fKnow what she'd 
been driving at (pp. 27~28). 

32. 

The country boy is, in bis own words, "deflated anda lj.ttle 

lost" when he faces bis own bad sportsmanship and inability to 

produce the "right answers" to the really "big questions.".Al

though he momentarily calms this insecurity by dismissing Har.,. 

riet' s "test" as "nutty questions ..•. that did not count" (p. 28) 7 

he is later forced to remember the "flunki-ng" of her "test" 

when, during their hotel rendezvous, he again admits that bis 

ambitions are selfish. For this he receives no less than a sil.,. 

ver bullet in the "gut:" 



As he shut the door she reached in
to the hat box which lay open next to 
a vase of white roses on the table and 
fitted the black feathered hat on heT 
head. A thick veil fell to heT breasts. 
In her hand she held a squat, shining 
pistol . 

. He was greatly confused and thought 
she was kidding but a grating lump 
formed in his throat and bis blood shed 
ice, He cried out in a gruff voice, 
"What's wrong here?" 

She said sweetly, "Roy, will you be 
the best there ever was in the game?" 

"That's right." 
She pulled the trigger (thrum of bull 

fiddle). The bullet cut a silver line 
. across the water. He sougbt with bis 
bare hands to catch it, but it eluded 
him and, to bis horror, bounced into 
bis gut. A twisted dagger of smoke 
drifted up from the gun barrel, Pallen 
on one knee he groped for the bullet, 
sickened as it moved, and fell overas 
the forest flew upward, and she, making 
muted noises of triumph and d~spair, 
danced on her toes around the stricken 
hero (p. 33). 

33. 

HQweve.r, we are given two opinions concerning the silver 

bullet incident. The objective narrator makes it clear that 

Roy's "Pre .. game" dream is brought toan abrupt end only because 

Roy becomes the victim of ·circumstances beyond bis contTol, the 

victim of a crazy woman, of a ''Bird"-brain dressed in melodra

ma tic black, of an eccentric who has made herself the half

naked judge and executioner of top athletes. Sorne fifteen 

pages are devoted to the complicated story of how Harriet, 

by an absurd quirk of fate, chose the unknown country boyas 

her target, instead of the .American League champion she had 



34. 

planned on. 

In contrast, for Roy, the entire encounter with Harriet 

is svmbolic. In Roy's mind, her silver bullet is the punishment 

he receives for having admitted to the unworthy ambitions of 

wanting to "bl'eak every record in the book" (p. 26) and of want

ing to d<;> "somethin~ very big" (_p. 27); this is the punishment 

which he is to TefeT to as "obscene'~ (p, 190), a punishment 

which is followed by fifteen yeaTs of what he fee1s to be a liv

ing contrition: 

miserable years after that, when every• 
thing, everrthing he tried somehow went 
to potas tf that was }ts destiny in 
the first place .•. ~ (p. 96) · 

Tbe second section of the novel, "Batter lJp," is the 

continuation of the clash of values seen in "Pre ... game." Al· 

though Roy indeed returns to become part of the city-world, he 

remains the product of a different value system. Burdened by 

a country-bred conscience which continues to .n,ake hi.ni" question 

the valid;ity of his vow to "hang on" to the baseball and its 

world forever (p. 8), Roy never finds the security and satis ... 

faction he had felt in the country, A guilty conscience con• 

tinues to make him feel that bis ambition, like that of his ri

val player, Bump Bailey, is negative and self-destTuctive: 



"As for you, Bump Bailey, high and 
mighty though you are, sorne day you'll 
·pay fer your sassifras. Remember that 
lightning cuts down the tallest tTees 
too," (Pop sa idJ . 
... It took the Knights a while to grow 
bones and crawl out after Bump. But 
wh~n everybody had gone, including the 
coaches and Dizzy, Roy remained be
hind. His face was flaming hot, his 
clothes soaked in sweat and shame, as 
if the old man's accusations had been 
leveled at his head (p. 44). 

35. 

Indecisiveness spoils · Roy's joy from the very first day he re

turns to professional ball, making him again nostalgic for the 

"woodland:" 

As he put his things away, Roy found 
himself looking around every so often 
to make sure he was here. He was, 
all right, yet in all his imagining 
of how it would b.e when he finally hit 
the major5¡ he had not expected to feel 
so down in the dumps. It was differ
ent than he had thought it would be. 
So different he almost felt like walk~ 
ing out, jumping back on a train, and 
going wherever people went when they 
were running out on something. Maybe 
for a long rest in one of those towns 
he had lived in as a kid. Like the 
place ~here he had that shaggy mut that 
used to scamper through the woods, 
drawing him after it to the deepest, 
stillest part, till the silence was 
so pure you could crack it if you 
threw a rock. Roy remained lost in 
the silence till the dog's yapping woke 
him, though as he carne out of it, it 
was not barking he heard but the 
sound of voices through the trainer's 
half-open door (p. 40). 



36. 

Like an elevator caught between two floors, Roy is caught he

tween two worlds. For this Teason he continually sees himself 

traveling on that transitional, eastbound train, even after he 

has arrived: 

... he appeared calmer than he felt1 for 
although he was sitting here on this 
step he was still in motion. He was 
travel:j.ng (on the train that never 
stopped). His Self, bis mind, raced 
on and he felt he hadn't stopped go~ 
ing wherever he was going because he 
hadn't yet arrived. Where hadn't he ar· 
rived? Here (p. 36). 

In "Batter Up~" Roy indeed attains one brief moment of 

glory -- the cover-splitting hit which brought three-day rains 

to the Wasteland-like field anda brief few games afterwards, a 

period which the narrator describes jubilantly, using country 

terms: 

The long rain had turned the grass 
green and Roy romped in it like a hap
py calf in its pasture (p. 66). 

During this period Red Blow reaffirms our faith in the country 

boy's ability by calling Roy "a.natural" (p. 67). Wonderboy, 

Roy's bat, brought from the country to the city, seems momen

tarily to link the two incompatible worlds, and Roy's promise 

and potential not only encourage the entire team but bring tran

quil weather to the former urban hell: 



Even the weather was better, more 
temperate after the insulting early 
heat, with just enough rain to keep 
the grass a bright green •••• (p. 73) 

37. 

However, while Roy's insecurity is again momentarily 

calmed, other characters begin to act as bis conscience. His 

coach derides him for being "a bad .. ball hitter," an over reacher 

(p. 67); his teammates insist that Roy is playing only "for bim

self" (p, 72); the woman he desires, Memo Paris, insists that she 

is "a dead man' s girl." (p. 7 S); columnist Max Merey haunts Roy 

with questions about his past, a past which signifies bis fail

ure to provide the "right answers:" 

(.Max Mercy's] appearance gave Roya 
shooting pain in the pit of the stom
ach .... Ashamed to be recognized, to 
have his past revealed like an egg 
spattered on the floor, Roy turned 
away (p. 42). 

And manager Pop Fisher insinuates that Roy's ambitions have 

brought unexpected repercussions: 

"One thing I hafta tell you not to 
do, son," Pop said to Roy in the ho
tel lobby one rainy morning not long 
after Bump's funeral, "and that is to 
blame yourself about what happened to 
Bump. He· had a tough break but it was
n't your fault." 

"What do you mean my fault?" 
Pop looked up. "All I mean to say 

was he rlid it himself." 



"Never thought anything but." 
"Some have said maybe it wouldn't 

happen if you didn't join the team, 
and maybe so, but I believe such 
things are outside of yours and my 
control and I wouldn't want you to 
worry that you had caused it in any 
way." 

"I won't because I didn't" (p. 70). 

38. 

4s a result, however, Roy's conscience again awakens, ruining 

his joy: 

Roy felt_uneasy. ttad he arranged 
Bump's run 1nto the wall? No~ Had 
he wished the guy would drop dead? 
Only once, after the night with Memo. 
But he had never consciously hoped. 
he would crack up against the wall. 
That was none of bis doing and he told 
Pop to tell it to Memo ..•. 

· Though Roy denied wishing Bump's 
fate on him or having been in any way 
involved in it, he continued to be un-· 
willingly concerned with hiffl even af
ter bis death. He was conscious that 
he was filling Bump's shoes •.•. (p. 70) 

The guilt Roy feels at the thought of Bump's death casts its 

powerful shadow over the rest of Roy's careeT, and Bump's ghost 

haunts Roy during his slump: 

For the first time in years he felt 
afraid to enter bis room .••. Twisting 
the key in the lock, he pushed open 
the door. In the far corney of the 
room, something moved. His blood 
changed to falling snow. 

Bracing himself to fight without 



strength he snapped on the light. A 
white shadow flew into ·the bathroom, 
Rushing in, he kicked the door open. 
An ancient hoary face stared at hiin. 
"Bump:" He groaned and shuddered, An 
age passed, •. ,His own face gazed back 
at him from the bathroom mirror, bis 
past, bis youth, the fleeting years 
(p. 112). _ 

39. 

And in the final game, which Roy seif-reproachingly "thTows," 

putting bis own end to bis fame, Roy believes that Bump has 

avenged himself: "Bump Bailey's form glowed red on the wall" 

(p. 187). 

When we trace Roy's clash of values, we also note that, 

as Roy becomes more and more caugbt up in materialistic urban 

America, he reaches a point at which he is more troubled by un

satisfied ambition than by conscience: 

••. bis accomplishments were not entirew 
ly sat~sfy~ng t~ him. He was gnawed by 
a nagg1ng 1mpat1ence--so much more to 
do, so much of the world to win for 
himself. He felt he had nothing of 
value yet to show for what he was acp 
complishing, and in his dreams he 
still sped over endless miles of monot~ 
onous rail toward so~ething he desperp 
ately wanted. Memo, he sighed (p. 72). 

Roy begins to succumb to the city world's temptations when he 

chooses to pursue "evil" Memo, the black-gowned, "flaming" red• 



40. 

head (p. 69) who, according to Pop, would snarl Roy up in her 

troubles in a way that would weaken bis strength (p. 101), when 

he makes bis main objective the "cash" he needed to win her 

(p. 75). Yet the value judgements we find in the novel are 

Roy' s alone, and not the author' s. When he approaches Judge· 

Goodwill Banner far a raise, he believes he is facing an 

"evil" man for an "evil" objective. Thus, it is Roy himself 

who makes special note of the traditional symbols of evil in 

the tower: "Roy noted the shellacked half of stuffed shark," 

'the slippery stairs," the Judge's "black fedora" and "grizzled 

eyebrows," the "black fog of smoke" that rose from his "black" 

cigar, and the "slanting" of the floor (pp. 75-79). Ambitious 

Roy, who has come for the tool he needs to enter Memo's "dark" 

world, is unmoved by t~e Judge's mocking cliches about the evil 

of money: ",·¡ don' t love i t, Judge. I have not been near 

enough to it to build up any affection to speak of'" (p. 79). 

The end of Roy's interview with Goodwill Banner is the point 

at which th.e "light" goes out for him; i t is then the corrupt 

Judge wh.o begins to cast bis shadow on Roy' s descent into dark-

ness: 

"The interview is ended," snapped 
the Judge. He scratched upa match 
and with it led Roy to the stairs. He 
stood on the landing, bis oily shadow 
dripping down the steps as Roy de
scended. 

"Mr Hobbs." 
Roy stopped. 
"Resist all evil--" 



The match sputtered and went out. 
Roy went the rest of the way down in 
the pitch black (p. 81). 

41. 

The overt expression of bis rnaterialistic goal, the round fig

ure of "forty-five thousand" (p. 75), places Roy "in the dark" 

like the Judge: ata nightclub called Pot of Fire, he finds 

hirnself accornpanied by "rnasked devils with tin pitchforks" 

(p. 83), by "lurking," "dirty-eyed" Max Merey (p, 81), by the 

one-eyed, one track-rninded Suprerne Bookie Gus Sands. Yet Roy's 

conflict continues, and the country boy resists aligning him

self for the moment with the "evil" in these rnen: 

Roy disliked (Gus] right off, There 
was something wormy about him. He be
longed in the dark with the Judge. Let 
them both haunt themselves there ••• ..Roy 
didn't like the way he threw out the 
bucks (p. 85). 

' His resistence, however, rnay be only "sour grapes," for Merno's 

intimacy with Gus 

sickened Roy because it didn't make 
sense .•.. What did this glassy-eyed 
bookie, a good fifty years if not 
more, mean to a lively girl like 
Memo, a girl who was, after all, 
just out of mourning for a young 
fellow like Bump? (p. 85) 



42. 

Annoyed by Gus's insinuation that Roy "owed" hirn sornething and 

that he rnight sorneday have to do him a "favor" (p. 89), Roy sud

denly becornes a rnagician, who, out of nowhere, materializ~s the 

money to pay off the debt. He thus seems to bury the evil man, 

whose glass eye, after the act of magic, "gleamed like a lamp 

in a graveyard" (p. 90). 

Nevertheless, the Pot of Fire incident, during which Roy 

declares his uncurbed arnbition of "[wanting]to win in front of 

Memo" (p. 88), rnark's what Roy believes to be bis initiation into 

the corrupt world of Gus and the Judge, an initiation which is 

followed shortly afterwards by Roy's public confession of bis 

selfish goals: 

", .. I will do my best--the best I am 
able--to be the greatest there ever 
was in the game. 

"I thank you." He finished with a 
gulp that echoed like an electric hic
cup through the loudspeakers and sat 
down, not quite happy with hirnself des
pite the celebration, because when 
called on to speak he had meant to be
gin with a joke, then thank thern for 
their favor and say what a good tearn 
the Knights were and how he enjoyed 
working for Pop Fisher, but it had 
come out this other way. On the 
other hand, so what the hell if thcy 
knew what was on his mind? (pp. 90-
91). 

Despite the fact that Roy refers to the day he rnakes this 
' speech as "the happiest day of my life" (p. 92), his acquisi-
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tion of material possess1ons belonging to the corrupt city world 

depresses hirn and again makes him nostalgic for his former simpli

city and security: 

Sornetimes he wished he had no ambi
tions--often wondered where they had 
come from in his life, because he re~ 
membered how satisfied he had been 
as a youngster, and that with the 
little he had had--a dog, a stick, 
an aloneness he loved (which did not 
bleed hirn like bis later loneliness), 
and he wished he could have lived 
longer in bis boyhood (p. 93). 

Even when a satisfying relationshjp with Memo seems to be forth

coming, even when he encounters a romantic "full moon swimming 

in lernon juice" at her side (p. 92), his uneasiness is reflect

ed i-:i Nature, for the moon is "at irttervals eclipsed by rain 

clouds that gathered in dark blots and shuttered the yellow 

light off the fields and treetops" (p. 92); riding with Memo 

takes him not to the life-giving ocean as he had anticipated 

but onl y to "pol luted" water· (p, 94), and al though "Roy was al 1 

for getting into the car to find another place" (p. 94), it is 

too late, for he realizes that he has already lost bis inno

cence and peace of mind, Thus, Roy has a vision of Memo run

ing overa boy corning out of the woods with bis dog, a mental 

image of himself as a child destroyed by her~ 42 "it did not 

appear there ever was any kid in those woods, except in his 

mind'' (p. 103). The soothing "aloneness" of Roy' s past is now 
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replaced by "an uneasy fear they were being followed" (p. 111), 

by a fear of "cops" (p. 117), and of a sinister "black ;S;s.ed.an" 

(p. 111). 

Thus, Roy's public confession of his ambitions is again 

"punished:" 

Sorne of the fans agreed it was Roy's 
fault, for jinxing himself and the 
team on his Day by promising the im
possible out of his big mouth .... 
"You'll get yours," they howled in 
chorus. 

He had, a vile powerlessness 
seized him" (p~ 110.). 

It is Rov's conscience which causes him to go into a hitting 

slump totally uneffected by changes of tactics, new stances, 

amulets, or fortunetellers. At this point, Roy, now the self

declared "over-anxious" (p. 105) "bad ... ball hitter" (p. 107), has 

not only lost his innocence, but bis natural ability as well. 

Again Roy feels that this loss of natural ability is the punish

ment for his ambition, and thus he already anticipates bis 

public death: 

He shut the hall door and flopped in
to bed. In the dark he was lost in an 
overwhelming weakness .... I am finished, 
he muttered. The pages of the record 
hook fell apart and fluttered away in 
the wind. He slept and woke, finished. 
All night long he waited for the bloody 
sil ver bullet (p. 112). 
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During bis slump, another woman comes to test Roy -

Iris Lemon -- and seems to provide the "glorious" answers Har

riet Bird had been looking for. Like the voice of bis con

science, Iris points out the fact that the guiding light of 

his life should have been sacrifice for others: 

·~ 
¡ 

" •.• I hate to see a hero fail. There 
are so few of them ••.• 

"Without heroes we're all plain 
people and don't know how far we can 
go .•.. It's their function to be the 
best and for the rest of us to un
derstand what they represent and 
guide ourselves a~cordingly .... You've 
got to give them your best .... I mean 
as a man, too •••• I don't think you 
can do anything for anyone without 
giving up something of your own (p. 123). 

-Iris seems to hold a promise of redemption fer Roy when she 

"stands up for him" (p. 117), an act of confidence which in her 

words "'happened naturally '" (p 123) thus . , helping hirn to 

save a "wounded boy in a hospital" (p. 113) -- hirnself, ending 

his slump and making him once again into "a natural not seen 

in a dog's age" (p. 135). Roy believes Iris could be good fer 

him and equates her with the satisfied feeling he had felt as 

a boy: 

In her wide eyes he saw sornething 
which caused him to believe she 
knew what life was like (p. 120) . 
... Por a second he thought he had 
found what he was looking for. More 
clearly than ever he rernernbered her 



pretty face and the brown eyes you 
could look into and see yourself as 
something more satisfying than you 
were .... (p. 150) 

46. 

After Roy meets Iris, he finds that Memo, at times, tires him: 

... there was sornething about her, 
like all the food he had lately been 
eating, that left him, after the hav
ing of it, unsatisfied, sometimes even 
with a greater hunger than before 
(p. 132). 

However, despite Roy's·apparent preference for Iris, 

conflict in him conti-pues~ as he compares apd contrasts tbe two 

women who offer him two roads to satisfaction. While in bis . . 

fantasies, he sees himself as happily married "at home," the 

identity of his wife remains a mystery: 

Iris' sad head topped MPmo's dancing 
body 1 with Memo's vice versa upon the 
shimmying rest of Iris, a confused 
fusion that dizzied him (p. 154). 

The longing he had earlier experienced asan endless traveling 

by train returns in the form of unsatiable hungers -- for food, 

for winning, for making the "right" decision. He then punishes 

himself by overeating the night before an important Pennant 

game; the resulting pain, like the earlier silver bullet, 
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"socked. him yowling in the shattered gut" (p. 153). In the mater

nity hospital, where he is taken to "[moanJ along with the ladies in 

labor" (p. 153), Roy might have undergone a spiritual rebirth. In

stead, the untimely revelation of bis failing health again bits 

Roy like another silver bullet: 

.,.this giant hand holding a club had 
broken through the clouds and with a 
single blow crused bis skull (p. 155) . 
... That frightened feeling: bust be
fore beginning. On the merry-go-round 
again about bis failure to complete 
bis mission in the game .... A man who 
had been walking in bright sunshine 
limped away into a mist (p. 157). 

Pressed by time and ambition and feeling suddenly "lost in the 

wo~ds" (p. 166), Roy agrees to sign his spiritual life away to 

the Judge, fully aware of the "dark in the room" (p. 160) and of 

the naseated feeling the "rat-eyed vulture's" proposition pro

voked in hirn (p. 162); as Richrnan has said: "like many of Mala-

mud's heroes, Roy is the irnage of the unintegrated man, the hero 

who acts incorrectly despite bis awareness." 43 

Yet even following this final decision, Malamud does not 

allow Roy's conflict to be resolved; Roy again suffers anguish 

when his final decision proves to be indecisive. Throúghout the 

play-off garne, Roy vacilates: 

What have I done, he thought, and 
why <lid Ido it? And he thought of 



all the wrong things he had done in 
his life and tried to undo them but 
who could? (p. 179) 

48. 

There is a ray of hope in the final inning when Nature turns bene

volent and allows the sun to come out as Roy comes to bat. Yet 

one of his "foul" balls hits Iris on the head, and Wonderboy, like 

himself, breaks in two. In the end, after having chosen the 

values of the city over those of the country, Roy leaps atan

other "bad ball" and "strikes out" in the game of life, losing 

to a young farmer-of-a pitcher who, unlike Roy, dreamt of only 

"fields of golden wheat gleaming in the sun" (p. 186). Dissatis

fied with his alliance with the corrupt city world, Roy buries 

Wonderboy though he secretly wishes it could take hirn back to his 

country "woodland" (and all it signifies) by taking root and be

coming a tree (p. 188). Feeling "polluted" (p. 187) and "grimy" 

(p. 190), in his words, Roy is unable to enjoy the pay-off money 

he had thought he desired. Still the country boy at heart, Roy 

laments bis choice of values, laments that he never did learn 

anything from bis pastas he confronts his own bloodied image in 

a fifteen-year old photograph. 
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1.4 "Iris Lemon's View of Suffering vs. 
Roy Hobbs' 'First' and 'Second Lives'" 

Roy's regret -- that he would have to suffer again ("He 

thought, I never did learn anything out of my past life, now I 

have to suffer again," p. 190) -- inevitably brings us back to 

the earlier explanation Iris gives of suffering: 

"Experience makes good people bet
ter •... 

"Through their suffering .... 
"We have two lives, Roy, the life 

we learn with and the life we live 
with after that. Suffering is what 
brings us toward happiness .... 

"It teaches us to want the right 
things" (p, 126). 

This same passage has been repeatedly cited by critics who use it 

to point out Malamud's supposed message. For example, Goldman 

cites this passage and states: 

[Iris] believes that experience, suffer
in~ can save us if (a persistent 
Malamud theme) we will save ourselves. 
She answers Roy's self-pitv out of her 
own self-knowledge (hereafter quoting 
ing frorn The Natu!al). 44 

Hoyt cites the sarne passage and explains that this "answer" from 

The Natural is reworked by Malamud in The Assistant, Pictures of 

Fidelrnan, and ~ New Life. 45 Richman believes that Malamud treats 
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Iris seriously, that he puts her forth as "the exemplar of human 

potential," that her life after suffering stands in contrast to 

"Roy's own blasted history," and that her advice to him repre

sents "the way of salvation." 46 Even in the more recent arti

cle by Grebstein (1973), the critic attrjbutes Roy's failure to 

the fact that he "never learns to live by the wise Iris' dic

tum, "'Experience makes good people better •.. Suffering .•. teach

es us to want the right things.'" 47 

Contrary to critical opinion, I believe that while Mala

mud provides us with one possible explanation of suffering 

that of Iris, he himself does not take the same position. 

First, Malamud treats Roy's romantic rendezvous with 

Iris, the moment when she explains suffering to him, with a 

mocking tone. 4~ Because Roy and Iris drive off into "the lilac 

dusk" (p. 121), the subsequent scene of midnight, moon-lit 

skinny-dipping may at first seem to be unique among Malamudian 

works. Yet the author has embellished it with comic relief. 

The "golden-armed," "golden-headed" mermaid (p. 151) Roy first 

sees in Iris turns out to be "hefty" (p. 120) and "big-footed" 

(p. 122). She romantically dreams of "a home, children, and 

him coming home every night to supper" (p. 128) while Roy's 

mind is unromantically "crammed with old memories flitting back 

and forth like ghostly sardines" (p. 128). Although her lap is 

"lilac-scented" (p. 124), Roy spoils her fragrant moment by 

lighting upa Groucho Marx-like cigar that "stank up the night" 
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(p. 124). Furthermore, the revelation that she is a grandmoth

er, which she anticlimatically imparts to him while love-making, 

"spoiled the appetizing part of her .•. changed her in his mind 

from Iris more to lemon" (.p. 131), and equated her wi th Pop' s 

description of abad ball: "Pop then muttered something about 

this bad ball hitter he knew who had reached for a lemon and 

cracked his spine" (p. 67). 

Second, there is doubt as to whether Malamud really 

meant Iris to be "exemplary" 49 to Roy and to us readers. Iris 

claims to have come to a reconciliation with the past; unlike 

Roy, she is in her own words "no longer afraid to remember her 

past suffering (p. 119) and, in her own opinon, had been able 

to build, out of her life of suffering, another life which had 

brought her happiness: "'I made a mistake long ago and had a 

hard time afterwards. Anyway, the child meant everything to 

me and made me happy"' (p. 129). While this reconciliation 

with the past is, in theory, praiseworthy, SO her "second life" 

is in truth not very different from her "first." Although she 

claims to have learned from her past mistakes, we see that she 

impetuously gives herself to Roy in the way she had to the fath

er of her first daughter, bringing forth yet another illegiti

ma te child: "' Darling,' whispered Iris, 'win for our boy .... 

I am pregnant"' (p. 180). Realizing that she has repeated the 

same mistake, she can only hope that this second passion will 

have a different outcome: 

How like the orie who jumped me in the 



park that night [Roy] looks, she 
thought, and to drive the thought a
way pressed his head deeper into her 
breasts, thinking, this will be dif
ferent. Oh, Roy, be my love and ·pro
tect me. But by then the ambulance 
had come so they took her away (p. 181). 

52. 

Third, the real test of Iris' philosophy comes when we 

try to apply it to the one detai1ed li-fe of suffering Malamud has 

conveyed in the novel -- Roy's. We find that Roy's life story is 

indeed divided into a "first life," "Pre-game," anda "second 

life," "Batter Up." However, instead of feeling that he has 

learned something from bis_ 11first life," Roy feels that his 

"long, long years of suffering" (p. SO) have given him only a 

sense of the absurdity of it all: 

He undressed, thinking of Pop's flop 
that changed his whole life, and got 
into bed. 

In the dark the bed was in motion, 
going round in wide, sweeping circles. 
He didn't like the feeling so he lay 
deathly still and let everyth±ng go 
by--the trees, mountains, states. 
Then he felt he was headed into a 
place where he did not want to go and 
tried to think of ways to stop the 
bed, .But he couldn't and it went on, 
a roaring locomotive now, screaming in
to the night, so that he was tensed arid 
sweating and groaned aloud why did it 
have to be me? what did Ido to de
serve it? seeing himself again walking 
down the long, lonely corridor, carry~ 
ing the hassoon case, the knock, .thc 
crazy Harriet (less and more than hu
man) with the shiny pistol, and him 
cut down in the very flower of bis 
youth, lying in a red pool of his o~~ 



blood. 
No, he cried, oh no, and lashed 

at his pillow, as he hada thousand 
times before (.p. SO) • 

53. 

In this passage from "Batter Up," frustration, regret, andan

ger are the results of Roy's suffering. His "first life's" ex

perience does not seem to have made him any "better." That is, 

the mistakes of "Pre-game" are repeated throughout "Batter Up;" 

bis initial desire in "Pre-game" to be "the best there ever 

was in the game" (p. 27) is later repeated at his press confer

ence in··-'~Batter Up" in much the same terms: "' I will do my 

best--the best I am able--to be the greatest there ever was in 

the game" (p. 90). Likewise, we are not deceived by Iris' 

idea· that "suffering brings us toward happiness;" the initial 

dissatisfaction Roy feels at having flunked "the test of LIFE" 

is greater in the middle of the novel ("his mind was crammed 

with old memories, flitting back and forth like ghostly sar

dines, and there wasn't a one of them that roused his pride or 

gave him any comfo7'.t," p. 128) and still greater at the end 

("Going down the tower stairs he fought his overwhelming self

hatred. In each stinking wave of it he remembered sorne dis

gusting happening of bis life," p. 190). 

Therefore, although Roy's suffering has indeed been di

vided into two parts by the author, these two parts do not 

correspond to the "life he learns with" and the "life he lives 

with after that." Roy himself feels ,that bis life resembles a 



circle more than anything else: 

Often, forno accountable reason, he 
hated the pill, which represented more 
of himself than he was willing to give 
away for nothing to whoever found it 
one dull day in a dirty lot. Sometimes 
as he watched the hall soar, it seemed 
to him all circles, and he was mystified 
at his devotion to hacking at it, for he 
had never really liked the sight of a 
circle. They got you nowhere but back 
to the place you were to begin with 
(p. 134). 

54. 

Yet even the metaphor of the· circle does not exactly des

cribe Roy's life; rather, it more closely resembles a lineal 

progression which, in order to move forward, must at times trace 

severa! circular-like patterns over this line, retrogressing 

severa! steps in order to gain one step forward. That is, 

throughout the novel Roy's life seems to trace a circle that 

"got hirn nowhere" because he is continually unable to differen

tiate between the failure he encounters at the hand of fate 

(Harriet) and the frustration bis own indecisiveness brings. Yet 

a close look at Roy's choice of words shows that, at the end of 

the novel, Roy does take a step forward. Despite bis own bitter 

cry, "I never did learn anything out of my past life, now I have 

to suffer again" (p. 190), Roy's perception of his failure 

changes. His early larnent, "what did Ido to deserve it?" 

(first seen on page 50 and repeated to Iris on page 126) be

cornes, at the end of the novel, "why did Ido it?" (p. 179). 

J 
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This change suggests that Roy has acquired a vague notion of 

how his own acts and decisions have brought him insecurity and 

dissatisfaction and how they have shaped his "destiny.": 
Q 

Nevertheless, at the end of the novel, Roy still does 

not know what he wants. He has only a vague idea of what he 

does not want, which is implied in his value judgements of the 

terrible threesome, Gu; Memo, and the Judge, when he calls them 

"slug," "whore," and "worm": 

Gus got up quickly when he 
Roy. "Nice going' , slugger," 
softly. Smiling, he advanced 
arm extended. "That was sorne 
show you put on today." 

saw 
he said 
with his 
fine 

Roy slugged the slug and he went 
down in open-mouthed wonder. His head 
hit the floor and the glass eye dropped 
out and rolled into a mousehole. 

Memo was furious. "Don't touch him, 
you big bastard. He's worth a million 
of your kind." 

Roy said, "You act all right, Memo, 
but only like a whore." 

..• Roy took the envelope out of his 
pocket. He slapped the Judge's wig 
and eyeshade off and showered the 
thousand dallar bills on his wormy 
head (p. 189). 

¡ 

t 

To say that suffering has taught Roy "to want the right things 

is to oversimplify the conclusion of the work, which leaves ~s 

with a view of Roy feeling that he has failed to learn; wheth

er or not suffering has taught him anything he can put into 

practice in his 11next life" remains outside of the scope of 

the novel. 
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Still in all, Richrnan's comment that The Natural con

eludes "on a note of total loss" 51 is also inadequate, for it is 

a "total loss" only in Roy's eyes: 

Going down the tower stairs he 
fought bis overwhelming self-hatred. 
In each stinking wave of it he remem
bered sorne disgusting happening of 
bis life. 

He thought, I never did learn any
thing out of my past life, now I have 
to suffer again (p. 190). 

The choice of words, "stinking wave" and "disgusting happening," 

are clearly Roy's own, and therefore represent Roy's condemnation 

of himself, though not necessarily Malamud's. When Roy laments, 

"I never did learn anything out of my past life, now I have to suf

fer again" (p._ 190), it is implied that he has unfortunately 

taken Iris' empty words seriously. 52 While his final "bitter 

tears" most likely result from frustrated ambition than from a 

vis ion of his "lower self," 53 I disagree wi th Richman ~hat 

"the animal part of Roy's nature is so clearly predominant." 54 

Richrnan exaggerates when he says that Roy's decision to "throw" 

the game testifies to "[Malamud's] belief that the forces of anti

life are at least as clear and powerful as the elusive humanity 

which resists them." 55 The personal ambition of a country boy 

who never had anything to speak of is not the same as the forces 

of anti-life which Malamud portrays in other works such as "The 

Death of Me," 56 "The German Refugee," 57 and "T})e Jewbird." 58 



1.5 "A Final Thought on The Natural -
Roy the Hero vs. Roy the Man" 

57. 

I have devoted most of my discussion of the novel to a 

tracing of Roy's conflict because I feel that ultimately a view 

of Royas a convincing character with a rich inner world can in

fluence our interpretation of his final failure and of the 

author's implications. 

If we see Royas a mythic hero, as the White Knight who, 

because he "self-destructively ... chases the wrong women and the 

wrong ideals," loses sight of the "true grail," 59 then we are 

bound to see the book's final image of Royas that of the 
60 

"failed hero." Yet if we see Roy in the way I have suggest-

ed -- asan individual who is a victim of unfortunate circum

stances anda victim of himself -- and if we identify with the 

frustration of his suffering, 61 then we see Roy's final deci

sion as less damning and more human. Roy' s "tragic flall·" 62 - -

his desire to win -- may not be very different from our own am

bitions. 63 To desire wealth, recognition, and physical love 

may seem "natural" to most of us, but paradoxically, a hero

worshipping public and Roy's own conscience will not allow him, 

because of his unique position as hero, to express such desires. 

Thus, Roy is a "drab, down-and-out little nobody" 64 of 

a country hoy, whose limitations of character -- his inability 
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to decide, his inability to act -- doom him, 65 even before he 

begins to play professional hall, and prevent his "mission in 

the game" from ever being that of "liberating the community." 66 

' Roy suffers and fails so that the author can presenta certain 

psychological reality: the dilemma of the man who is torn be

tween two worlds, who is "divided against himself." 



Notes for Chapter One 

1 Direct quotes from these critica! articles will be given 
later in my discussion. 

59. 

2 Bernard Malamud. The Natural. (New York: Dell Publishing 
Company, Inc., 1971). pp. 125-126. (All subsequent page ref
erences will be made to this edition and will be included in 
parenthesis in my text.) 

3 The works Malamud wrote prior to The Natural -- "The Cost 
of Living" (1950), "The First Seven Years" (1950), "The Pri
son" (1950), "The Death of Me" (1950), "!°he Bill" (1951), and 
"The Loan" l1952) -- deal in one way or another with Jews or 
other immigrants in poor American ghettoes. As his subse
quent works almost always deal with Jews, The Natural, when 
thought of in retrospect, often surprises sorne critics, such 
as Sidney Richman, who has exclaimed: 

The Natural is one of the most baffling 
ñovels of the 1950's, and it is doubly 
so when one attempts to see itas the 
work of a descendent of the "great rea
listic masters of Yiddish literature" 
[quoting Alfred KazinJ .•.. Nowhere is 
there a Jew ora ment1on of one. 

In Bernard Malamud (New York: Twayne Publishers, Inc.,l1966), 
p. 28. Richman quotes Kazin from Commentaries, Boston, '1962, 
p. 204. 

4 In "Myth Inside and Out: Malamud's The Natural," reprinted 
as "Myth Inside and Out: The Natural" in Field and Field's 
Bernard Malamud and the Crffics, ~- cit., p. 112 and p. 119, 
Frederick W. Turner, III cites for example Norman Podhoretz's 
"Achilles in Left Field" (Co!'lmentary, March, 1953, pp. 321-·326) 
and Marcus Klein's After Alienation: American Novels in Mid
Centur6 (Cleveland: World Publishing Co., 1962, pp. 24¡:-293). 
~11 su sequent page references to Turner's article will be 
made to Field and Field's reprinting.) 

5 
Wasserman has listed the facts and events from real baseball 

history which Malamud has drawn on, citing for example, Babe 
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Rutb's "monumental bellyacbe." While bis explanation of Mala
mud's allusions leads bim to explain tbat Malamud's baseball 
story, wbicb derives from real events, is "a distillation of 
American life: its opportunities for b~roism, tbe elevating or 
dispiriting influence of tbe bero on bis community, tbe moral 
obligations tbrust on bim by tbis fact, and tbe corruption avail• 
able to bim," bis conclusion is, in my opinion, a generalization 
whicb does not necessarily follow from tbe few examples ne cites 
(in "Tbe Natural: Malamud's World Ceres," reprinted as "Tbe 
Natural: World Ceres" in Field and Field's Bernard Malamudand 
the Critics, ~· cit., pp. 46-47. All subsequent page references 
to this article will be made to Field and Field's reprinting.) 

6 
Ibid., p. 48. 

7 
!bid. 

8 
In "Malamud's Use of the Quest Romance," Teprinted as "Tbe 

Loathly Ladies" in Field and Field's Bernard Malamud and the 
Critics,_.QE_. cit., pp. 85-107, Edwin M. Eigner further elabo
rates on the hero's infantilism by referring to.both Arthurian 
legend and Jungian archetypes to show Roy's rejection of Iris 
as an archetypal rejection of the mythic "gentle and helpful" 
motber (p. 89) and to show bis pursuit of Memo as tbe pursuit 
of tbe retrogressive mother or "wicked temptress" (p. 80), botb 
of which prevent Roy from taking on the mature father role. (All 
subsequent page references to Eigner's article will be made to 
Field and :Field' s reprinting.) 

9 
Similarly, critic James M. MellaTd has discussed the novel's 

"seasonal rhythm," bird and animal imagery, and Malamud's "sim
ple characters" and "idealization of benevolent nature" in terms 
of their mythic counterparts in the convention of the pastoral 
form in Malamud's Novels: Four Versions of Pastoral," reprinted 
as "Four Versions of Pastoral" in Field and Field's Bernard Mala
mud and the Critics, 2E.· cit., pp. 67-81. (All su~sequent p~ge 
references to Mellard's article will be made to Field and Field's 
reprinting.) 
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10 
Hoyt has analyzed Roy's actions in tems of the "myth of 

sacrifice" and has discussed Malamud's message as the estab
lishment of the "sc·hlemiel's divine oTigin," ~- cit., pp. 
183-184. · · ....,...-

11 
The story of Roy Hobbs' sudden rise to fame, his disap

pearance, and his final Temorse has been equated by Richman to 
"the mythic formula of Initiation, Separation, and Return,'' 
~- cit., p. 30. Richman attributes Roy's failure as the · 
nero to bis failure to "slay the lower self," p. 31, that is, 
his failure to sacrifice his own ambitions for the good of 
the "community," p. 41. He points out Roy's initial birth 
from the train tunne)-.in.to the light, bis encounters with 
temptresses and false mothers, the younger hero's replacement 
of the older hero Whammer, Roy's inability to slay the infan
tile "practica! joker," the "gorilla type" within himself, bis 
false grail pursuits, bis inability to accept the fatherly 
role (pp. 30-37), his failure as hero when he decides not to 
marry Iris Lemon, a form of the ancient hag whom the knight 
must marry in order to attain bis goal" (p. 38), and his 
failure to "resist the ego which divides man from bis commu
nity" (p. 41). 

12 
Turner, ~- cit., pp. 112-113. 

13 
. William Freedman in "From Bernard Malamud, with Discipline 

and with Love (The Assistant and The Natural)," reprinted in 
Leslie A. Field and Joyce W. FielcJT's Bernard Malamud: A Collec
tion of Essays (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: PTentice-Hall, 
Inc.,1975), p. 160. (All subsequent page references tp this 
article will be made to Fleld and Field's reprinting~ 

In addition, other critics have attacked Malamud for his 
manipulation of myth in this novel. For example. Richman has 
called it "an exercise in mythic madness," op. c-it., p. 28. 5am 
BlUefarb has said that it is "obvious" ana1'more superim-
posed than fully integrated," in "The Syncretism of Bernard 
Malamud," an original essay written for Field and Field's ~
nard Malamud, 2.e.· cit., p. 77. And Eigner quotes Jonathan 
Baumbach as say1ng:-11"Malamud's use of mythic theme and subject 
matter ••. is ... 'somewhat gratuitous, a semi-private literary. 
joke between author and academic reader,' merely 'a witty idea,'" 
in Bernard Malamud and the Critics, .QR_. cit., p. 85. (The orig
inal source is .8aumbach1 s "The .Sconomy of Love," Kenyon Re-
view, XXV, 1963, p. 448.) 

14 
A few critics have briefly mentioned the possibility of 
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seeing Roy first as a realistically developed character before 
see1ng him asan allegorical player or archetype. Theodore 
Solotaroff has briefly stated that The Natural deals with 
Roy'·s "self-confrontation," though heleaves his statement as 
a generality without evidence from the text, in "Bernard Mala
mud's Fiction: The Old Life and The New," reprinted as ·,."The 
.Old Life and the New" in Field and Field' s Bernard Malamud and 
the Critics, .QE_. cit., P. 240. (All subsequent page references 
to this article will be made to Field and Field's reprinting.) 

Ben Si~gel has also pointed out that 

•.• if the characters consistently are 
more metaphor than flesh, they never 
lose completely their human connec
tions. 

Yet Siegel does not trace this "human connection" in the text 
(in his article "Victims in Motion: Bernard Malamud's Sad and 
Bitter Clowns," reprinted as "Victi1ns in Motion: The Sad and 
Bitter Clowns" in Field and Field's Bernard Malamud and the 
Critics, ~.cit., p. 125. (All subsequent page refmnces 
to this article will be made to Field and Field's reprinting.) 

And Richman has pointed out the fact that the novel 
treats the protagonist's inabilitv to deal with bis past and 
thereby to escape its limitations, ~- cit., p. 30, though he 
too leaves his remark without supporting evidence. 

15 
Ronald Z. Sheppard in "About Be·rnard Malamud," Washington 

Post (October 13, 1963), p. S. 

16 
"Failed hero" is a term used by Joyce and Leslie Field to 

describe Roy. In their introduction to Bernard Malamud, · ~· 
cit., p. 2, they compare Roy and the protagon1st of The 
Assistant, Frank Alpine. They believe that Frank undergoes a 
change, "that is, a giving up of the selfish concerns of 
youth for an involvement in the problems of mankind, an ac
ceptance of life's responsibilities." They continue to say 
that " ... for Roy Hobbs, the failed hero of The Natural, the 
change in bis physical surroundings does notinclude this neces-
sary interior growth, and thus he is a failure." · 

17 
Following through. with ~he metaphor of the game of life 

in the game of baseball, we note that "fans" corresponds to 
mankind. Most of the myth critics trace Roy's failure to bis 
lack of love for the "fans." For example, Wasserman explains: 



In Roy the baseball champion, Arthurian 
knight, and Homeric hero have betrayed 
their fellows because of selfish infan
tilism of spirit (~. cit., p, 59). 

On page 62, he continues to say that Roy's mistake is 

not learning from Iris' life that one 
gains his self by g1v1ng it to others 
and that one is inunortal in the life~ 
energy he gives. 

He also refers to mankind as "the connnunity," on page 49. 

18 

Likewise, William Freedman has written: 

The _Natural is a mythic tale of 
pricle; impulse, guilt, self-destruction, 
and the failure of self-control. Roy 
Hobbs is a congenital bad-ball hitter, 
a Knight who chases the WTong women and 
the wrong ideals .... He wants too much 
and he wants it for himself •.. ,What Roy 
has not yet learned is that love and de
dication to the needs of the larger 
group -- the family, the team, mankind -
are the true grail, not the triple devils 
of fame, wealth, and beauty he self
destructively pursues (2E_. cit., pp. 
158-159). 

63. 

Bellman has given emphasis to the fact that Malamud's works 
are :often more complicated than they at first seem to be. In 
his article "Women, Children, and Idiots First: The Transforma
tion Psychology of Bernard Malamud," reprinted as "Women, Chil
dren, and Idiots First: Transformation Psychology" in Field 
and Field's Bernard Ma1amud and the Critics, 2E.· cit., pp. 12-
13, he states: 

At first reading, Malamud's stories 
generally leave the reader little to 
wonder about .... However , Malamud has 
a tendency to seed his tales and novels 
with all sorts of suggestive passages 
that pre,y on the mind and cause the 
reader to reread and rethink Malamud's 
experiments in misery .... Malamud, for 
all the apparent simplicity of bis plots, 
for all the obviousness of his subject 
matter, is actually a very complicated 



writer, complicated enough it seems.to 
have snared his reviewers into falling 
for easy answers to profound questions 
or meeting the Malamudian ambiguity of: 
meaning by merely descTibing it in 
oblique or fragmentary tenns~ 
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(All subsequent page references to this article will be made to 
Field and Field's reprintingJ 

19 
Richman, ~-· cit., p. 49. 

20 
Two works in which Malamud experimented with the first

person are "Black is My Favorite Color" and "The German Refu
gee," both of which appear in his collection Idiots First. 

21 
Sheldon Norman Grebstein in "Bernard Malamud and the Jew

ish Movement," reprinted in Field and Field's Bernard Malamud, 
~-· cit., p. 34. (All subsequent page references to this ar
t1cle will be made to Field and Field's reprinting). 

This is the only critica! article I know of which gives a 
detailed account of Malamud's technique. 

22 
Ibid. 

23 
There are sections in which the story is told by focusing 

on the minor characters' perceptions ~- Pop Fisher, Red,Blow, 
and Memo -- but for the most part Roy's thoughts dominate. 

24 
Grebstein, !?.E.. cit., p. 37. 

25 
Ibid. 

26 
Ibid. , p. 37. 

27 
Ibid. , p. 41. 

28 
Ibid. , p. 39. 
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29 
Ibid., p. 38. 

30 
Pinsker, 2E· Cit., p. 72. 

31 
Ibid., pp. 72-73. 

32 
!bid.' pp. 77-78. 

33 
Richman, 2E· cit., p. 73. 

34 
Grebstein, .QE.. cit., p. 35 . 

35 
!bid. ' pp. 38-39. 

36 
"'The good you did for one you did for all; it wasn't abad 

way to li ve."' (Thi s quote from ~ New Life appears in Greb
~te in'· s article on p·age 35.) 

37 
This distance is al so seen in The Assi stant, al th_ough in 

The Fixer Malamud and Bok seem to express themselves in the 
same way, according to Grebstein, Ibid., p. 42. 

38 
Ibid., p. 34. 

39 
Grebstein emphasizes the difficulty of separating the two 

"voices" when he admits that one of the lines he is analyzing 
in A New Life -- "'Proof: leafy trees stippling green of earth 
on skY:- Flowers casting bright color everywhere. Vast fires 
in cosmic space'" -- "can be either the na;rrator's or the 
character's," !bid., p. 35. 

40 
!bid., p. 34. 
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41 
James M. Mellard discusses this point in his article 11Mala

mud's Novels: Four Versions of Pastoral," reprinted as "Foui=-
Versions of Pastoral" in Field and Field' s ·Bernard Malamud and 
the Critics, ~· cit., pp. 67-81. (All subsequent page :ret
erences to this art1cle will be made to Field and Field's re
printing.) 

42 
Also noted by Tony Tanner in Cily of Words: American Fic-

tion 1950-1970 (New York: Harper Row PÜblishers, 1971)-, -
¡;:-"'!zr.---

43 
Richman, ~- cit., p. 35. 

44 
In several articles critics have stated that Malamud's mes

sage is equivalent to Iris' idea that suffering teaches. Their 
comments will be given in their proper context in the next four 
footnotes. 

First, in "Bernard Malamud's Comic Vision and the Theme 
of Identity," reprinted as "Comic Vision and the Theme of Iden
tity" in Field and Field's Bernard Malamud·.and the Critics; ~-
cit., pp. 163-165, Mark Goldman says: .- -

••. Roy must learn from bis experience 
in order to break through the circle ..• 
of bis failures. Ironically, he must 
learn to choose the real before he can 
become the mythic hero he embodies. Yet 
he continues to suffer because he does 
not learn, choosing, as he admi ts-, the 
women who repeatedly "burn" him .••• un~ 
like Roy[ IrisJ has created life, real
ity, out of her experience ..•. Roy still 
does not see what is clear.to Iris: 
his denial of self, the repeated failure 
of an unreal quest for false values. She 
believes that experience, suffering, can 
save us if (a persistent Malamud theme) 
we will save oursclves. She answers Roy's 
self-pity out of her own self-knowledge 
(quoting from 'fhe Natural): 

"Experience makes good people bet
ter." 

She was staring at the lake. 
"How does it do that?" 



"Through their suffering." 
"I had enough of that," he said in 

disgust. 
"We have .two lives, Roy, the life 

we· learn with and the life we live with 
after that." 

Goldman continues: 

And she concludes about suffering, strik
ing home to the unseeing Roy. "It teaches 
us to want the right things." 

Malamud's fiction suggests certain 
moral equations. Knowledge of self e
quals knowledge of the world; to want 
the right things is to make real choices. 
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(All subsequent page references to Goldman's article will be made 
to Field and Field's reprinting.) 

45 
. Hoyt has said that the theme of suffering proposed by Iris 

is reworked in other Malamudian works: 

Like many other artists, Malamud begins 
with the naked statement and spends later 
years clothing it. SUffering here~on
cluding bis discussion of The Natural]is 
as blindingly apparent as t1ie w1nter sun 
on a snowy field. The answer, too, falls 
as swiftly and completely over the scene 
as a storm front [quoting from The Na
tura~] : 

"What beats me," he said with a tre111-
bling voice, "is why did it always have 
to happen to me? What did Ido to 
deserve it?" . 

· 11 Being stopped before you started?" 
He nodded. 
"Perhaps it was because you were a 

good person?" 
"How's that?" 
"Experience makes good people better." 
She was staring at the lake. 
"How does it do.that?" 
"Through their suffering." 

Hoyt continues: 
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The lat~r works, though vastly more 
sophisticated, more careful, as the au
thor comes to realize the enormousness of 
the problem, aTe essentially reworkings 
of The Natural. Frank Alpine as the 
tarn1shed man of good will, Fidelman 
the silly saint, Sam Levin the· ·s·chlemiel 
who gets up after bis tenth beat1ng: 
aJl these are more intelligibl~r more 
comprehensible reincarnations of Roy 
Hobbs, who is even at the end of bis 
book a little larger than Teal life (~. 
cit., pp. 183-184). 

Richman's cononent appears in this context: 

.•• the fragrance-distilling lady, who 
will live on with much humanizing in 
Malamud's other novels .••• It is Iris 
who introduces to the novel the Tichest 
of all Malamud's subjects: the uses and 
abuses of love which animate and diTect 
all bis novels and almost all bis stor
ies ••.. Iris functions as the exemplar 
of human potential, the living actual
ity that one can win through fTom suf
fering to a larger and more meaningful 
life ..•• But if Iris' life represents a 
commentary to Roy's own blasted bis~ 
tory, and its transmutation into a 
larger and more human status· she is 
also the mysteTious healer who can sal
vage the hero through a crucial test .. 
Indeed, she is the mirroT of indoctTin .. 
ation and the way of salvation; and he·r 
anaiysis_of the hero~as~hero is signi~ 
ficant in this regard, .• ,"Without heroes 
we're all plain people and don't know 
how far we can go •• ~.I don't think you 
can do anything for anyone without giv
ing up something of your own" (~~ cit. , 
pp. 37-38). 

Richman continues to say that 

Iris invokes for the ballplayer ... the 
ancient theme of redemption through 
suffering -- a theme which reappears 
in all of Malamud's later work: "'We 

68. 
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have two lives, Roy, the life we learn 
with and the life we live with after 
that. Suffering is what brings us 
toward happiness "' (p. 38). 

Grebstein states that 

i~ each of (Malamud' s] maj or characters 
altruism aná materialism combine as mo
tives for self-sacrifice. In Malamud's 
first hero, Roy Hobbs of The Natural, 
materialism overpowers altruism. He has 
impulses for good but keeps making the 
wrong choices for the WTong reasons: 
baseball for glory Tather than the joy 
of· the game, a girl for sex not love, 
winaing for prizes and payoffs. He ne
ver leaTns to live by the wise Iris' 
dictum, "'Experience makes good people 
better •... Suffering is what brings us 
towards happin~ss'" (op. cit., p. 22). 

He continues to say that Roy is 
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Malamud's only hero [taking into ac
count Malamud's novels as well as the 
stories from The Magic BaTrel and 
Idiots First fwlio su mits ne1ther to 
love nor to iaealism, and whose suf
ferings are consequently futile (p. 22). 
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In bis article "Bernard Malamud's Mythic Proletari~ns," 
reprinted as "Mythic Proletarians" in Field and·Field's "Ber
nard Ma1amud ·and 'the· Crltics, QE.• clt'\, p. 189, 1'1ax F. Schulz 
ñotes that one oftne problems a reader of Malamud faces is 
the interpretation of the author's tone: "Where one may 
easily go astray is in evaluating the ambiguity of tone 
which characterizes the fate of the protagonist (giving as 
examples Roy Hobbs, Frank Alpine of The Assistant, Sy Levin 
of ~ ~ Life ·' and Yakov Bok of The Fixer J and ~he outcome of 
the act1on." (All subsequent page references w1ll be made to 
Field and Field•s reprinting.) 

49 
As I have already noted, Rjchman does believe that she 

. " 1 " ·t 37 1s exemp ary op. ~-, p. • 
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so 
Richman has said that Iris' role in the novel is to show 

Roy the proper attitude one should have toward one's past: 

51 

52 

Though uneven in size, the events of the 
first part of thLNatural clearly para
lell the events of the second; and, tak
en together, they recapitulate t'he myth
ic formula of Iriitiation, Separation, and 
Return. But most importantly, the repe
tition serves to dramatize the author's 
belief that the way to .redemption lies 
in part in the hero's reaction to bis 
own past and bis ability to understand 
it, thereby escaping its inherent limi
tations" (!bid., p. 30). 

!bid., p. 40. 

In my opinion, Iris' philosophy on suffering -- "'Experi
ence makes good people better ••• ,Suffering is what brings us 
toward happiness ...• It teaches us to want the right things'" 
-- resemble the Judge's cliches about goodness and evil: "'The 
love of money is the root of all evil, '" '"He that maketh baste 
to be rich shall not be innocent,"" "'Puta knife to thy throat 
if thou be a man given to appetite"' (pp. 79-80) llnd '"Be it 
ever so humble there' s no place like home"' (p. 76). 

53 
Richman, 2E.· cit., p. 31. 

54 
lbid. , p. 40. 

55 
!bid~~ p, 41, 

56 
In "The Death of Me, the senseless, bitter hatred.of two 

assistants to a tailor, Emilio the Italian and Josip the Pole 
(two men who were, in the tailor's opinion, "as people, much 
alike," p. 58), comes to a violent end when one morning, as 
they argue over trifles, their animal instincts take hold of 
them: 

One Monday morning Josip opened 
the table drawer to get at bis garlic 
salami and found it had been roughJ.y 



broken in two. With bis pointed knife 
raised, he rushed at the tailor (Emilio], 
who, at that very moment, because some
one had battered his black hat, was com
ing at him with his burning iron. He 
caught the presser along the calf of the 
arm and opened a smelly purple wound, · 
justas Josip stuck him in the groin, 
and the knife hung there for a minute •.•. 
They locked themselves together and 
choked necks (p. 66). 

71. 

This graphic outburst of violence has terrible repercussions, 
for it causes the death of Marcus the tailor, who had naively 
tried to reform the quarrelers throughout the story, and who 
had innocently believed that man's differences were "trivial 
things they all forgot, no matter how momentarily fierce:" 

Marcus rushed in again, shouting, 
"No, no, please, please," flailing his 
withered arms, nauseated, enervated (all 
he could hear in the uproar was the thun
dering clock), and bis heart, like a fra
gile pitcher, toppled from the shelf and 
bump bumped down the stairs, cracking 
at the bottom, the shards flying every
where. 

Although the old Jew's eyes were -
glazed as he crumpled, the assassins 
could plainly read in them, What did· I 
tell you? You see? (p. 66). 

Unfortunately, the tailor had been right in predicting that 
their terrible hatred would be the "death of him." The tailor's 
assistant and the presser, who are Italian and Pole, come to 
represent all men who are in disagreement, nations as well as 
individuals. Mankind, like the two men in Marcus' dream, is 
"teetering on a ledge." One agressor is as guilty as the 
other, and "[sl ipping] in slime," each "[pul 1 s] the other 
down with him" (p. 62) till they both s1nk to their self-
made deaths. As if he were the last man to believe in his 
fellows, Marcus dies of a "bToken heart" when he realizes 
how lowly (in this story at least) human nature can be. (Page 
references are made to the Pocket Book, Simon and Schuster, 
1975 edition of l<liots First.) 

57 
"The German Refugee" deals with the terrible anguish of an 

alienated Ger~~n intellectual who suffers remarse for having 
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abandoned bis German wife and other obligations in Gemany 
in orde.r to emigra te to America during the Nazi holocaust. 
Even with the dedicated help of a young English teacher, Os
kar Gassner is unable to write the speech he must write for 
the institute that had sponsored his trip to New York, a speech 
dealing with the German poets and Walt Whitman's feeling for 
"brudermensch:" 

"J\nd I know the spirit of God is the 
brother of my own, 

And that all the men ever born are also 
mv brothers, and the women my sisters 
and lovers, 

And that the ke1son of creation is love" 
(p. 189). 

Every time he·sat down to write the speech, Gassner was reminded 
of the fact that Whitman's philosophy was not only absent from 
"German earth" (p. 187), but also from bis own life: 

"I have lozt faith. r do not -- not 
longer possezz my former value of my
self. In my life there has been too 
much illusion.... · 

"Confidence I have not. For this 
and alzo whatever elze I have lozt I 
thank the Nazis" (p. 185). 

Metaphorically speaking, the Nazis mark the lowest point of man
kind, and Gassner identifies with them. This identification 
is explained by Richman: 

The general failure of humanity -- the 
shadow of genocide and hateas a gen
eralized death wish -- is bound up 
and particularized in Oskar Gassner's 
guilt for bis actions toward bis wife. 
Yearning for death, the refugee finds 
himself in dreams identifying with 
the Nazis and the forces of anti-life 
generally (~. cit., p. 136). 

In the end Gassner's suicide is overwhemingly depressing be
cause it emphasizes the futility of bis life and the futility 
of the genuine lovinp. concern of his teacher and c~mpanion - • 
Martin Goldberg, who desperately fought to save him. (Page 
refer~nccs are to t he 1975 Poc ket Book ed i ti on of Id iot s Fi rst.) 

58 
In "The Jewbird." Harry Cohen's brutal killing of the 

helpful though pesty jewbird Schwartz demonstrates that the 
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forces of anti-life are the real Tulers of the world. When 
the jewbird's requests for charity become too parasitic for 
Cohen, he attacks the bird with a broom stick, invading the 
sane ti ty of i ts home. The bird' s 1oud cawing and wildl.Y beat
ing wings show the strength with which eohen seizes it: Af
ter whirling the bird round and Tound 1 punching it, and tug
ging at its legs "with all bis might" (p. 104), he flings it 
with a furious heave from the "top-floor apartment" (p. 95) 
and listens with secret delight for the sound of Schwartz's 
sure death below. Like the tailoT's assistants in "The Death 
of Me," Cohen had no justiable reason for feeling such ha
tred. Cohen's cruelty is outrageóusly .. inhuman because it 
is directed ata helpless bird and testifies to the fact that 
the average man's capacity for leve has been reduced to a míni
mum. Unlike other Malarnudian characters called on to extend 
a helping hand to a fellow (Fidelman in "The Last Mohican," 
Gruber the landlord in "The Mourners," and the rabbi in ''Idiots 
First," for example), Cohen shows no search into self, no 
trace of awakening. The need for commitment to others to 
lessen the world's suffering and to make men more "human" 
never even occurs to him. Through Harry Cohen, Malarnud makes 
one of bis most depressing commentaries on the cruel reality 
of human nature. (Page references are also to the 1975 Pocket 
Book edition of Idiots First,) 

59 
Freedman, 2.E.· cit., pp, 158 and 159. He has said that the 

"true grail" is "love and dedication to the needs of the lar
ger group -- the family, the team, mankind," p. 159. 

60 
In "The Syncretism of Bernard Malamud," Q.E_. cit., p. 77, 

Bluefarb has criticized Malamud's use of mytnfor being "o~
vious" and "more superimposed than fully integrated." · 

Malamud himself admitted that bis work was the pro-
duct of a young writer: 

"Baseball players were the 'heroes' of 
my American childhood. I wrote The 
Natural as a tale of a mythological 
hero because, between childhood and 
the beginning of a writing career, I'd 
been to college. 1 became interested 
in myth and tried to use it, among 
other thing5, to symbolize and expli
cate an ethical dilemma of American 
life." 

(Malamud is quoted by Field and Field in their introduction to 
Bernard Malamud, ~- ci!.· ~ p. 9.) 
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However, I would like to point out the fact that I have 
tried to emphasize the inner conflict depicted in this novel 
because it is, in my opinion, a strength of the work, in spite 
of the weaknesses found in bis use of myth·and in spite of 
the stated intentions of the author himself. 

61 
Malamud also "fused" the two "voices" in order to create 

a closeness on the part of the narrator and the character. For 
example, the narrator's choice of words indicates that he, too, 
feels joy at the time of Roy's professiorial peak ("The long 
rain had turned the grass green and Roy romped in it like a 
happy calf in its pasture," p. 66) • Likewise, he feels Roy's 
disillusion with the city world ("the shadow-infested, street
lamped jungle," p. 31). Such a closeness allows us readers 
to know and accept Roy and to feel sympathy for him, 

62 
"Tragic flaw" is a term used by Ben Siegel in bis dis

cussion of Roy (found in "Victims in Motion: Bernard Mala
mud's Sad and Bitter Clowns," reprinted as "Victims in Motion: 
The Sad and Bitter Clowns," in Field and Field's Bernard Mala
rnud and the Critics, .2!.· clt., p. 125: 

And if the characters consistently 
are more rnetaphor than flesh and 
blood, they neve~ lose completely 
their human connections. In any 
event, Roy Hobbs serves as arche
type for all of Malamud's small 
heroes, who -- like their larger 
Greek and Shakespearean counter
parts -- fall victim to a tragic 
flaw aggravated by misfortune. 

(All subsequent page references to this article will be made 
to Field and Field's reprinting.) 

63 
In Malamud's story "A Summer's Reading," protagonist 

George Stoyon·ovich allows all his neighbors to go on think
ing that he has been read1ng cxtensively to improve himself, 
and thus, through George, Malamud again suggests that 
man's need for attention and admiration, far respect and 
success, is a very human need. 

64 
Bellman characterizes the protagonist of many of Mala

mud's works as a dull and dreary common man: 



The central figure is a drab, down-and
out little nobody who invites our in
stant pity (and sometimes contempt) be
cause of bis hard luck -- Sobel the shoe
maker's helper ["The First Seven Years"), 
Fidelman the expatriate art student ["The 
Last Mohican"J, Morris Bober the unsuc
cessful grocer [ The Assistant J, Seymour 
Levin the novice~ollege 1n·sttuctorf~ New 
Life) Marcus the weak-hearted tailor 
('"The'Death of Me"], Etta the Roman wi
dow _who is twice betrayed ("Life is Bet
ter than Death"J. Always, it seems, the 
central charact"er is poverty-stricken -
no money in hand and the wolf at the door. 
lf money is not the problem, it will be a 
matter of another kind of poverty: judge
ment, perhaps, or resiliencey, or even 
just plain luck (.QE_. cit,, p, 12). 

75. 

The term "drab, down-and-out little nobodyll applies to Roy when 
we consider bis background and limitations, though of course it 
does not when we consider the position of hero which he finds 
himself in. 

65 
Frank Alpine of The Assistant observes ''how quick sorne peo

ple' s lives went to pot when they couldn't make up their minds 
what to do when they had to do it," Bernard Malamud, The 
Assistant (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1970),p. 108 
(original published 1957). (All subsequent page references to 
this novel will be made to this 1970 edition and will be 1ri
cluded in my text in parenthesis.) 

66 
There are other non-learners in The Natural. In addition 

to the manager Pop Fisher, Roy playswíth a whole team of born 
losers, moves in a world in which almost every one feels bis 
life has been a waste. Regret over past losses, anguish over 
ambitions not realized reign, as if losing were the "natural 
state of things," at least in this particular fictional world 
Malamud is depicting. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE GLORJFICATION OP SUFFERING 

IN TWO OF MALAMUD'S FAIRY TALES: 

."ANGEL LEVINE" AND "IDIOTS FIRST" 

76. 
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"Introductory Note for Chapter Two" 

"Angel Levine" (1955) and "Idiots First" (1961) are two 

Malamudian works which do reflect Iris' idea that "suffering 

makes men better" and "brings them toward happiness." Though 

they· are different from most of Malamud's works dealing with 

suffering, both of these short stories depict an enduring suf

ferer .who is allowed to triumph "miraculously." In order to 

convey this type of resolution, Malamud turns to fantasy. 
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2. J. "On 'Angel Levine "' 

Like many of Malamud's works dealing with suffering, "Angel 

Levine" begins with a detailed description of the protagonist's 

past and present woes, a description which seems to prepare us 

readers, in much the way that the "Pre-game"section of The !!!!!!· 

ral does, for entry into a world of predetermined failure: 

Manischevitz, a tailor, in bis fifty
first year suffered many reverses and in
dignities. Previously a man of comfortable 
means, he overnight lost all he had, when 
his establishment caught fire and, after 
a metal container of cleaning fluid ex
ploded, burned to the ground. Although 
Manischevitz was insured against fire, 
damage suits by two customers who had been 
hurt in the flames deprived him of every 
penny he had collected. At almost the 
same time, bis son, of much promise, was 
killed in the war, and his daughter, with
out so muchas a word of warning, married 
a lout and disappeared with him as off the 
face of the earth. Thereafter, Manische
vitz was victimized by excruciating back
aches and found himself unable to work 
even as a presser--the only kind of work 
available to him--for more than an hQur 
or two daily, because beyond that the 
pain from standing became maddening. His 
Fanny, a good wife and mother, who had 
taken in washing and sewing, began be-
fore bis eyes to waste away. Suffering 
shortness of breath, she at last became 
seriQusly ill and took to her bed. The 
doctor, a former customer of Manische
vitz, who out of pity treated them, at 
first had difficulty diagnosing her ail
ment but later put it down as hardening 
of the arteries atan advanced stage. He 



took Manischevitz aside, prescribed com
plete rest for her, and in whispers gave 
him to know there was little hope. 

Throughout bis trials Manischevitz 
had remained somewhat stoic, almost un
believing that all this had descended 
upon bis head, as if it were happening, 
let us say, toan acquaintance or some 
distant relative; it was in sherr quan-. 
tity of woe incomprehensible. 
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In this introduction, it is clear that the author goes to great 

lengths to establish the fact that Manischevitz, suffering disas

ter after disaster, has always been a pitiful victim of circum

stances. In reaction to these cruel coincidences, to bis "crush

ingly heavy" burden (p. 48), Manischevitz, lamenting and weeping 

but '.'recognizing the worthlessness of i t" all (p. 48), whispers a 

half-hearted prayer. 

The story which began with the hard reality of the tail

or's seemingly hopeless fate suddenly becomes a fairy tale, a 

re-enactment of the tale of Alladin's lamp set in Jewish anp 
t 

Black New York. To Manischevitz's astonishment, a black Jéw 

named Levine appears before him and claims to be an angel who 

can grant him any wish if only Manischevitz believe in him. The 

tailor at first disbelieves and asks for proof: "'Where are your 

wings? ••• If you are a Jew, say the blessing for bread"' (p. SO). 

His next encounter with the "angel," now "fallen," gives 

Manischevitz still more reason to disbelieve, for he finds Le

vine dancing most unangelically in a bar with "a big-brt,asted 

Negre·ss in a purple evening gown" (p. 53). However, the tailor ½·=:::::.~ .• 
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listens to the voice of his conscience and later returns to the 

bar to say that he believed a half-drunken Negro to be-a messen

ger of God: 

Believe, do not, yes, no, yes, no. The 
pointer pointed to yes, to between yes 
and no, to no, no it was yes. He 
sighed. It moved but one had still to 
make a choice (p. 57). 

The description of Manischevitz's act of faith·as the choice. 

of a number on a roulette wheel is Malamud's criticism of what 

modern man's "faith" has become. Yet the tailor's declaration 

of faith in Levine still has, in the story at least. tremendous 

repercussions. The llfallen angel," revived by "man's" belief in 

him, returns to the "straight and narrow path" and regains the 

right to heaven. He then proceeds to perform a miracle Fan-

ny's cure -- before taking off from the rooftop. . 
The story ends with still another affirmation, wit~ Mani-

schevitz' s Eureka-like cry, .bis "triumphant insight," 2 the 

moral to Levine's miracle: '"A wonderful thing, Fanny •••• Be

lieve me, there are Jews everywhere'" (p. 58). This last am

biguous line has met with mixed reactions. Critic Cynthia Ozyck 

has tried to lessen Manischevitz's affirmation of his faith in 

"Jews" by explaining away any religious, moral, or philosophical 

meaning Malamud m~ght have intended to convey: 



To [ManischevitzJ--and to Malamud at 
the end of the íifties--that Black3 
and Jew are one is no miracle ••.•. 
Jews have always known hard times, and 
are naturally sympathetic to others 
who are having, or once had, hard 
times •.•• Naturally there are Jews ev- 4 
erywhere, and sorne of them are black. 
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According to her, the tailor's affirmation represents only a 

certain historical truth, now "dated, óbsolete." 5 However, al

though Malamud himself has denied that his fiction in general re

presents his efforts to capture the "spirit of a specific relig

ion," 6 he once made · a comment which is echoed in his last line 

of "Angel Levine": "'Every man is a Jew though he may not know 

it.'" 7 He added that he expected his statement to be taken meta

phorically: 

"I handle the Jew as a symbol of the tra
gic experience of man existentially. I 
try to see the Jew as universal man. Ev
ery man is a Jew though he may not know 
it. The Jewish drama is a ••• symbol of 
the fight for existence in the highest 
possible terms. Jewish history is God's 
gift of drama •••• " To ·call every man a 
Jew is a way of "indic_ating how h¡story, 
sooner or late; treats all men." 

In an attempt to relate Malamud's remarks to his "gallery of Jewish 

characters Bober, Bok, Levin, Fidelman, and Lesser," Field and 

Field have commented that 



[Malamud's]definition (metaphorically 
speaking) of Jewishness includes sµch 
univers·al human virtues· as moral obli
gation to one's fellow man and the com
munity·; acceptance of Tesponsibili ty; 
being involved in the suffeTing of 
?theTs~ and learning from one's suffer-

. 1ng. 
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When we apply Field and Field's comments to Manischevitz's last 

line, we note that the tailor's exclamation that there are "Jews 

everywhere" expresses a sudden recognition that there are "com

mi tted," "responsible" men everywhere, as sug.gested by both 

the tailor and Levine at the end of the story. 

Likewise, it expresses the belie.f that there are "sufferers 

everywhere," and in this sense "Angel Levine" is a re-enactment of 

the story of Job, as critic Sam Bluefarb has pointed out. lO 

Like Job, Manischevitz suffeTs legions of disasters; like Job, he 

"is a religious man who finds bis faith on trial;" 11 like Job, 

he questions and co•plains; 

Day, ·by day, ·hour by hour., .minute after 
minute, he lived in pain, pain his only 
memory-~ questioning the necessity of it, 
inveighing against it, also, though with 
affection, against God. Why so much, 
Gottenyu? If He wanted to teach His 
servant a lesson for some reason, some 
cause~-the nature of His nature-~to 
teach him, say, for reasons of his 
weakness, bis pride, perhaps during his 
years of prosperity, his frequent ne
glect of God--to give him a little les
son, why then any of the the tragedies 
that had happened to him, any gnc would 



have sufficed to chasten him. But all 
·together- .. the loss of 'f>oth his children, 
his means of livelihood, Fanny's health 
and his--that was too much to ask one 
frail-boned man to endure. Who, after 
all, was Manischevitz that he had 'f>een 
given so much to suffer? A tailor. 
Certainly nota man of talent. Upon 
him suffeTing was largely wasted. It 
went nowhere, into nothing: into more 
suffering (pp. 51-52). 
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And like Job, he has a supernatural visitation that brings him 

back to his faith. On the mythic level, Manischevitz, repre

senting Mankind, is at first the disbeliever who looks for 

"wings" or golden crowns; through the centuries it has been diffi-

cult for the average man, like this tailor, to "keep the faith." 

Yet, as Bluefarb says, Manischevitz suggests that it is not impos

sible when he becomes the man of faith, when he believes, despite 

the fact that there is no evidence to substantiate belief: 

Manischevitz is a man reborn. Faith has 
finally triumphed over suffering and 
doubt to bring Manischevitz the redemp
tion that comes of that affiTJDation. 12 

From the story's resolution, we might say that bis potential to 

believe (and to triumph because one believes)is hidden in·all men: 

there are, according to the tailor, "believers everywhere." 

Furthermore, Malamud's "fairy tale" suggests that, al• 
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though it may be difficult to believe, believing is essential. 

When believing in man (like "giving credit" in sorne of Mala

mud's other works) 13 is a two-way proposition, together' men 

seem to work miracles, as suggested by Manischevitz's effect 

on Levine and, in turn, by Levine's effect on Fanny. Malamud's 

story seems to say that every once-in-a-while a miracle is of

fered tomen, if only they were open enough to recognize one 

when it comes along. In this story, at least, tbe author seems 

to make his own declaration of faith in "man," 14 and Manische

vitz's triumphs over suffering suggest that man has a potential 

for miracles. 
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2.2 "On 'Idiots First'" 

AlthQugh "Idiots First" is clearly another fairy tale in 

which fantasy predominates, the light-hearted tone of "Angel 

Levine" nas been replaced by a more serious one as the author 

presents the dilemma of man's commitment to bis fellows. 

As in "Angel Levine," circumstances are clearly against 

the suffering protagonist; in this case Mendel, father of Isaac 

the idiot, has just been told by Ginzburg, the messenger of 

death, that bis time is up. At the beginning of the story, pen

niless Mendel is allowed just one last favor by this black

bearded stranger -- enough time to raise the money needed to send 

bis son toan aging uncle in California. In order to raise the 

money, Mendel is forced to ask bis acquaintances for charity, .and 

so in the process tests their willingness to share with others, 

to be good "Jews." (Henry· D. Spalding has ·sai.d, "Jewish tr~dition 

requires that those who have must share with those who have. 

nQt." 15) Ironi.cally, Mendel, who is forced by circumstances to 

beg like a schnorrer, 16 has a serious tale of woe, but two out of 

three possible providers of handouts are indifferent, cold. While 

the third person called on, a rabbi, seems to be exemplary 

when he, havin¡ no money to speak of and struggling against 

the protests of bis practica! wife, gives Mendel bis new fur

lined caftan, he does so at the "cost of bis own living": "the 
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rabbi pressed both hands to his temples and fell to the floor." 17 

Yet Malamud does not allow the rabbi's sacrifice to be the 

magical solution Mendel needs. When Ginzburg bars the enirance 

to the train to California, Mendel must plead for one more little 

favor that Isaac be allowed on. Ginzburg, however, cannot re• 

lent, for he has a role to play, a job to do: 

"You shoulda been dead already at mid
night. I told you that yest.erday. This 
is the best I can do •••• What will hae
pens happens. This isn't my respons1-
bility. I got enough to think about 
without worrying about somebody on one 
cylinder" (pp. 19-20) • 

. As Alan Warren Friedman has pointed out, 18 Ginzburg cannot see 

beyond the rules: 

"What then is your responsibility?" 
[ Mendel asks .] 

"To create conditions. To make hap
pen what happens. I ain't in the an
thropomorphic business •••• The law is 
the law ••• the cosmic universal law, 
goddamit, the one I got to follow my
self " (p. 20). 

The light-hearted tone of fantasy now disappears as Mendel, be

lieving he has ultimately failed with Isaac, laments bis whole bit

ter life: 



''All my life ," Mendel cried, his body 
trembling, "what did I have? I was poor. 
I suffered from my health. When I worked 
I worked too hard. When·I didn•t was 
worse. My wife died a young woman. But 
I didn't ask from anybody nothing. Now I 
ask a small favor. Be so kind, Mr. Ginz
burg" (p. 20). 
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Despairing, Mendel cries out, as Roy and Manischevitz do, against 

a passive world, against a painful and unjust fate, and we are re

minded, in spite of the story's frame of fantasy, not only of 

''man' s feeble, hopeless existence," but also of "the irrelevance 

of his death." 19 When the simple favor is still not granted, 

Mendel, enfuriated to the point of violence, lunges at Ginzburg 

and accuses him of not knowing what it means to be "human." Ob

viously Ginzburg does not know, for he, the messenger of death, 

is literally not human. Surprisingly, Mendel's accusation shames 

the messenger and actually does cause him to relent, to be "hu

manized." Isaac is allowed to board the train, and Mendel, no 
~ 

longer the preoccupied father, cango to·his death in peace: 

"When the train was gone, Mendel ascended the stairs to see what 

had become of Ginzburg" (p. 21). 

Although Ginzburg at first seems to be the least likely 

of all of Malamud's characters to relent, he is in fact the char

acter who responds the most positively and who undergoes the 

greatest change. This is dueto the persistence of the loving 

father, Mendel. Thus, in Richman's words, "Mendel, wasted and 
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past bis time, is also the carrier of human possibilities." 20 

A. W. Friedman has also pointed out .the greatness of Mendel's 

final achievement: 

For Malamud, man has nothing but the mis
ery and intensity of bis suffering--but 
the point is that it is intense; he is 
committed to it because it defines his 
uniqueness, bis humannes·s. As a conse
quence, he can--at least at odd moments-
impose meaning where God has not. He can 
make the universe take notice of him and 
pay some attention to bis claims. 21 

"Idiots First," then, becomes one of Malamud's most affirmative 

stories because it expresses a belief in man's potential ·to "bet

ter" bis situation in spite of bis suffering and in spite of the 

indifference of the majority of bis fellows. Like "Angel Levine," 

"Idiots First" suggests 'that man' s protest against the "irrel

evancy" of bis suffering is sometimes (divinely?) answered. 

If we do question this story's affirmation by wonde1ing 

what Mendel has really accomplished when he manages to send 

Isaac toan aging u~cle and toan unsure fate, when he only momen

tarily postpones bis own inevitable end, we must remember that 

Malamud is allowing bis character not only to accomplish what he 

most desires, but also to triumph over the messenger of death. It 

is in this sense that the story seems to contain tremendous hope 

for what man can do. 



2.3 "Some Final Thoughts on Suffering 
and Malamud' s U.se of Fantasy'-' 
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Al though both "Angel Levine" and "Idiots First" end im a 

note of hope, no conclusion about human triumph in Mala

mud's fiction as a whole should be drawn on the basis of 

these two stories alone. A generali.zation like Friedman' s --

"out of the dungheap seemingly conducive only to despair, glim-

mers of values begin to assert and affirm themselves" 22 ap-

plies, in my opinion, only to these two fairy tales, for other 

Malamudian works dealing with suffering depict crueler social and 

psychological realit1es which lessen the "redeeming" power of 

suffering portrayed in these two stories. 

Because the form chosen for these two works was so differ

ent from that used in the majority of Malamud's others, it is 

probable that bis intentions in them were not the same as those 

of his more naturalistic stories like "The Cost of Living," "The 

Bill," or almost anything else he wrote up to and including The 

Fixer (the work in which the suffering of the protagonist is 

more excruciati.ng than in any other Malamudian work). 23 Except 

in "Take Pity" 24 (_1958) and in "The Jewbird" 25 (1963), fan

tasy was not again utilized by Malamud in those works he wrote 

from 1950, the approximate beginning of bis publishing career, to 

1966, the year he published The Fixer; furthermore, fantasy did 

not return asan important element of his later works until the 
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"short cheerful stories" he wrote for Rembrandt's Hat (1973). 26 

In both "Angel Levine" and "Idiots First" social judge

ments are implicit. We have seen that in "Angel Levine" Mala

mud suggests the need for faith in man at the same time that he 

ridicules, in Goldman's words, "the·Jew's sense of bis unique 

Tole as sufferer;" 27 in "Idiots First" he likewise deals 

with the contem~orary problem of man's reluctance to commit him-

self to others. However, Malamud's intention in these two works 

does not seem to have been that of depicting our world realisti

cally, for the author himself has stated that he has·written fan

tasies specificallf to entertain: 

"I don' t believe in. the supernatural ex-• 
cept as I can invent it. Nor do I look 
for a. 'neutral ground' for my fiction. I 
write fantasy because when Ido I am im
aRinative and funny and having a good 
,time." 28 

In addition, Malamud mar simply have been trying out the fantastic 

form characteristic, in critic Robert Alter's words, of the Yid

dish folk. tale: 

Though such influences are hard to 
prove, I suspect that the piquant jux
taposition in bis fiction of tough, 
ground-gripping realism and high
flying fantasy ultimately derives from 
the paradoxical conjoining of those 
same qualities that has of!~n charac
terized Jewish folklore. 



Grebstein has also commented: 

The fantasy could be described as the 
leavening in Malamud's realistic bread, 
making it rise a little toward heaven; 
it can be thus interpreted as-an extra
polation of that something in man which 
insists he is more than animal. It also 
functions to modulate, making the bread 
easier to get down by alleviating the 
dry taste of misery with some fun. 30 
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Thus, it is clear that the happy endings of "Angel Levine" 

and "Idiots First," like most happy endings, do not necessarily 

reflect the reality of the world as we know it. In fact, through 

the very u~e of fantasy, Malamud may be making another depressing 

point about suffering: that man's dreams come true and his needs 

are fulfilled not in the real world, but only in the realm of the 

fairy tale. 
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Notes for Chapter Two 

1 ' 
Bernard Malamud. The Mag~c Barr·e1 (New York: Pocket Bodks, 

Simon and Schuster, Inc., 19. 2), pp. 47-48. (All .subsequent page 
references to The Magic Barrel are to this edition and will be 
included in parenthes1s within my text.) 

2 
This is an expression used by Fidelman, protagonist of "The 

Last Mohican" (included in The ~agih Barrel, .Q.E_. cit., p. 165), 
to desc~ibe what he believes to et e moment of his"true awaken
ing. I find the expression useful to describe other Malamudian 
characters' awakenings as well. 

3 
Her essay "Literary Blacks and Jews" is 

Field's Bernard Malamud, 2.E.· cit., p. 81. 
ences made to th1s art1cle wiIIoe made to 
printing.) 

4 
!bid. , p. 82. 

5 
!bid., p. 8f. 

6 

reprinted in Field and 
(All subsequent refer
Field and Field's re-

In "An Interview with Bernard Malamud," by Field and Field in 
their collection Bernard Malamud, 2.E.·· cit., pp. 11-12. 

7 
According to Field and Field in their collection Bernard Mala

rnud, 2.E.· cit., p. 7, Malamud said this in the Jerusalem Posr-
lWeekly overseas Edition), April 1, 1968, p. 13. 

8 
Field and Field's Bernard Malamud, ~· cit., p. 7. 

9 
!bid., p. 4 
In addition, there have been a number of critical articles writ

ten on Malamud's use of the Jew as metaphor. For example, Theodore 
Solotaroff has said: "Malamud's Jewishness is a type of metaphor-
for anyone's life--both for the tragic dimension of anyone's life 
and for acode of personal morality and salvation that is more 
psychological than religious. To the extent that the Jew and his 
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problems become a way of envisaging the human condition, he be
comes more symbol than fact, fashioned to the service of an ab
straction," in ''Bernard Malamud' s Fiction: The Old Life and the 
New, '~ reprinted as "The Old Life and the New" in Bernard Malamud 
and the Critics, ~- cit., p. 237. 1i 

Similarly, by equating the Jews to all men, according td Ben 
Siegel, Malamud "attempts to raise the alienated Jew's deep per
sonal suffering to the level of universality •••• His Jews are not 
'good' in the traditional sense; few, in fact, reveal any concern 
for Judaism as a coherent body of doctrine. They share only a 
communal sensitiyity to persecution and suffering. Ritual and 
custom are for Malamud mere surface trimmings; all that matters 
is the human heart--that is, man's essential dignity and responsi
bility to his fellows in a grim, inhuman world," on. cit., pp. 125-
126. .::.r.. -

10 
Sam Bluefarb in "Bernard Malamud: The Scope of Caricature.," 

reprinted as "The Scope of Caricature" in Bernard Malamud and the 
Critics, ~· cit., p. 143. 

11 
!bid., p. 144. 

12 
!bid., pp. 145-146. 

13 
In "The Bill," included in The Magic Barrel, ~· cit., p. 134, 

storekeeper Panessa states that moral commitment should be a two
way proposition: " •• ~what was credit but the fact that people 
were_human beings, and if you were reallf a human being r,o~ gave 
cred1 t to somebody else and he gave credí.t to you." In 'T'-ke 
Pity" and "Black is My Favorite Color," Malamud also foc:uses 
on the failure that results when commitment works only one-way. 

14 
Richman, ~· cit., p. 145. 

15 
Henry D. Spalding. Encyclopedia of Jewish Humor (New York: 

Jonathan David Publishers, 1973), p. 31. 

16 
A schnorrer (or shnorrer) is a cadger, o~ as Goldman has 

said, a "beggar with style," ~- cit., p. 161. Dorothy H. Roch• 
mis explains that "frequently, competition among shnorrers was so 
keen that it became a contest of wit, brass, and resourcefulness 
to wheedle money from others. When it was forthcoming it was 
accepted as if it were the shnorrer's right," in the glossary to 
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Encyclopedia of Jewish Humor, .2.P.· cit., p. 156. 

17 
Bernard Malamud. Idiots First 

and Schuster, Inc., 1975), p. 19. 
to this story will be made to this 
in parenthesis within my text.) 

18 

(New York: Pocket Books, Simon 
(All subsequent page references 
edition and will be included 

Alan Warren Friedman in "Bernard Malamud: The Hero as 
Schnook," reprinted as "The Hero as Schnook" in Bernard Malamud 
and the Critics, ·o·p. ·cit., p. 290. (All subsequent references 
totlüs article wiIT ~made to Field and Field's reprinting.) 

19 
Ibid. 

20 
Richman, ~· cit., p. 125. 

21 
Friedman, ~- cit., p. 291. 

22 
Ibid., p. 290. 

23 
In his article "Myth Inside and Out:- Malamud' s The Natural," 

reprinted as "Myth Inside and Out: The Natural" in Bernard Malamud 
and the Critics, ~· cit., p. 109, Frederick W. Turner III, though 
aea1Iñg bas1cally witn'"The ~atural, has commented. that The Fixer 
marks the high point of'"lfalamud' s career: ·11The Fixer ••• is one 
work toward which all the writer's previousrict1on has been 
pointing." (All subsequent references to this article will be 
made to Field and Field's reprinting.) 

24 
"Take Pity" deals with the protagonist's recollections of his 

noble efforts to help a poor widow named Eva and of his failure to 
convince her to accept his charitable assistance. As Rosen the 
protagonist is in limbo at the time of his narration to Davidov 
the census taker, the elements of fantasy are evident. Yet this 
{antasy does not lead to another miracle such as that seen in 
"Angel· Leyine" or in "Idiots First." Self-destruction is the 
end result of Rosen's desperate need to give, for he had commit
ted suicide in order to leave everything he owned to the poor 
widow C''Here ••• is a very strange thing -- a person that you can 
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never never give her anything. --But I will give"' (The Magk~ 
Barre!, .2.E_. cit., p. 90). To Rosen•s-surprise, Eva foIIows 1m 
into limoo, putting a final frustrating end to bis "noble" ef
forts. Instead of the glorified triumph of the sufferer, we see, 
as Richman has pointed out, the horror attendant on the frustra
tion of man's need to give" (2E_. cit., p. 109). Instead of af
firmation, there is a sense of waste, as Solotaroff has noted: 

[There is nothing 1 very reassuring about 
the fate of the· two characters ••. who 
both are eventually driven to suicide 
by the difficulties of extending and 
accepting charity (2E_. cit., p. 236). 

What is evident from this story is the fact that in~ratitude is 
one of the greatest obstacles on the path to achiev1ng a sense 
of "communi ty," for as Ben Si e gel has said, "Take Pi ty" shows 
that "the human animal, as Malamud sees him, neither understands 
nor appreciates kindness" (.2.P_. cit., p. 129). Idealistic men 
like Rosen who search far paradises to share with their "Eves" 
find the world more like a spiritual limbo than a heaven. If in 
"Angel Levine" we see that a little bit of faith goes a long 
way, in "Take Pity" we see that a little bit of disbelief, Eva's, 
has its strong repercussions as well. Besides the defeat of th~ 
protagonist's noble ideals, there is a bitterness in Rosen's 
final words to the widow -- '"Whore, bastard, bitch,' he shouted 
at her. 'Go 'way from here. Go home to your children"' (p. 90)-
which is found in few Malamudián works. The author, then, surely 
use.s fantasy in this work to alleviate the oppressing weight 
of his realism, as both Grebstein (_QE. cit., p. 27) and Alter(~. 
cit., p. 30) have pointed out, rather than to express a happy-go-
lucky view of the world. ~-

25 
See footnote 34 of my discussion of The Natural. 

26 
In his introductory note for Rembrandt's Hat, Malamud quotes 

James T. Fields saying to Henry James: '"What we need is short 
cheerful stories.'" 

27 
Goldman, .2.P.· cit., p. 157. 

28 
Quoted by Field and Field in Bernard Malamud, op. cit., pp. 

10-11. 
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Alter,~· cit., pp. 30-31. 

Grebstein, ~· cit., p. 27. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE ANTITHESIS OF IRIS LEMON'S VIEW OF SUFFERING 

SEEN IN FOUR OF MALAMUD'S EARJ.Y STORIES 
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''Introductory Note fo:r Ch~pter Three" 

In Manischevitz and Mendel, Malamud depicts two endur-

ing sufferer-s whose situa.tions, at least, have been "bettered" 

through suffering. However, in several of Malamud's early works 

such as "The Cost of Living," "The First Seven Years," "The Bill," 

and "The Loan," situation, setting, conflict, and aspects of the 

character's own personality all work together to bring about the 

character's defeat. With these terrible odds against the pro

tagonist, are there still opportunities to learn through suffer

ing? 
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3 .1 "On 'The of Cost of Living"' 

In "The Cost of Living," protagonist Sam Tomashevsky is, 

like Manischevitz, another enduring sufferer Malamud seems to 

hold up to the world asan example. This honest, hard-working 

grocer silently endures poverty, gives "credit to the impov

erished," 1 and "heroically" resists the corruption to which 

the ordinary man might long ago have succumbed. For this, it 

may seem fitting, according to Iris' philosophy, that such a 

righteous man should receive his just reward ('"Experience makes 

good people óetter ••• through their suffering'"). Yet, in this 

story there is no black angel and no relenting messenger of 

death; instead of any miracle or reward, what "life" has given 

the grocer for bis honest efforts is the worst: a chain store 

competitor, which makes his ruin inevitable. The conflict 

of the small grocer pitted aga1nst a supermarket monop-

oly which he cannot begin to fight is so unbalanced and one

sided that Sam can only be seen as a helpless victim of circum

stances. In addition, Sam is "boxed in" by poverty and environ

mentJwhich have limited bis opportunities and imagination and 

which have deprived him of the tools and training with which to 

fight back. 

Furthermore, Sam, like Roy, is limited by certain aspects 

of bis own personality. For example, there is Sam's simplicity. 

Despite the fact that Sam's wife Sura is already "mourning" 
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their economic deaths from the first page of the story and des

pite the fact that Sam too fears that he will be "ghastly mur

dered" by the chain store (p. 129), he still experiences fan 

unexpected burst of optimism" (p. 137) which lasts six entire 

months after the chain store has already drawn away most of bis 

former.customers. During this burst of optimism, Sam patheti

cally tries to save himself by washing and polishing everything 

in the store and by reducing prices on signs "[ lt:ttere4J wi th 

black crayon on wrapping paper" (p. 136), even though, as bis 

practica! wife reminds him, nobody would be impressed by bis ef

forts because nobody carne in to buy. Then there is Sam's hon

esty. Although "Sam schemed to give short weight on loose 

items ••. he couldn't bring himself to" (p. 137); being honest is 

"what, for the character, is the easiest [Ínost natural] course." 2 

Ironically, hi.s moral decision not to earn a living "at the cost 

of others" cancels out whatever small chanG:e he might have had of 

staying alive. Sam remains honest, but he is so "at the cost of 

his own living," and it is ironic that this honesty and this sim

plicity become, in modern America, manifestations of incompe-

tence and vulnerability, as Shear has pointed out. 3 

In sum, conflict, situation,. setting, and Sam' s own values 

work against him, ~nd in this way, Malamud seems to have prede

termined Sam's consequent economic ruin to depict Sam's reac

tion to bis own suffering. As in The Natural, Malamud con

veys the anguish of the protagonist, for in "The Cost of 
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Living," we are made to feel the disillus1on Sam feels as he 

4wakens to the indifftrent world he lives in. 

As in The Natural, Malamud again conveys his protai .. 

onist's thoughts, though blended with those of an omniscient nar

rator. In this case we note that, as owner of a small grocery, 

Sam has only one fear -- Big Business. This fear is evident when 

Sam laments that the small business of his shoemaker friend 

Pellegrino "had slackened off as if someone were shutting a 

faucet" (p. 129). This image, worded in simple, mundane terms, 

represents Sam's impression of the ease with which Big Business 

can shut off a trickle of water -- the small businessman's life. 

Even before the chain store actually appears across the street 

from him, Sam is already experiencing this same fear: 

..• whenever he shut his eyes the empty 
store was stuck in his mind, a long black 
hole·eternally revolving so that while he 
slept he was not asleep but within re-
vholvi1_1gf: fwhat if it should happenfto me? ~. 
W at 1 a ter twenty-seven years o 
eroding to11 (he should years ago have 
got out), what if after all of that, 
your own store, a place of business .•. 
after all .the years, the years, the mul-
titude of cans he had wiped off and 
dragged in like rocks from the street be-
fare dawn in freeze or heat; insults, pet-
ty thievery, doling of c·redi t to the im
poverished by the poor; the peeling ceil-
ing, fly-specked shelves, puffed cans, 
dirt, swollen veins; the back-breaking 
sixteen-hour day like a heavy hand slap-
ping, upon awakening, the skull, pushing 
the head to bend the body's bones; the 



hours; the work, the years, my God and 
where is my life now? Who will save me 
now, and where will I go, where? (p. 130) 

102. 

. 
Pellegrino's empty store had terrified Sam, as a haunted house of 

his childhood had, with its "ravenous silence ... a pit of churning 

quiet from which, if you thought about it, all evil erupted" 

(p. 130). When the chain store does move in, Sam is awed by the 

workers' ,abili ty to set up in seven hours what had taken him 

twenty--seven years, and finds that his "heart beat so hard he 

sometimes fondled it with his hand as though trying to calma 

wild bird that wanted to fly away" (pp. 135-136). When the store 

owners announce their grand opening, Sam's "heart bled" (p. 131), 

and his face, though "winter had fled the city streets," "was a 

blizzard" (p. 128). When Sam is forced to call in an auction-

eer, he notes that his own economic funeral provides a fes-

tive occasion for others: the "auctioneer ... moved in with two 

lively assistants anda red flag that flapped and furled tn the 

icy breeze as though it were a holiday" (pp. 137-138). 

Perhaps Sam suffers his greatest disillusion when he sees 

that his Old World belief in a united community, in which indi

viduals naturally helped and were helped by each other, does not 

seem to exist in his American ghetto. Despite his own poverty, 

Sam had once offered the declining Pellegrino an Old World help

ing hand; he had given the poor shoemaker his own "paper thin" 
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soles (p. 129) to fix though he could not afford to do so. He 

had, in turn, expected this same self-sacrifice from his other 

friends and acquaintances in his own time of need. Yet when they 

seem to be indifferent to his plight, Sam naturally feels be

trayed. He lashes out against his landlord, a barber, for in

tentionally renting Pellegrino's abandoned store to the only oc

.:upant who could destroy hirn -- a chain store ("he felt for the 

barbera furious anger" p. 136), when, in reality, it was impos

sible for the landlord, a poor man with bis own load of troubles 

("when he walked one had the impression he was dragging sorne

thing" p. 132), to assist Sam. He also lashes out against the 

rich Jew Kaufman for his indifference when, in reality, Kaufman 

tries to protect Sam's economic interests by advising hirn to 

sell out. Even Sura, Sam's wife, is aware of Kaufman's 

wisc.om and "ridiculed [ Sam J, see ing how Ka uf man had progressed 

and where Sam was" (.p. 133). Sam, in contrast, "pounded bis fist 

on the table," scoffing at Kaufman's advice to sell out for being 

cheaper than a commitment: in Sam's opinion, Kaufman gave "good 

advice the way a tube bloops toothpaste" (p. 134). Moreover, Sam 

larnents the indifference of the ten, fifteen, and twenty-year 

customers, whom he had treated so well over the years, when they 

repay his Old World sense of commitment to thern by "ducking" 

around the cerner instead of continuing to buy from him. 

Perhaps more than his own econornic ruin, Sam larnents the 

death of the Old World value of ser,rice to others. Early in the 
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story, the vanishing of Pellegrino ,. the shoemaker, had frightened 

Sam because Pellegrino, like Sam, had been one of few men who had 

still honored both individuals and service to them: ~ 

..• it seemed in the dark recesses of the 
empty store, where so many shoes had 
been leathered and hammered into life, 
and so many people had left something of 
themselves in the coming and going, that 
even in emptiness the store contained 
sorne rnemory of their vanished presences, 
unspoken echoes in declining tiers, and 
that in a sense was what was so frighten
ing (p. 130). 

At the end of the story, Sam dreads finding his own empty store 

haunted by the sarne kind of ghosts: 

So long as he lived he would not return 
to the old neighborhood, afraid his 
store was standing empty, and he dreaded 
to look through the window (p. 138). 

With Sam's economic defeat, we have seen that suffering 

clearly does not "better" Sam or bring hirn "toward happiness." 

Like Roy's "long, long years of suffering" and like Manische

vitz's "rnany reverses and inciignities," Sam's "twenty-seven years 

of eroding toil" (p. 130) give hirn only a heart-breaking vision 

of the nature of the world he moves in. Sam's cry -- "the work, 
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the years, my God and where is my life now?" -- echoes Manische

vitz's cries, and Sam's "bleeding heart" reflects Roy's anguish 

and remorse. 



3. 2 "On 'The First Seven Years "' 

"The First Seven Years" deals with the futile attempts of a 

peor Polish shoemaker named Feld to make "a better life" 4 fer 
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his daughter Miriam. Poverty-stricken in his new home in America 

and suffering from a heart condition which had forced him to hire 

a helper and thereby to divide his already meager profits, Feld 

had only ene dream: to see his daughter Miriam married to "an 

educated man" (p. 14) such as "Max the college bey" (p. 13), whom 

Feld believed to be an ambitious law or medical student embodying 

all the good qualities he would have liked in a son as well as 

the ambitions he himself had lacked. To Feld's surprise, Miriam 

dismissed Max, declaring: "'He's nothing more than a materialist . 

... He has no soul. He's only interested in things'" (p. 20); she 

preferred her father's assistant, a gentle Pele -- (saber and noble) 

Sobel. 

Thus, Feld and Miriam have two different attitudes towards 
• 

their economic prisons and towards the role of money and ambition 

in lessening their suffering; their two different choices of a 

proper suitor come to represent their respective value systems. 

In this way, "The First Seven Years," like "The Cost of Living," 

presents another clash of values -- practica! vs. impractical -

although, in this case, the values Shear identifies as Old World 

and New World values are reversed. 5 Feld, the Old World Jew, is 

now the practica! businessman, who believes, unlike Miriam, that 
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economic advancem~nt is the only way out of his and Miriam's 

prison of necessity. On the other hand, Miriam, the New World 

offspring, is apparently Old Worldly "wise," for she places more 

value on genuine human relationships than on material gain. As 

in "The Cost of Living," Malamud may seem to glorify a moral 

choice, to uphold Miriam's decision in favor of love instead of 

profit as heroic and ideal. Richman, for example, has written 

that Malamud's theme is the "promise of sa1vation through 

love" and "the possibility of a leap beyond determinism." 6 

Ricbman also praises feld for finally accepting Sobel as a suitor 

for bis daugbter, a decision wbich, in bis words, distinguisbes the 

"mensch," the feeling human being from the simple shoemaker." 7 

However, despite the fact that Miriam and Sobel's dedi-

cation to each other is heart-warming, in my opinion it should 

not necessarily be implied that either one of them has taken the 

road to "salvation." It is evident to Feld that this love, though 

perhaps powerful and even necessary in the world, is impr!actical 

because it cannot guarantee a better future for her; 

.•. {Feld] realized that what he had 
called ugly was not Sobel but Miriam's 
life if she married him. He felt for 
his daughter a strange and gripping sor
row, as if she were already Sobel's 
bride, the wife, after all, of a shoe
maker, and h~d in her life no more than 
her mother had had. And all his dreams 



for her -- why he had slaved and de
stroyed bis heart with anxiety and 
labor--all these dreams of a better life 
were dead (p. 23). 
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Poverty and suffering had taught Feld not to glorify his lack but 

to avoid further suffering at all costs, even if it meant be

ing "materialistic" when considering a match for bis daughter. 

Contrary to Richman, I find that the story's resolution showing 

Feld's own tho'ughts about "Miriam's ugly life" rules out the 

possibility of glorifying either Miriam's choice or Feld's ap

proval of it. 

However, the author does not favor either Feld's or 

Miriam's value system, but instead concentrates on the characteri

zation of Feld at the moment of his awakening. First, like Sam of 

"The Cost of Living," Feld suffers disillusion; he comes to see 

that he had idealized Max for the wrong reasons when in truth, 

the poverty of Max's appearance corresponded to the poverty of 

his real ambitions as well as the poverty of his "soul." 

Yet the greatest part of Feld's awakening involved bis 

helper Sobel. At the same time that Feld had overestimated Max, 

he had underestirnated Sobel and had been totally unaware of 

Sobel's love for Miriam: 

... though Feld frequcntly asked hirnself 
what keeps hirn herc? why docs he stay? 
he finally answcrcd it that thc man, no 
doubt b~~ause of his terrible cxpcri-



ences as a refugee, was afraid of the 
world (p. 17). 
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Entangled in his own romantic dream for his daughter, Feld had 

not understood the meaning of Sobel's violent protests against 

Max and had even been 

••. • annoyed that his helper, So bel, was 
so insensitive to [Feld'sJ reverie that 
he wouldn't for a minute cease his fran
tic pounding at the other bench (p. 13). 

Sobel's pathetic but touching confession of his lave for Miriam 

opens Feld's eyes: 

"So when you will come back to work?" 
Feld asked him. 

To his surprise, Sobel burst out, 
. "Never." 

•.. "I will raise your wages." 
HWho cares for your wages!" 
... "I always treated you like you •· 

was my son." 
Sobel vehemently denied it. "So why 

you look for strange boys in the street 
they should go out with Miriam? Why you 
don't think of me? ••. Why do you think 
I worked so long for you?" Sobel cried 
out. "For the stingy wages I sacrificed 
five years of my life so you could have 
to eat and drink and where to sleep?" 

"Then for what?" shouted the shoe
maker. 

"For Miriam," he shouted--"for her" 
(p. 22). 
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Thus, Feld comes to see that Sobel is not "insensitive," as he 

had thought, but totally dedicated, and he cannot help but be im

pressed by Sobel's story of bis years of sacrifice: 

Watching him, the shoemaker's anger 
diminished. His teeth were on edge with 
pity for the man, and bis eyes grew moist. 
How strange and sad that a refugee, a 
grown man, bald and old with bis miser
ies, who had by the skin of bis teeth 
escaped Hitler's incinerators, should 
fall in love, when he had got to America, 
with a girl less than half bis age. Day 
after day, for five years he had sat at 
bis bench, cutting and hammering away, 
waiting for the girl to become a woman, 
unable to ease bis heart with speech, 
knowing no protest but desperation (p. 23). 

Thus, Feld's confrontation with Sobel also makes him realize that 

it is human nature to believe in love and to idealize its reme

dia! powers. For this reason he is helpless to impede the¡r rela

tionship orto kill the hope Sobel and Miriam had for their fu

turc. Feld has no choice but to let Sobel continue to wait for 

her, for he has been "boxed in" by these emotions. On the one 

hand, Feld the practica! father,. had felt that his daughter would 

be closing all the doors toan economically brighter future; ·on the 

o-the'!' haTld, Feld, now the man of "feeling," could not deny his 

young daughter the opportunity to love and to dream. 

Thus, rather than leaving us, as Richman says, with a 
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sense of the "promise of salvation through love ... or the possibil

ity of a leap beyond determinism," 8 the story ends in an im

passe. While Miriam is to be pitied for makin~ an idealistic, 

uncertain decision which may turn out to be impractical or 

unwise, Feld is also ~o be pitied because, with his final accept-

ance of Sobel~ he acknowledges the fact tbat bis efforts have 

been in vain. Not only had he "wasted bis youth" in a "snowy 

Polish village" (p. 13) but he had also ."wasted" a good many of 

his later years by attempting to spare bis daughter from suffer

ing what he had suffered. Iris' idea that "experience teaches" 

is nullifted jn this story, for Feld is forced to accept the 

fact that it was useless to try to make his daughter learn 

from his years of experience; Miriam would have to choose for 

herself, to learn for herself, to find her own way out of her 

"prisons." 

Because Malamud has made us, then, sympathize with the 

viewpoints of each of the three characters -- Miriam, Sobel; and 

Feld, it is difficult to call any one of them right or wrong. 

In this way the story serves not to glorify suffering but 

to re-emphasize the fact that, contrary to Iris' way of think

ing, there are no simple solutions to most of man's problems, 

whether they be moral, psychological, or economic. While one 

might like to believe that when one has used upa "first life" 

in learning, one can sit back in a "second life" and enjoy t.he 
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fruits of this learning, "The First Seven Years" suggests that it 

is impossible to tell if one has desired the "right things" 

or if one has made the "right" choices. 
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3. 3 "On 'The Bill'" 

In "The Bill," janitor Willy Schliegel is given the op

portunity to learn about the need for mutual "trust" when·store

keeper Panessa "gives him credit," trusting that Willy will one 

day pay hirn back. 

Panessa's spontaneous and generous offer rnay seern to be 

one of Iris' "right things." However, Malarnud does not glorify 

Panessa as Iris rnight. Instead, Malarnud ernphasizes Panessa's 

insignificance by describing hirn (in contrast with "tall, broad-· 

backed" Willy) 9 first as "a srnall bent man" (p. 134) and later 

as a "child" (p. 139). Panessa and his wife are also seen in 

Willy's own eyes as "scrawny, loose-feathered birds" and "skin

ny, leafless bushes" (p. 137), images which further emphasize 

the storekeeper's srnallness and innocence, as well as his wast

ing away after Willy has failed to keep his half of the bargain. 

We have noted that Sam of "The Cost of Living" and Feld of "The 

First Seven Years" suffer syrnbolic "heart failure;" in "The 

Bill," Panessa seems to die frorn similar "heart failure," such 

disillusion being the end result when Malamud's child-like char

acters awaken to the lowly nature of their fellows. 

Yet the matter of Willy's guilt -- wbether or not he is 

actually responsible for Panessa's de2 th -- is a cornplex one. 

"Broad-backed" (p. 134) and "looming ·large" (p. 135), Willy 

only seems to have the qualities of the "moral giant" or t"he 
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possibility of becoming one, that is, of becoming the respon

sible man, mature enough to comply with the second half of 

Panessa's bargain: 

He said that everything was run on 
credit, business and everything else, 
because after all what was credit but 
the fact that people were human be
ings, and if you were really a human 
being you gave credit to somebody 
else and he gave credit to you (p. 134). 

When Willy resists all pressures to pay, he appears to be 

the villain; associated with ashes and smelly garbage, he is 

the "garbage man" on a literal and figurative level. In the 

tableau ending, both Willy and the widow know that if Willy had 

paid the debt, they could have obtained the proper medical care 

and Panessa might not have died so soon from "old age" (p. 139). 

When Willy learns that bis own selfishness has ended in another 

man's deatb, "bis tongue bung in bis moutb like dead fruit on a 

tree, and bis beart was a black-painted window'' (pp. 139-140). 

Tbese images imply that bis spiritual and moral development 

have, apparently, reached a "dead"-end, 

However, like Sam of "The Cost of Living," Willy is also 

a victim of bis situation and environment. His poverty dooms 

bim even before the conflict actually unfolds, rnaking it impos

sible for bim to even begin to paya bill of the nature of what 

bis turns out to be. Likewise, the setting, the "land-locked 
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and narrow street" (p. 133), encloses Willy in a self-contained 

world in which it is not only impossible but unthinkable to seek 

outside help. Willy sums up the desperateness of his pre'dica

ment with a bitter but true protest: 

.•. "What have I got that I can pay? 
Ain't I been a poor man every day of 

l 'f ?" my 1 e. . , . 
"With what?" he shouted, bis face 

lit up dark and webbed. "With the 
meat off my bones? 

"With the ashes in my eyes. With 
the piss I mop up on the floors. With 
the cold in my lungs when I sleep" 
(p. 136) •. 

Accepting the credit is clearly a responsibility which Willy 

takes up, irresponsibly, but as willingly andas consciously as 

Panessa gives it. Yet again, such weakness would not neces

sarily have become the character's "tragic flaw" had the situa

tion and setting been different. Succumbing to the temptation 

of buying on credit might have been a mere whi111 had the main 

character been a richer man who ended up paying. However, in 

the story as it is, the unpaid debt of one poor man to another 

makes Willy almost criminal for bringing so much misfortune on 

the Panessa family. 

Yet, as the story continues, Malamud makes Willy's pre

dicament both familiar and moving. The janitor, who had never 

before heard a storekeeper say he would be willing to extend 

him credit, is lost in what seems to be an impossible dream 
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come true. For once he has been given trust as if he were a 

richer man; for once he is able to buy his poor wife Etta some

thing. With the money he saves by not paying Panessa, Willy 

can give her a gift symbolic of bis many years of love. But 

the black beaded dress he chooses for her is a terribly imprac

tical gift for a prison dweller with a debt. A poor man in 

Malamud's fictional world cannot afford such a luxury, such a 

dream. Thus, as Willy's troubles multiply and paying the debt 

becomes just one more in a long series of woes, Willy's anguish 

becomes deeper and more moving: 

Hard times set in. The landlord 
ordered cut down on heat, cut down on 
hot water. He cut down on Willy's ex
pense money and wages~ The tenants 
were angered. All day they pestered 
Willy like clusters of flies and he 
told them what the landlord had or
dered. Then they cursed Willy and 
Willy cursed them. They telephoned 
the Board of Health but when the in
spectors arrived they said the temper
ature was within the minimum though 
the house was drafty. However the 
tenants still complained they were 
cold and goaded Willy about it all 
day but he said he was cold too. He 
said he was freezing but no one be
lieved him (p. 137). 

Willy, unjust victim of the tenants' wrath, draws our pity. 

And when he hides in the cellar like a frightened animal, 

feeling remorse but finding no solution to his inevitable limi-
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tations, Willy is more human and less of a victim. 

Thus, Malamud's story reaches another impasse. We 

have been made to pity both the victimized janitor and the,noble 

storekeeper whp trusted him, and to wish that Panessa's impossi

ble dream could have been fulfilled through Willy. We have also 

noted the mistakes of both men -- Panessa was too innocent, too 

impractical; Willy was too irresponsible. In addition, we have 

noted that both men fail because the proposition which must work 

both ways does not. 

~owever, it seems that Malamud is overly cruel to both 

Willy and Panessa in his resolution; the Malamudian character who 

chooses to commit himself must be willing to sacrifice every

thing, to suffer unbelievable hardships, even death; the charac

ter who step-s off the "straight and narrow path" finds that his 

actions bring him and everyone around him overwhelming and un

bearable misery. This very special "illusion of reality" lO 

seems even crueler thari reality itself. One might argue t:hat 

Willy's spiritual decay may not be completely irreversible. 

"Dead fruit" does contain within itself the seeds of a new life, 

anda "black-painted window" can be washed to let the light 

shine through again. One might also argue that the world may 

need "pioneers" like Panessa, people with the "right answers," 

who give others the opportunity to develop their potential, even 

though the "learners" may at first misuse this opportunity and 

may need several "lives" to perfect theiT potential. Yet the ul-
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timate question that the author leaves for each reader to de

cide is whether or not the life of a man is an adequate price to 

pay for the "learning" of such lessons. 

In Wil¡y's case, however, we cannot be sure if there was 

a lesson to be learned. Bor a man like Willy, to see his error 

is to see his limitations; to feel remarse is to feel his help

le!=isnP.ss. 
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3.4 "On 'The Loan'" 

In "The Loan," Malamud' s couple, Lieb and Bessie, a.dopt 

two different attitudes toward suffering. These attitudes 

become clear during a confrontation with a ·schnorrer named Ko

botsky, who, by cornering them and try±ng to 111ake them share 

what little wealth they have, is actually testing, in the 
11 

mythic sense, the strength of their c0I1D11itment to the "commu-

nity." 

On the one hand, we note that Lieb, the simple man of in

tegrity, is willing to give money to Kobotsky depite the fact 

that they had sorne yeaTs ago parted over an unpaid debt. Suf

fering has taught Lieb to hold no grudge ("The wrong was in the 

past. Forgiven: forgiven at the dim sight of him" 12 ) , and be

cause Lieb is, like bis name implies, so willing to love, he 

seems to pass Kobotsky's "test" with commendation. However, 

although Lieb's 2enerosity may in theory be praiseworthy, his 

innocent eyes are "clouded by cataracts" of sentimentality: 

"Kobotsky," the baker cried a1most 
with a sob, for it was so many years 
gone Kobotsky reminded him of, when 
they were both at least young~ and 
circumstances were -- ah, different. 
Unable, for sentimental reasons, to 
refrain from smarting tears, he 
jabbed them away with a thrust of 
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the hand .... Lieb did the talking: ah, 
of old times. The world was new. We 
were, Kobotsky, young. Do you remem
ber how both together, immigrants out 
of steerage, we registeTed in night 
school? ... 

Lieb, acting the life of the paT
ty~ recited, to cheer bis friend: 
"'Come, ' . said the wind to tr.e trees 
one day, 'Come over the meadow with 
me and play.' Remember, Kobotsky?" 
(p. 167). 

On the other hand, we note that Bessie, unlike Lieb, is 

cautious and practical and unwilling to collD1lit herself to a 

ghost from the past, even though she is moved by Kobotsky's 

woes ("One gaze at Bessie's face at the odd looseness of 

neck and shoulders -- told him that she too was moved," p. 

172). Suffering has taught her the need to look out for her

self. Despite the fact that they attend to "customers in 

droves" (p. 166), they have a box of bills to pay; emptying 

its contents out onto the table, she reminds Lieb of their 

debts and ambitions. 

Furthermore, the final image of the burnt loaves makes 

a syrnbolic statement about Bes-sie' s view of what their "sacri

fice" far a schnorrer would 111ean: 

Tears streaming from her eyes, Bes~ 
sie raised her head and suspiciously 
sniffed the air. ScTeeching suddenly, 
she ran into the rear and with a cry 
wrenched open the oven door. A cloud 
of smoke billowed out at her. The 
loaves in the trays were blackened 
bricks--charred corpses (p. 173). 
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The burning of tho loaves is abad ornen, representing the ter

rible waste of the "sweet .. white bread [whichJ drew customers 

in droves" (p. 166), a waste which Lieb the baker, the "dis

penser of ... communion," 13 has brought on himself by becoming 

sentimentally involved with Kobotsky's suffering and neglect

ing his responsibility to his small community. It is also a 

premonition of future harm that might come to their business 

if they extended another loan they cannot afford; the few 

dreams they have left might be automatically cancelled out, 

burned up. Suffering may have embittered Bessie and rnay have 

left her cornmitted to only a small family circle, but at least 

this is a real and workable commitment, unlike Lieb's impossi

ble dream of extending "credit" to everyone who asks for it. 

At the same time, because the loaves are described as 

"blackened bricks--charred corpses," we are reminded of the 

Nazi persecution, not only of Bessie and her family, but of the 

Jews in general. The Nazis become an easily :recognizable sym

bol of the worst in man, of the forces of anti-life (as Mel

lard has pointed out, "in :Malamud .. ,to be anti-Semitic is to 

be against the human being" 14 ). In contrast to the passive, 

"turn-the-cheek" attitude of the "ideal man," Lieb, there is 

the indignation and protest of those like Bessie who have suf

fered such injustice and senseless suffering. Even Lieb may 

realize something of the emptiness of his own attitude, feel

ing like the empty "shell of a loaf" (p. 173) he throws away 
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when Bessie finishes her tale of woe. 

Thus, while Bessie adopts a practica! view of suffer

ing, she also emphasizes the simple fact that all men suf

fer and that suffering is nothing to glorify. Kobotsky may 

have undergone many domestic trials sickness, an opera-

tion, arthritis, economic worries, death in the family -- but 

Bessie's suffering at the hands of the Bolsheviks and the 

Nazis far outweighs his woes. Thus, Lieb's sentimental 

response appP-ars ridiculous when contrasted to the somber 

nature of what she has undergone. Kobots·ky can do li ttle 

more to compete with her. All he can do is understand, re

cognize that she, like him, has suffered, that all men suf

fer, though sorne do more than others: 

Kobotsky [at the end of Bessie's 
storyJ held his hands over his ears ..•. 

Kobotsky and the baker embraced 
and sighed over their lost youth. They 
pressed mouths together and parted 
forever (p. 173). 

Richman has also pointed out Bessie's triwnph over Kobotsky: 

The finale bel~ngs to Bessie, and it 
is her tale which transforms the in
cipient sentimentality into a dread
ful glance at demonic frustTation .•.. 

Against Bessie' s pas-t and heT 
wretched dream of the future, Ko
botsky's woe expends itself. Woe 
and woe, fused together in opposi-



tion, deny them the ex~session of any
thing but compassion. 
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Malamud brings the conflict to another impasse, and- as 

in "The First- Seven Years," it is again clear that there is no 

solution to the protagonists' suffering: "reach of the three 

charactersJ .•. has learned that life's recurrent crises have no 

solution," as Siegel has pointed out. 16 A confrontation with 

suffering is not necessarily meant to teach "good people" like 

Bessie and Lieb the "nobility" of "sacrifice" that Iris talks 

of: "'I don't think you can do anything for anyone without 

giving up something of your own.'" 17 Suffering has made these 

characters "[remember] their common identity as Jews" 18 only 

in the sense that they recognize that all men suffer absurdly. 
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~.S "A Final Thought on the Metaphor of the Prison of Necessity" 

Thus, in "The Cost of Living," "The First Seven Years," 

"The Bill," and "The Loan," Malamud depicted bis "prisoners 

of necessity" enduring anguish, frustration, anda feeling of 

helplessness when they are faced with their 1 imi tations. 

Sam Tomashevsky experiences disillusion in bis fellows when 

he realizes that no one around him seems to have a sense of 

moral commitment to others. Feld the shoemaker despairs when 

he learns that he cannot live his daughter's life for her. 

Willy Schliegel grieves when he sees that the lesson he has 

learned :._ responsibility -- comes too late to help the man 

who had inspired bis learning. And Lieb, Bessie, and Kobot

sky are united in their shared vision that to live is to suf

fer hardship after hardship. 

In these early works it is clear that the learning 

that the protagonists experience is limited to a vision (as 

Yakov Bok of The FixeT later puts it) "that the ocean is sal

ty as you are drowning, and though you know it you are 

drowned." 19 
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Notes for Chapter Three 

1 
Idiots First, ~. cit., p. 130. (All subsequent page r'efer

ences will be to tliis~75 Pocket Book edition and ~ill be in
cluded in parenthesis in my text.) 

2 
Walter Shear in "Culture Conflict in The Assistant," reprinted 

as "Culture Conflict" in Bernard Malamud ~ ~ Critics, ~· cit., 
p. 215. (All subsequent references to this article will be made 
to Field and Field's reprintingJ Although Shear has dis-
cussed the collision of Old and New World values evident in lhe 
Assistant, I find that this same clash of values reappears in 
otner Malamudian works and believe Shear's commentaries on The 
Assistant are certainly applicable to "The Cost of Living": 

3 

In ·rhe· Assistant two cultures, the 
Jewish tradition and the American heri
tage (representing the wisdom of the old 
world and the practica! knowledge of the 
new), collide .•.• For the characters 
these two systems of ·values become burdens, 
handicaps, imposers of demands which they 
cannot meet, most frequently because these 
demands pull them in opposite directions . 
... In addition all of the majar characters 
are the "have-nots" and blunderers in a 
country which sanctifies success and ef
ficiency •••. As Solotaroff states, "Mala
mud's Jews (and bis Gentiles) are con
nected to each other not by religious 
and social ties but a common fate of er
ror and ill lutk and sorrow, of having 
lost much by their mistakes and recovered 
little by their virtues." 

••• For the most part, [Malamud's] 
social focus is confined to the American 
dream as nightmare, in particular terms 
to a poor neighborhood in New York [in 
The Assistant as well as in other worksJ 
where success, instead of being a goal 
or source of hope, serves to mock and 
eventually to envelope everyone like a 
shroud (pp. 208-209). 

!Jl.ii!. , p. 2 09. 
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4 
The Magic Barrel, 2E.· cit., p. 14. (All subsequent page ref

erences will be rnade to this same edition and will be included 
in parenthesis in my text.) 

5 
Shear, ~:cit., pp. 208-209. 

6 
Richman, 2E.· cit., p. 103. 

7 
lbid., p. 102. 

8 
Ibid., p. 103. 

9 
The Magic Barrel, 2E_, cit., p. 134. (All subsequent page ref

erences will be rnade to tffi .same edition and will be included 
within parenthesis in my text.) 

10 

In Theory of Literature (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 
Inc., 1956) pp:- 212-213, Rene Wellek and Austin Warren talk of 
all literature creating an "illusion of reality." They first 
point out the 

danger ... of taking the novel seriously 
in the wrong way, that is, as a docu
rnent or case history, as-~ what for 
it$ own purpo~es of illusion it sorne
times professes to be-~ a confession, 
a true story, a history of alife and 
its times. Literature ••. must, of 
course, stand in recognizable relation 
to life, but the relations are very 
various: the life can be heightened 
or burlesqued or antithesized; it is 
in any· case a selPction, of a spec if
ically purposive soTt, frorn life (p. 212). 

In.their opinion, "the earnest writer ..• knows well that 
fiction is less strange and more representative than truth" (p. 
213). And they continue: 

the reality of a work of fiction -
i.e., its illusion of reality, its 
effect on the reader as a convincing 



reading of life -- is not necessarily 
or primarily a reality of circumstance 
or detail or commonplace routine ..•. 
Versimilitude in detail is a means to 
illusion, but often used, as in Gulli
ver's Travels, as a decoy to entice 
the reader into sorne improbable or in
credible situation which has 'truth to 
reality' in sorne deeper than a circum
stancial sense" (p. 213). 
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Following Wellek and Warren's line of thinking, I find that 
Malamud has exaggerated Willy's effect on the Panessas in order 
to probe the "deeper than circumstancial sense" in which one 
man's personal decisions, however personal they may seem to 
be, always have social repercussions, even ones he might notan
ticipate when he makes them. 

11 

It might be said that Kobotsky's role in the story is that of 
"tester." A number of critics hav~ identified the role of sev
era! Malamudian characters like Kobotsky to be similar to that 
?f va~ious mythi~al testers. For example, Eigner,. in his_myth-
1cal 1nterpretat1on of a number of Malamud's works_. (QE., cit., 
89), has discussed the role of .many of Malamud's women, in
cluding Harriet and Iris of The Natural, as testers. These 
women take on various identities, from "gentle and helpful La
dies of the Lake" to seductive, cruel Loathly Lady types. Both 
of these types test the main character's "potential to redeem 
himself" and attempt to prepare him for her love and for his 
manhood," or for his role as a mature father figure (p. 89). 
This view of Malamud's women can also be applied to such men 
as Kobotsky (and later to Susskind of "The Last Mohican") for 
they also confront the protagonist and test, as Frederick W. 
Turner, III, as said, either the strength of bis "membership· 
in the human communíty" (~. cit., p, 11) or bis resistence to 
such temptations as "greeaor corruption ." C.op. c:j,t., p. 18), 
the former applying to Lieb in "The Loan," 

12 
The Magic Barrel, 2E· cit., p. 169, (All subsequent page 

references will be made to--:uiis same edition and will be in
cluded in parenthesis in my text.) 

13 
Richman, 2.E.· cit., p. 108. 

14 
Mellard, 2.E.· cit., p. 80. 
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15 
Richman, 2.E.· cit., p. 109. 

16 
Siegel, ~- cit., p. 130. 

17 
The Natural, 2.E.· cit., p. 123. 

18 
Goldman, 2.E.· cit., p. 152. 

Referr ing to "The Loan," as well as to other stories in 
The Magic Barrel, Goldman has said: 

19 

... [.Malamud's] characters confront one 
another and themselves in a Kafkaesque 
parable of pain and suffering, to emerge 
i~ some kind of moral perception .... 
[Malamud captures] the moment of moral 
crisi~ when his characters transcend 
their suffering by remembering their 
common identity as Jews, and recog· 
nizing their human stake in the tragic 
predicament .... He seems to suggest 
that the Jew's symbolic value is his 
suffering and what he makes of it. By 
extension, of course, the moral value 
of this view extends to all men .... 

Bernard Malamud. The Fixer ( New York: Dell Publishing Com
pany, Inc., 1967), p. --ZS-6 (original published 1966). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SUFFERING AND LEARNING AND MALAMUD'S 

USE OF THE TABLEAU ENDING: A PREPARATION 

FOR AN ANALYSIS OF THE ASSISTANT 

129. 



"Introductory Note to Cbapter Four" 

As we have seen in "Tbe Bill" and "Tbe Loan," MalaJllud 

employs a tableau ending, a technique which Earl H. Rovit 

has explained in the following manner: 

(MalamudJ seems ... to construct bis 
stories backwards--beginning witb 
bis final climactic image and then 
manipulating his cbaracters into 
tbe appropriate dramatic poses whicb 
will contribute to the total signi
ficance of tbat image. Tbese final 
images usually resemble tableaux, as 
in the old cbildren's game of "Sta
tues." Tbe dramatic action of tbe 
story attempts to lead tbe characters 
into a situation of conflict wbicb. 
is "resolved" by being fixed poetic
ally in tbe final ambiguity of con
flicting forces frozen and united in 
their very opposition. 

Thus, for example, "The Magic Bar
rel" establisbes tbe pervasive con
flict between the orthodox and the 
"new" values of Jewisb behavior in 
modern American life .... The Tesultant 
tableau is tense and richly ambigu
ous. The conflicting forces are held 
in poetic suspension~-each receiving 
its full measure of representation-
Finkle witb the bouquet, Salzman re
citing the prayer, and Stella dressed 
in white with red shoes, smoking un
der a lamp post. Each point on the 
triangle enlists the reader's sympa
thy, but each is also treated with a 
a basic irony ... and the "meaning" of 
the story--the precise evaluation of 
forces--is left to the reader .... 

In the best of bis stories in The 
Magic Barrel, the same pattern of ul-

13 O. 



timate poetic resolution by metaphor 
is evident. In "The Mourners," ... in 
"Take Pity," ... in "The Last Mohican," 
... as in IIThe Magic Barre!," Malamud 
successfully develops his dramatic 
conflicts and then freezes them into 
a final image which cyn be dissolved 
only by the reader. 
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There are a number of works in which an analysis of Mal

amud's tableau ending is the key toan interpretation of the 

protagonist's process of "learning" through suffering "The 

Magic Barre!" (1954), "A Summer' s Reading" (1956), and The 

Assistant (1957), for example, each of which ends with a final 

image of imperfect learning. I would like to take a moment to 

consider the ambiguity in the endings of the two short stories 

because such consideration prepares us to interpret $Uffering 

and learning in relation to the ending of the novel The Assis

tant. That is, because in the ending of The Assistant, Mala

mud again suggests the imperfection of learning, he thus 

repeats a pattern through these three works. As The Assistant 

is one of his majar works on suffering, it deserves such a 

preparatory discussion to clarify the author's thematic 

achievement in it. 
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4.1 "On 'The Magic Barrel'" 

In "The Magic Barre!," Malamud at first seems to express 

a belief th~t love and suffering can make men "better." In 

fact, Leo Finkle, the young rabbinical student who self-repudia

tingly calls in a matchmaker for assistance, has an awakening 

to the nature of bis true self in a way that no other Mala

mudian character (except perhaps Kessler of "The Mourners") does. 

It is Leo's contact with matchmaker Pinye Salzman which 

provokes bis own self~examination and puts him in a potential 

learning situation. Because this "commercial cupid" 2 is some

thing less than what Leo had expected; confronting disillusion 

leads Leo to confront himself. Going through Salzman's barrel 

of leftovers makes Leo feel scorn for hi~self and for the 

scholarly profession which had left him "without time for a 

social life and the company of young women" (p. 175), a defi

ciency which slowly comes to symbolize ·to him a lack of touch 

with reality. When Leo's "match," Lily, places all her hopes 

on him as "a sort of semi-mystical Wonder Rabbi" (p. 186), 

he sees that this image does not fit him and regretfully real

izes that he is even less religious than he had thought, that 

bis own self-image had been an inflated one: 

" ••. I carne to God not because ! loved 
Him, but because I did not." 

This confession he spoke harshly be
cause i ts· unexpec tedness shook him •..• 



.•. Her probing questions had somehow 
irritated him into revealing--to him
self more than her--the true nature 
of his relationship to God, and from 
that it had come upon him, with shock
ing force, that apart from bis parents, 
he had never loved anyone. Or perhaps 
it· went the other way, that he did not 
love God so well as he might, because 
he had not loved man. It seemed to 
Leo that his whole life stood starkly 
revealed and he saw himself for the 
first time as he truly was--unloved 
and loveless (p. 184). 
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The nature of Leo's awakening is extremely moving, for it is a 

profound revelation which questions the nature of his very ex

istence. 

The story, however, does not end with Leo's awakening. 

Instead, we are to get a "glimpse" of Leo's "second life," which, 

fer several reasons, seems imperfect. First, Leo consciously 

chooses to continue living a lie. Although he had considered 

giving up his vocation, he cannot bear " ..• the thought of the 

loss of all bis years of study--saw them like pages torn from a 

book, strewn over the city" (pp. 184-185). Despite bis doubts 

concerning bis vocation, Leo's own thoughts, still phrased in 

terms of his booklearning, show that he is the intellectual af

ter all. Turning to another profession would thus not be easy, 

so Leo decides "to go on as planned:- Although he was imperfect, 

the ideal was not" (p. 185). Thus Leo, who has just hada vi

sion of himself as a hypocrite, agrees to keep upa hypocrisy 

which is only perfect in the ideal. 
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Second, Leo nonchalantly justifies his decision with an 

"Oh, well, that's life" - like phrase: "he was a Jew and •.• a 

Jew suffered" (p. 185). This weak justification stands in 

direct contrast to his profound vision of his "loveless" self. 

Third, his final choice to pursue his "redemption" with 

Stella, the matchmaker's prostitute daughter, an unlikely candi

date for a :rabbi ·' changes Leo "from moral ini tia te to mora.1 

bunglar ... in the sense that his goal of spiritual regeneration 

is incornrnensurate with his activity." 3 It is ironic that the 

rabbi is attracted to the very evil in Stella, to that extreme 

contact with reality which she has had and which he lacks: "only 

such a one could understand hirn and help him seek whatever he 

was seeking" (p. 188). 

Finally, as in many of Malamud's works, the ambiguous end

ing lea~es us with doubts as to the value of the protagonist's 

awakening. On the one hand, the "rendezvous" holds prom-

jse when Leo thrusts forth a bouquet, like a schoolb9y on 
' 

his first dat~, to the matchmaker's lovely daughter, who 

matches Leo's own innocence by wearing a dress of immaculate 

white ("although in a troubled moment he had imagined the dress 

red, .and only the shoes white," p. 192). On the other hand, 

the romantic spell of the moment is broken when we realize that 

Leo's hopes -- ''he then concluded to convert her to goodness, 

himself to God. T.he idea alternately nauseated and exalted him" 

(p. 187) -- are most likely lost on a prostitute, for while Leo 
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heard "violins" and saw "lit candles revolve in tbe sky," 

around the cerner, Salzman, leaning against a wall, chanted 

prayers for the dead" (p. 192). For Leo, Stella means redemp

tion, his anq hers; for Salzman, in my reading of the work, sbe 

is Leo's spiritual deatb, which he is already mourning. 

The real nature of Leo's final choice, poetically frozen 

for eternity, is of course ambiguous. 4 At one point it is 

even uncertain if Leo's choice of Stella is re2lly bis own ("he 

planned it all to happen this way," (p. 192). However, at sev

era! points in the story, Malamud's caricature of tbe Old World 

matchmaker and bis effect on Leo is treated with a tone of 

humor. For example, there is the incongruity of the comparison 

of tbe fish-eating "skeleton with haunted eyes" (p. 185) to a 

"cloven-hoofed Pan:" 

•.. score another for Salzman, who he 
uneasily sensed to be somewhere a
round, hiding perhaps high in a tree 
along tbe street, flasbing tbe lady 
[Lily, on tbeir first date] signals 
with a pocket mirror; or perhaps a 
cloven-hoofed Pan, piping nuptial 
ditties as he danced bis invisible 
way before them, strewing wild buds 
on the walk and purple grapes in 
their path, symboli.zing fruit of a 
union, though there was of course 
still none (p. 182). 

There is also Malamud's mocking description of Leo when Leo, 
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feeling older and wiser for his self-revelation, chooses Stella 

and thereby unknowingly contradicts an earlier insistence that 

love, '"by-product of living and worship'" (p. 186), could never 

result from a photograph: 

Leo had grown a pointed beard and his 
eyes were weighted with wisdom. 

"Salzman," he said, "love has at 
last come to my heart." 

"Who can love from a picture?" 
mocked the marriage broker (p. 191). 

There may be a similar tone in the ending, for while 

Leo's search into self seems to be more profound than that of 

other Malamudian characters, while "the life Leo learns with" 

seems to have been worthwhile for the learning, and while Leo's 

intentions to modify his life seem sincere, his ultimate choice 

of Stella is incongruent because this choice is something less 

than what his awakening would call for. In fact, he rnay well 

be choosing, as Salzman seems to believe, that which will darnn 

him. 

In sum, there is an affirmation in "The Magic Barre!" in 

the sense that the story suggests man's ability to learn about 

himself; yet this affirmation is, at the same time, ironic in 

that Leo's su}1sequent actions suggest that rnan's "second life" 

-- the life he leads after he has "learned" -- has not necessar

ily been changed for the "better, '' regardless of the greatness 

.Jf the "wisdom" he has acquired. 5 
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4.2 "On 'A Summer's Reading'" 

In "A Summer's Reading," the situation is one in which 

the protagonist, George Stoyonovich, dissatisfied dreamer 

trapped by circumstances and tenement environment, wastes time 

"thinking of a bett-er life for himself" 6 but doing nothing. 

In this story, Malamud implies that George's static and closed 

environment, like Willy's in "The Bill," is at least partially 

to blame fer stunting the growth of his will power: that is, 

that George is a weak character because he is the product of a 

limiting environment which bl'eeds self-defeat (the story could 

have been different if the main character had been placed in an 

upper-middle class setting). As it is, George belongs to a 

.neighborhood where people do not change, where the Cattanzaras 

eternally read their newspapers while their fat wives eternally 

lean out of the windows (an image whieh appears four times in 

this short story 7). Yet at the same time, Malamud's character

ization of George shows that George's attitude (like Roy's) is 

bis worst enemy. Paralyzed by bis own fatalism, he finds that 

only self-deceit can break the bonds of bis prison. Thus, 

George, desperately needing leve and respect, fashions a lie to 

obtain them. He pretends that he is reading to better himself 

and lives a momentary dream in which he sees himself as someone 

better than he really is, someone to be admired: "He could tell 

they regarded him highly" (p. 128). 
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Yet Malamud concentrates on George's consequent ínner con

flict. Guilt ~nd anxiety take hold of him as he tears discovery. 

"Sick of the human voice" (p. 129), he locks himself up in 

the sweltering heat, in a syrnbolic hell of his own making: 

He stayed in his room foT almost a 
week, except to sneak into the kitchen 
when nobody was home. Sophie Tailed 
at him, then begged him to come out, 
and his old father wept, but George 
wouldn't budg~ though the weather was 
terrible and his small Toom stifling. 
He found it hard to breathe, each breath 
was like dTawing a flame into his lungs 
(p. 131). 

George's self-inspecti-on soon leads toan awakening to his own 

hypocrisy when Cattanzara, the "changemaker," tells George, in 

a drunken stupor, to grow up and not to do what he had done. 

George "sees" that he is still not a "big guy" (p. 130), for 

"big guys" face the truth about themselves and their lirnita

tions. As a result, George feels the need t6 act, to become 

what he has said he is, in order to set it ali right. This 

need to "turn honest" leads him one night to the public library 

to begin toread the one hundred books he has said he has read, 

and bis conflict is, apparently, resolved: 



One evening in the fall, George ran 
out of his house to the library, where 
he hadn't been in years. There were 
books all over the place, wherever he 
looked, and though he was struggling to 
controlan inward trembling, he easily 
counted off a hundred, then sat down at 
a table toread (p. 132). 
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As Rovit has said, this tableau is again ambiguous. It sug

gests that George may not have conquered his paralyzed will, 

may not have found the answer that will make up for his hypoc

risy, for his "running out of the house one fall evening" 

seems to represent more of a spontaneous whim than any delib

erate change of heart. Likewise, George merely counted off a 

hundred books arbitrarily. His decision toread them (the last 

line also sounds as if he is convinced that he can read them in 

one night) seems to be a futile attempt to wipe away in one 

night's reading the mistakes of a whole summer, of a whole 

life. George, like other Malamudian characters, tas a yearn-

ing to be something different, something better, cut canriot 

pinpoint what the nature of that yearning is nor how to go a

about fulfilling it; as Pinsker has pointed out, 

••. the ·schlemiels of Malamud' s canon 
bear a striking resernblance to the 
classical folk figure; both desire to 
change the essential condition of 
their lives, but each is inadequate 
to the task. 9 
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George may have learned from Cattanzara that self-deception is 

not the way to better oneself; however, the solution he chooses 

- -actually reading the books- -is again only an attempt to .keep 

face. The road he chooses is not in keeping with the "great

ness" of what he has supposedly learned, and thus, in a sense, 

nullifies the learning; while George's vision of self "digni

fies man" by suggesting that he has the potential to learn, 

George's failure to put this learning into practice also suggests 

that man is locked in a prison of his own limitations. 
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4, 3 ºIntroductory Note to The Ass'i stant" -~--

The Assistant initi-ally seem.s to depic:t the atoninp, qual

i ty of suffering as well as man's ability to leaTn from his mi~

takes and consequently to live anew. However, we must look 

closely at Malamud's treatment of both Morris and Frank to 

see the author's sympathy for yet distance from his charac

ters. 

4.4 "On Morris Bober" 

The first part of the novel focuses en the suffering of 

Morris Rober, a peor grocer locked in the same kind of deva

stating economic prison already seen in "Angel Levine" and in 

"The Cost of Living." Although Morris, like Manischevitz and 

like Sam, has every reason to be desperate and bitter, he seems 

to have stoically accepted bis fate throughout his impoverished 

ordeal. Bad luck and constant misery have not changed his hard

working, kind, and helpful nature. He continues, for example, 

despite bis own poverty, to give credit to needy Ctlstomers like 

the drunk woman and to take ín strangers like the drifter Frank. 

In Morris' opinion, he is still the person he is be

cause of his adherence to "Jewish Law," which is what he con

siders to be the disciplining force governing his relationships 

with others: 



"This is not important to me if I 
taste pig or I don't. To ~orne Jew~ 
is this important but not to me. No
body will tell me that I am not Jew
ish because I put in my mouth once 
in a while, when my tongue is dry, a 
piece ham. But they will tell me, 
and I will believe thern, if I for
get the Law. This rneans to do what 
is Ti~ht, to be honest, to be good, 
This means to other people~ Our 
life is hard enough. Phy should we 
hurt somebody else? For everybody 
should be the best, not only foT you 
or me, We ain't animals. This is 
why we need the tnw. This is what a 
Jew believes." 
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It cannot be denied that throughout the novel Morris' 

life of endurance, self~discipline, and generosity to others 

reflects his continua! efforts to remember "Jewish Law" to 
' 

do, as he says, "'what is .r ight, to be honest, to be good. ''' 

It cannot be denied that as a person Morris has many qualities 

which are appealing and praiseworthy. There is no doubt that 

the kindness Morris is able to extend towards all men without 

discrimination is; as Ruth Mandel has pointed out, remarkable! 

Morri-s Bober is a pure soul because 
he is by nature a man of heart chaTi
table, tolerarit and human to aÍi men-
to Breitbart the peddlar as well as 
Karp the rnoneyman, to the customers.~. 
as well as to Frank Alpine the thief. 11 

Likewise, Sidney Richrnan is justi-fied in praising Morris for 

bis conscious and unyielding adherence to "Jewish Law" in the 



face of exaggerated tTials and temptati~ns: 

The nature of [the Jewish.La~J, as 
Morris defines it, consists of moTal 
principles which, on the surface, 
soúnd simplistic in the extreme .. ,, 

But if simplistic in presentation, 
there is nothing simple about Morris' 
adherence to principle, for it is 
tested in a world so complex and so 
redolent with reversa! and pain that 
it is at times difficult to gauge suc
cess from failure. Morris Rober's 
lacks become, whether acknowledged or 
not, everybody's gains. To win, in 
Malamud's universe, is also to lose. 
As Solotaroff has strikingly indicated, 
"It is Malarnud' s pessimism that has 
allowed him to make convincing the 
main idea that a man is not necessarily 
bound within his limits." And the 
record of Bober's pain illustrates 
this point. To suff eT out of love and. 
principle is to see the ego die and 
the self dissolve in the terror of 
complete dispossession. "I sufí er," 
Morris tells Frankie, "for you." 2 

... Morris Bober suffers for all, 1 
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However, while Malamud is clearly syrnpathetic to the 

character he has created, it is a mistake to assume that the 

author has glorified Morris' suffering. A closer look at the 

situation and characterization of Morris as well as at the 

narrative technique shows that Morris' principle "'to do 

what is right, to be honest, to be good'" -- has enslaved him. 

First, if we consider Morris' situation, it is ironic 

that a man as poverty-stricken and "boxed-in'' as Morr:is is can-
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not afford such integrity. Morris is simply too poor to be so 

charitable to every customer who asks for credit; he is too 

old and over-worked to get up at 6:00 every morning to sell 

the anti-Semitic Polish woman a three-cent roll, to shovel 

snow so that the "goyim" cango to church, to run two blocks 

in the snow to give back a nickel change. While all of these 

examples are clearly kind acts, they also "cost" Morris money, 

time, and health, forcing him to live off his daughter and to 

perpetuate his economic prison ("'for myself I don't care, for 

you [HelenJ I want the best but what did I give you?'" p, 20. 

Moreover, Malamud has avoided being sentimental about Morris' 

righteousness by placing him in a world in which he not only 

receives no reward, but receives even worse than the "evil 

men" in i t. For example, i t is irónic that al though Morris was 

the one who needed a fire so that he could collect the in

surance money, his rich rival Karp is the one who benefits: 

"Whereas Karp in whatever he touched now coined pure gold, if 

Morris Bober found a rotten egg in the street, it was already 

cracked and leaking" (p. 118). In contrast to Morris, the 

men who succeed, at least materially, are either dishonest, 

inscrupulous men like his ex~partner, Charlie Sobeloff, or 

dealers in "vice," like Karp, who sells liquor, and Sam Pearl, 

who bets on horses. 13 ~orris' honest efforts, however, en

title him only to more poverty, si~kness, gTief, and dis

illusion. 
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Second, at different points in the novel, the author 

contrasts the theoretical value of MoTTis' good deeds with 

their impractical resul ts. When we con~ideT MoTTis' .charac

terization, we see that one of his outstanding tTaits is bis 

innocent trust in everybody, his relu~tance to c~ndemn anyone. 

Although Ida cautions Morris to "'count what everybody deliv~ 

ers,"' (p. 39), Morris displays no suspicions: " 1The baker 

will steal from me? I know him twenty years'" (p, 39), On 

the one hand, this trust, when extended to Frank, is a kind

ness which allows the assistant .multiple opportunities to re

fnrm. On the other hand, such trust occasionally works a

gainst Morris' best interests. l'!hen he was robbed, for ex

ample, Morris preferred not to call the police so as not to 

incriminate "some peor person stealing a breakfast" (p, 40). 

Yet his unwillingness to persecute the thief cancels out the 

possibility of returning Morris' goods and peace of mind, On 

another occasion, when Morris' suspicions of Frank's stealing 

are confirmed. instead of dismissing the assistant, Morris 

blames himself and even gives Frank a raise, thinking "the 

faul t was ... his for paying slave wages for a workman' s ser~· 

vices" (p. 102). These examples imnly such a "dy1ng of t]Je 

ego" that Morris no longer has a protective sense of self

preservation. 

Like Sam of "The Cost of Living," Morris lives by "a 

personal set of humanistic values" 15 which he shares with 
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other immigrant characters, such as Breitbart, the vendor, 

and the "Poilisheh" (p. 29). Although the Polish woman, for 

example, was an anti-Semite ("She had come with it from the 

old country, a different kind of anti-Semitism from in Ameri

ca" (p. 2 9), she, 1 ike Morris, had come with a certain "in -

tegrity" symbolized in her paying for a roll Morris did not 

know she had taken: 

She didn't ask him about his bandaged 
head thoügh her quick beady eyes 
stared at it, nor why he had not been 
there for a week; but she put six 
pennies on the counter instead of 
three. He figured she had taken a 
roll from the bag one of the days 
the store hadn't opened on time 
(p. 29). 

Thus, despite their differences, there is an understanding 

between them based on their mutual trust and mutual expecta

tion of service to one another, as I have already mentioned in 

relation to Sam and Pellegrino of "The Cost of Livin~," Yet, 

in the New World, in a society which values, as Walter Shear 

has said, "practicality .. ,success and efficiency," 16 this 

same trust in everybody makes the grocer vulneTable, Because 

he eith~r ignored or was unaware of the underhanded intentions 

of other men around him, such as his ex-partner Charlie and 

bis assistant Frank ("'Because somebody is a stranger don't 

mean they ai.n't honest,"' p. 35), he allowed them to cheat 
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him. When Frank advises Morris to trick his customers, Mor

ris protests saying, "' Why should I steal from my customer s? 

Do they steal from me!'" Yet, he ignores the fact that in the 

New World, theTe is much tTuth to Frank's answer: "'They would 

if they could'" (pp, 68 .. 69). Even the pTosperG>us Jew Karp, 

who had only occasional contact with the g7ocer, Tecognized, 

when MorTis himself did not, that the assistant' s spending 

money on alcohol and horse Taces "added up to only one thing--

he stole" (p. 119). He called 'Morris a "shlimozel" 17 la, 

belled him "inept, unfortunate," and concluded that "because 

he was, his troubles grew like bananas in bunches" (p, 119), 

Thus, while Morris' willingness to overlook people's faults is 

at times a manifestation of his "integrity," <?D other occa

sions, poor judgement when applying this principle made him, 

as Helen says, everybody' s. "victim'' (p, 181). 

Third, Malamud's narrative technique shows that Mor• 

ris' family and acquaintances have mixed feelings toward 

Morris as a person. While those closest to h:bn, his wife and 

daughter, express tenderness and praise for Morris, they also 

realistically point out his shortcomi·ngs, seen when Malamud' s 

narrative technique repeatedly takes us i·nto the thoughts of 

Ida and Helen. Ida, for example, occasionally feels bi·tteT 

about Morris' incompetence in the business world: 

She has awaked that morning resent .. 
ting the grocer for having dragged 



her, so many years ago, out of a Jew
ish neighborhood into this, .• ,On top 
of their isolation, the endless wor• 
ry about money embittered her. She 
shared unwillingly the grocer's fate 
(pp. 10-11). 
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Helen, likewise,. laments that her father had ·nothing to show 

for all of his years of honest toil: 

.[In contTast to the other Jews on 
the block] the grocer, on the other 
hand, had never altered his fortune, 
unless degrees of poverty meant al• 
teration, for luck and he were, if 
not natural enemies, not good 
friends~ He labored long hours, was 
the soul of honesty~-he ~ould not 
escape hi-s honesty, it was be:lrock ¡ 
to cheat would cause ~n e:Xolosion in 
him, yet he trusted cheaters--coveteu 
nobody's nothing and always got poor
er. The harder he worked--his toil 
was a fom of time devouring time-
the less he seemed to have. He was 
Morris Bober and could be nobody 
more fortunate. With that name you 
had no sure sense of pTope~ty as 
if i:t were in your blood and history 
not to possess, or if by sorne rniTa
cle to own something, to do so on 
the verge of loss. At the end you 
were sixty and had less than at 
thiTty. It was, she thought, surely 
a talent. 

Helen removed heT hat as she en~ 
tered the. grocery ~ ''Me," she cal 1 ed, 
as she had from childhood. Tt meant 
that whoever was sitting in the back 
should sit and not suddPnly think he 
was going to get rich (p. 17), 
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She notes that bad fortune and vulnerability were paTt of Mor• 

ris' · life, and thus her comments resemble Hoyt's comments on 

the Jewish folk figure, the ~~hlemi~l: 

Struggling, stTiving, always en route, 
but destined never ~ttite to arTlve, 
the sChlemiel is both the butt and ter• 
roT of the gods, At heart he is decent, 
but whatever he touches turns to ashes; 
because he cares, he exposes himself 
continually·to18ebuffs, absurdities, 
humil iations. 

Ironically. Morris' fünera1 is the high point of his life in 

the sense that it is ~he only tim.e in the novel that MorTif' 

good points are publicaily acknow1edged although these good 

points are, ironically, exaggeTated by a rabbi who had never 

known him. Both Ida and Helen have to admit that Morris had 

never been a "good p·rovider" and had never been "adm ired ;" in 

spite of the fact that his personal ethic should have been, in 

theory, as praiseworthy as the Tabbi makes tt sound: 

Helen, i·n her gTief, g-yew restless. 
He' s oveTdone it, she thottght, I said 
Papa was honest but what was the good 
of such honesty if he couldn't exist 
in the world? Yes, he ran after this 
poor woman to give her back a nickel 
but he also trusted cheaters who took 
away what belonged to him. Poor Papa; 
being naturally honest, he didn't be
lieve that others come by their dishon
esty naturally, And he couldn't hold 
onto those things he had worked so· 
hard to get. He gave away, in a sense, 
more than he owned. He was no saint; 



he was in a way weak; his only true 
strength in bis sweet nature and his 
understanding,· He knew, at least, 
what was good. And I didn't say he 
had many friends who admiTed hi:m. 
That' s the rabbi' s l-nvent i-on, Peo ... 
ple liked him, but who can admiTe a 
mau passing his life in such a store? 
He buried himself in it; he didn't 
have the :i:magination to know what he 
was missing. He made himself a vi-e• 
tim. He could, with a little more 
courage, have been more than he 
was .. , . 

Ida, holding a wet handkerchief to 
her eyes, thought, So what if we had 
to eat? When you eat -you don't wor
ry whose money you are eating--yours 
or the wholesalers'. If he had mon
ey he had bills; and when he had more 
money he had more bills, A person 
doesn't always want to worTy if she 
will be in the street tomoTrow. She 
wants sometimes a minute's peace, 
But maybe it's my fault, because I 
didn't let him be a druggist. 

She wept because her jud~ement of 
him was harsh, although she loved 
him~ Helen, she thought, must marry 
a professional (pp. 180-181). 
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There is a certain satisfaction for Helen in the fact that her 

father knew "what was good;" yet such an aff:lrmation, as Ruth 

Mandel says, is, in itself, ironic: 

ironic in that the state of grace is 
unaccompanied by paradise. Redemp
tion is at once hopeful and hopeless, 
a redemption realistically conceived 
for a world where a personal set of 
humanistic values does not effect a 



change in society and does not offer 
material .comfort for the ethical man, ZO 
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Whatever spiritual "redemption" Morris might have eaTned · for 

himself offets no "material comfor·t 11 to the poor widow and 

daughter he has left behind. Ironically, it is only after his 

death that they begin to prosper, when Ida is foTced to take 

in sewing and FTank handles the store, 

Fourth, because the narration takes us inside Morris' 

own thoughts, we see that he is nota silent stoic. Morris 

often envies the rich Karp and the other successful Jew on the 

hlock, Sam Pearl, More than once Morris wishes bad fortune on 

Karp, a thorn in bis side ("'God made Karp so a poor.grocery 

man will not forget his life is hard," (pp. 22-23). Though 

Morri-s, 1 ike Sam of "The Cost of Living," cannot hr ing him.sel f 

to "short weight bis customers on loose items," when under 

pressure, he tries a more drastic, unde1·handed scheme•-setting 

f ire to his store · in order to col lect on his insurance • pol -

icy. When the scheme "backfires" in his face, resulting in 

bis near death, we see that Morris is, as Walter Shear has 

pointed out, clearly inept at anythi-ng that cannot be included 

within bis definition of "the right, the honest li-fe." Shear 

states that Morris (like Sam of "The Cost of Lhring") is the 

product of a value system he would at times like to escape 

but cannot: 



[Morris is generous, for exarnple, to 
the drunk wornan], not with the con· 
scious pride of doing a good deed-· 
indeed, bis conscious thoughts are 
that this is foolish, bad business 
["Hi_s heart held no welcorne for her," 
p, 7] •• but with the half-awareness 
that he has done what, for his char• 
acter, is the easiest course, Morris 
is the fool of goodness; he does good 
and helps others because it is his 
nature, an integral part·of the wor12i 
view he can only vaguely forrnulate, 
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Furtherrnore, Morris ·has no vision of hirnself as a saint 

and clearly larnents, frorn the beginning of the novel to the 

end, the ineffectiveness of his goodness: 

In a store you were entornbed (p. 9), 

I slaved rny whole life for nothing 
(p. 23). 

Morris saw the blow descend and 
felt sick of hirnself, of soured ex· 
pectations, endless frustration, the 
years gone up in smoke, he could not 
begin to count how many. He had 
hoped for much in .America and got 
little. And because of him Helen 
and Ida had less. He had defrauded 
them, he and the bloodsucking store 
(p. 25), 

Morris was incensed by thoughts of 
the long years he had toiled without 
just reward (p. 119) . 

•.. he had little love left forna• 
ture. It gave nothing to a Jew. The 
March wind hastened him along, prod· 
ding the shoulders. He felt weight• 
less, unmanned, the victim in motion 
of ~hatever blew at his back; wind, 



worries, debts, Karp, holdupni-ks, ruin, 
He did not go, he was pushed, He had 
the will of a vietim, no wi11 to speak 
of. 

"For what I worlced so haTd for! 
Where is my youth, where did it go'?" 

The years had passed without pro .. 
fit or pity. Who coulü he blame? 
What fate didn't do to him he had 
done to himself. The right thing was 
to make the Tight choice but he madf.' 
the wrong. Even when it was riRht it 
was wrong. To understand why, you 
needed an education but he had none. 
All he knew was he wanted better but 
had not after all these years learned 
how to get it. Luck was a gift. Karp 
had it, a few of bis old friends had 
it, well-to-do men with grandchildren 
already, while bis poor daughter, made 
in bis irnage, faced - if not actively 
sought - old rnaidhood. Life was mea
ger, the world changed for the worse . 
.America had becorne too cornplicated, One 
man counted for nothing. There were 
too many stores, depressions, anxieties. 
What had he escaped to here? (p. 162) 
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Shortly before his death, Morris is totally disillusioned, With 

his suspicions about Frank's thefts confirrnect, with his 

business reaching an all-time low, and with the realization 

that only astute connivers like bis indifferent ex,partner 

seern to thrive in the business world, Morris, like Sarn of "The 

Cost of Living,'' suffers the pains of disillusion: 

I gave my life away for nothing. It 
was the thunderous truth (p. 177). 
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Morris goes to his grave with a vistan of the absurdity and 

the "gratuitousness of what he was and what he had endured." 22 

The pathos of Morris' outcome is, as F.ichman has said, the fact 

that Morris dies "wi thout awareness of his own val u e '' wi thout , 

a sense of "the beauty of his ways." 23 

Again we note the aosurdity of Iris Lemon's explanation 

of suffering, for while suffering may have taught Morris to 

"want the right things," i t brought hirn only bi tter rnmr.ents, 

h . 24 and not app1ness. 
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4.5 "On Frank Alpine" 

Most of the novel, however, centers on the inner conflict 

of Morris' assistant, Frank Alpine, as he attempts, through 

suffering, to atone for the robbery he had committed against 

the weak old man, Prank is depicted as being similar to Morris 

in that he too is basically "good at heaTt,'' fer a guilty con

science leads him back to the store where he hoped to be given 

work in order to return the stolen money, to confess his crime, 

and to thereby expiate his guilt, 

Frank chooses to "learn" self-discipline at Morris' side 

because he is in need of a father figure not only to make up 

for the lonely years spent in an orphanage and later with a 

cruel foster father, but also to orient him, as his initial 

chats with Morris show. When he is found hiding in Morris' 

cellar, Frank appeals to Morris as would a frightened child 

who does not know how to take care of himself: 

"I couldn't find any job. I used up 
every last cent I had, My coat is 
too thin for this cold and lousy 
climate. The snow and the rain get 
in my shoes so I am always shivering. 
Also I had no place to sleep. That's 
why I carne down her e" (p. 43). 

At another point Frank actually asks Morris fer guidance: 



"All my life I wanted to accomplish 
som.ethipg worth while - - a thing peo .. 
ple will say took a little do:f.ng, but 
I don't. I am too restless -· six 
months in any one place is too much 
forme. Also I grab at everything too 
quick -- too impatient. I don't do 
what I have to -- that's what I mean, 
The result is I move into a place with 
nothing, and I move out with nothing, 
You understand me?" 

"Yes,n said Morris. 
Frank fell into silence. After a 

while he said, "I don't understand my
self. I don't really know what I'm 
saying to you or why I am saying it .•.. " 

"Rest yourself," said Morris. 
"What kind of alife is that for a 

man my age?" 
He waited for the grocer to reply -

to tell him how to live his life, but 
Morris was thinking, I am sixty and he 
talks like me (pp. 32·33), 
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Depicted as a young man whose .character is not yet definitely 

formed, Frank is, at the beginning of the novel, still the ado

lescent in search of an ideal anda life style, Although he 

is at first seen as a ''hoodlum," it soon becomes clear t:hat at 

the age of twenty-five, Frank has in fact held many odd jobs 

and tried out a number of roles, "the king of crime" being 

only one of the latest. At one moment in his life, he had 

thought that his true vocation was to be found in crim·e: 

he was meant for crime .•.. At crime he 
would change his luck, make adventure, 
live like a prince. He shivered with 
pleasure as he conceived robberies, as~ 



saults--murders if it had to be--each 
violent act helping to satisfy a cTav
ing that somebody suffer as his own 
fortttne impraved (p. 74), 
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Yet his first assault -- an Morris -- had quickly demonstrated 

to him that he had, as many times befare, made a poor choice of 

career. The young man who had "shivered with pleasure as he 

conceived robberies, assaults ... murders if it had to be" now 

sets out equally enthusiastically (though somewhat hopelessly) 

to achieve "a new life" (p. SO) for himself in Morris' store, 

Yet there are several factors which suggest the unlikeli

hood of Frank's achieving "a new life" there, Frank chooses 

Morris' store out of a ramantic notion that poverty will re

deem him. With St. Francis (though at times with Napoleon) as 

his spiritual hero, Frank accepts the store as a penance and 

masochistically falls in lave with the idea of being poor: 

"'f;St. FrancisJ enjoyed to be poor. He said poverty was a queen 

and he loved her like she was a beautiful woman'" (p. 28). Yet 

the painful ordeals of the other long-imprisoned storekeepers 

contrast with Frank's idealistic view of poverty: "Sam [PearlJ 

~hook bis head. 'It ain't beautiful, kiddo. To be poor is dir

ty work"' (p._ 28). Sam is not the only "pri-soner" who tries 

to make Frank see the cold, cruel reality of life in a grocery 

store like ~orris'. Practical Morris himself points out the ab

surdity of Frank's willed imprisonment fi:on, the b~~ir,tdng of 

the work: 



"PeTsonally 1 1 ike a small store my
self. 1 might someday have one." 

"A store is a prison. Look for some-
thing better." . 

"At least you're youY.own boss." 
"To be a boss of nothing is nothing." 
"Still and all, the idea of it ap-

peals to me ...• " 
"Try the A. and P,," advised the gro-

cer (p. 36). · 
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Morris suggests that there is nothing to learn but suffeTing: 

"It happens I forgot some of the 
things about cutting and weighing and 
such, so I am wondering if you would 
mind me working aTound here for a couple
three weeks without wages just so 1 
could leaTn again .... I know I ama 
stranger, but I am an honest guy.,.," 

Ida said, "Mister, isn't here a 
school." 

"What do you say, pop?" Frank asked 
Morris. 

"Recause somebody is a stTanger don't 
mean they ain't honest," answered the 
groceT. "This subj ect don' t interest 
me. Interests me what you can learn 
here. Only one thing" .-- he pressed 
bis hand to bis chest .. - "a heaTtacbe" 
(p. 35). 

Malamud further complicates our view of Frank's learning 

process by switching the focus of bis narration from page to 

page, by jurnping from Frank' s tbouRht s to Ida I s, Nlorris' , OT 

Helen's, and back to Frank's again. Like a four-sided mirToT 

reflecting many different perspectives on the same peTsonality, 

Malarnud's techniaue establi.shes various opinions about Frank's 
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intentions and character, opinions which are continually chang

ing. These opinions are further contrasted to Frank's own 

deeds. For example, Malamud's narrative conveys Ida•s con

flicting attitu4e toward Frank. When Morris reopens his head 

wound, Ida is apprehensive: 

R(ecalling her dreams, she connected 
frank] with their new misfortune. 

She felt that if he had not stayed 
the night, this might not have hap
pened (p. 46). 

Though Frank's helpful acts contrast with Ida's early ~ispicions, 

her doubts continue: 

... anything he happened to be doing 
was helpful. Her suspicions di~d 
slowly, though they never wholy died, 
, .. Since he learned so fast, and 
since she had seen in him not the 
least evidence of dishonesty (a hun~ 
gry'man who took milk and rolls, 
though not above suspicion, was ne~ 
the same as a thief), Ida forced her
self to remain upstairs with moTe 
calm .... Yet she felt, whenever she 
thought of it, always a little 
troubled at the thought of a stran
ger's presence below, a goy, after 
all, and she looked forward to the 
time when he was gone (pp, 47-48), 

Ida then momentarily believes in Frank: 



... the sudden pickup of business in the 
store, Ida thought, would not have hap
pened without Frank Alpine. It took 
her a while to admit this to heTself ••.. 

One of the women · customers called 
Frank a supersalesman •••. He was cleveT 
and worked hard. Ida's respect for him 
grew; gradually she became more re• 
laxed in his presence, Morris was 
right in recognizing that he was nota 
bum but a boy who had gone through bad 
times (pp. 56-57). 
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However, a paragraph later, Frank disappoints us when he admits 

that he daily "sold at least a buck's worth, ora buck anda 

half, that he made no attempt to ring up" (p. 56). Frank' s lu

crat ive thievery contrasts to Ida's faith in him at this partic

ular moment and reminds us of her earlier premonition that 

Frank was emptying the store of its stock (p, 45). At times, 

however, Ida's negativism is confirmed by Frank's own acts. For 

example, early in the novel, Ida suspects that Frank is only in

terested in Helen: 

[She] dreamed, too, that the Italyener 
had sneaked up into the house and was 
peeking through the keyhole of ~elen's 
door (p. 4 5) . 

These suspicions are enhanced a few pages lateT by 'Ward Min

ogue who, because he reflects the sinister side of Frank's 

personality, verbalizes Frank's ulterior motives: 



"That ain't ·your conscience you are 
worried about .... It's sornething else. 
I hear those Jew girls make nice ripe 
lays" (p. 60). 
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These suspicions are actually confirmed on the next page by 

Frank hirnself when he begins to spy on Helen through her bath

roorn window. Furtherrnore, Ida's suspicions grow as Helen's in• 

terest in Frank increases: 

.•. when Helen later happened tomen
tion that Frank had plans to begin col
lege in the autumn, Ida felt he was 
saying that only to get her inter
ested in him •... 

" .... I am afraid .•.. Tel 1 him to 
leave now., .. Morris, he will make 
trouble, .. ,Wait," she said, clasping 
her hands, "a tragedy will happen." 

Her remark at first annoyed, then 
worried him (p. 98). 

When Ida has verified Helen's secret meetings with the clerk, 

she repeats her warning: 

"By sumrner could happen here ten 
times· a tTagedy." 

"What kind tragedy you expecting 
murder?" 

"Worse," she cried (p. 118). 

This time her warning occurs only a few pa~es hefore Frank is 

caught stealing and shortly befare his rape of Helen. 
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Likewise, Helen's conflict reflects her mother's, Even 

after Helen has agreed to date Frank, her doubts concerning his 

identity continue: 

Thinking about Frank, she tried to see 
him straight but came up with a con
fusing image: the grocery clerk with 
the greedy eyes, on top of the ex
carnival hand and the future serious 
college student, a man of possibili
ties (p. 82). 

Frank's hard work impresses her: 

[when] earnings in the groceTy, espe
cially around Christmas a~d New Year's, 
continued to Tise .. ,Helen felt like 
her father ~bout Frank -~ he had changed 
their luck (p. 83). 

Yet when Frank shows a deepening personal interest in her, by 

buying her presents and asking her to the movies, Felen's sus

picions return: 

He was not the kind of man she wanted 
to be in leve with, She made that 
very clear to heTself, for among his 
other disadvantages there was some
thing about him, evasive, hidden. He 
sometimes appeared to be more than he 
was, sometimes less. His aspiTations, 
she sensed, were somehow apart from 
the self he presented norrnally when 
he wasn't trying, though he was al
ways more or less trying; therefore 
when he was tryine less, She could 



not quite explain this to herself, for 
if he could make himself seem better, 
broader, wiser.when he tried, then he 
had these things in him because you 
couldn't make them out of nothing, 
There was more to him than bis appear• 
anee. Still, he hid what he had and 
he. bid what he hadn't. With one hand 
the magician showed bis cards, with 
the other he turned them into smoke. 
At the very minute he was revealing 
himself, saying who he was, he made 
you wonder if it was true. You looked 
into mirrors and saw mirrors and didn't 
know what was right or real or impor• 
tant. She had gradually got the feel• 
ing that he only pretended to be frank 
about himself, that in telling so much 
about his experiences, bis trick was 
to hide bis true self (pp. 96•97). 
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These doubts later turn into a belief that Frank is chan~ing: 

Helen felt herself, despite the 
strongest doubts, falling in love with 
Frank. It was a dizzying dance; she 
didn't want to .... She hada rough 
time, fighting hesitancies, fears of 
a disastrous mistake.,,,One night she 
dreamed their house had burned· down 
and the her poor parents had nowhere 
to go, They stood on the sidewalk, 
wailing in their underwear. Waking, 
she fought an old distrust of the 
broken-faced stranger, without suc• 
cess. The stranger had changed, 
grown unstrange., .. She felt she had 
changed him and this affected her., .. 
She had, she thought, changed in 
changing him (p. 104), 

Yet this new faith in the clerk occurs only a few pages before 

he tries to seduce her in his room, After the rape in the park, 



Helen vehernently condernns Frank: 

She felt a violent self-hatTed foT 
trusting him when fTom the very be• 
ginning she had sensed that he was 
untrustable. How could she have al
lowed heTself to fall in love with 
anybody like him? She was filled 
with loathing at the fantasy she 
had created, of making him into 
what he couldn't be -- educable, 
promising, kind and good, when he 
was no more than a bum (p, 139). 

164. 

Yet this condemnation of Frank, which seems so final, is fol

lowed by still another more 1eñient view of fTank as a new man; 

one of the final images Malamud conveys of Frank is Helen's: 

It carne to her that he had changed. 
It's true, he's not the same man, she 
said to herself. I should have known 
by now. She had despised hirn for the 
evil he had done, without understand• 
ing the why or aftennath, or admit• 
ting there could be an end to the bad 
anda beginning of good. 

It was a strange thing about peo
ple -- they could look the same but 
be different, He had been one thing, 
low, dirty, but because of sornething 
in himself -- something she couldn't 
define, a mernory perhaps, an i·deal 
he might have forgotten and then re• 
mernbered ~- he had changed into sorne
body else, no longer what he had been, 
She should have recognized it be• 
fore (pp. 190-191). 

Morris' feelin~s toward Frank are less volatile, l''h:ile 



165. 

M_orris basically trusts Prank at the beginnin~ of his relation• 

ship with him and finnly mistrusts him afteT FTank's stealing 

has been confinned, Ida and Helen never seem to reach any def

inite conclusion as to Frank's true identity, Their ~any

sided images of him cTeate ambiguity as to what kind of person 

he is and ultimately as to what he learns and wbat he becomes 

at the end of the novel. 

Frank's learning experience is further complicated by 

the fact that his attitude toward his "teacher" is a conflict-

ing one. Because Malamud's narrative technique gives us the 

assistant's own thoughts behind his repeated attempts and fail

ures at self-discipline, we see that, although }~orris' ye_ars 

of suffering, sacrifice, and discipline impress Frank ("'To be 

truthful to you, Morri~, once I didn't have much use for the 

Jews .... But that was long ago,' said Frank, 'before I got to 

know what they were like'" p. 100), bis view of Morris as the 

"perfect father" is at times only a half .. hearted one. While 

Morris' interpretation of Jewish Law ("'to be honest, to be 

good ... "' corresponds to Frank' s own goal to c}iscipline him

self ("'I think other religions have those ideas too,' Frank 

said" p .. 99), Morris' life 1acked the concrete proof that bis 

principles had gotten him "somewhere: n "Frank thought about 

the story Morris had just told him, That was the big jig in 

bis life but where had it got him? ~'e had escaped out of the 

Russian Army to the U.S.A., but once in a store he was like a 
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fish fried in deep fat" (p. 67). As far as Frank could tell 

from Morris' story of his escape to "freedom," what one did 

seemed to make little difference in one's life, It is at this 

point that Frank keeps on stealing from the man he continually 

swears to repay and keeps on lusting after the daughter he con

tinually swears to cherish. At this point, the relationshin 

which began out of gu il t ("' I f el t sorry f or hirn after you [to 

ward Minogue] slugged him so I went back to g ive him a hand 

while he was in a weak condition ••.. I put [the lousy seven anil 

a half bucks] back in the cash register.,,.I did it.to qúiet 

my conscience'" p. 66) and which grew deeper dueto Frank's 

curiosity about Morris ("·'What I like to know is what is a 

Jew anyway?"' p. 98) reaches a point at which Frank's respect 

for Morris asan individual alternates with the scorn he feeJs 

for Morris as a vulnerable old man he could easily take advan

tage of. Though Frank knows Morris is like the f.ather he 

lacks, during this period he is harsh toward the grocer, whose 

only offense is to offer kind advice: 

" ... I didn't have the patience to 
stay in night school, so when I met 
my wif e I gave up My chances." Sigh
ing, he said, "Without education 
you are lost." 

Frank nodded. 
"You're still young," Morris said. 

"A young man without a family is 
free. Don't do what I did." 

"I won't," Frank said. 
But tJ,e grocer c1i~n't seem to be-



lieve him, It made the clerk uncom
fortable to see the wet-eyed old bird 
brooding over him. His pity leaks 
out of his pants, he thought •..• (p, 68) 

167. 

Though on. several occasions, Frank asks Morris to explain the 

suffering of the Jews to him, he also occasionally scorns Mor

ris for his apparently meanin~less endurance: 

And there were days when he was 
sick to death of everything. He had 
had it, up to here. Going down-
stairs in the morning he thou~ht he 
would gladly help the store burn if 
it caught on fire. Thinking of Mor-
ris waiting on the same lousy custo• 
mers day after day throughout the 
years, as they picked out with dirty 
fingers the same cheap items they ate 
every day of their flea-bitten lives, 
then when they were gone, waitin2 for 
them to come back, he felt like lean
ing over the banister and throwinp, up, 
What kind of a man did you have to be 
born to shut yourself up in an over
grown coffin and never once during the 
day, so help you, outside of going for 
your Yiddish newspaper, poke your beak 
out of the door for a snootful of air? 
The answer wasn' t har<l to say - -. you 
had to be a Jew. They were oorn pri
soners. That was what Morris was, with 
his deadly patience. or endurance, or 
whatever the hell it was; and it ex
plained Al Marcus, the paper products 
salesman, and that skinny rooster Breit
bart, who dragged from store to store 
his two heavy cartons full of bulbs.,,. 
(p, 7 O) 

That's what they live far, Frank 
thought, to suffer. And the one that 
has got the biggest pain in the gut 
and can hold on to it the lon2est with-



out running to the toilet is the best 
J ew. No wonder they got on hi-s nerve s . 
... (p. 71) 

"But tell me why it is that the 
Jews suffer so damn much MoTris? It 
seems to me that they like to suffer, 
don't tbey? ... They suffer more tban 
they have to" (p. 99). 

168. 

And though Frank admits that he read about the Jews• ''civiliza

tion and accomplishments" witb !nterest, he scorns the Jews in 

general for their self-righteousness: 

..• He also read about the ghettos, 
where the half-starved bearded pri
soners spent their lives tTying· to 
figure out why they were the Chosen 
People. He tried to figure out why 
but couldn't, He couldn't finish 
the book and brought it back to the 
library (p, 151). 

In addition, Malamud's tecbnique allows us to see tbat 

Frank's conflicting attitude towards Mor~is reflects bis own 

conflicting attitude towards himself, Like Roy, Frank is "a 

man wi th two minds" (p. 97); while a part of bim desires "to 

change bis life before the smell of it suffocated him" (p. 

73), the other part of him struggles to remain the same, F:rank 

points . out bis awareness of bis own inner confl ict wben he 

says that sorne fated part of bis own personality continually 

thwarted his desire to be good: 25 



"Don' t ask me why, but sooner or 
later everything I think is worth 
having gets away from me in sorne 
way or other. I work like amule 
for what I want, and just when it 
looks 1 ike I am going to get it I 
rnake sorne kind of a stupid move, 
arid everything that is just about 
nailed down tight blows up in rny 
face, ..• (p. 35) 

"With me one wrong thing lead$ 
to another and it ends in a trap, 
I want the moon so all I get is 
cheese ..•. 

"Sornet irnes I think your 1 if e 
keeps going the. way it starts out 
on yo u" ( pp . 31-3 2 ) • 

169. 

Malarnud devotes much time to portraying this conflict and 

its consequent cycle of behavior; a period of discipline fol· 

lowed by a loss of control, followed by self•justification and/ 

or remorse, leading to renewed discipline, followed by further 

failure, etc. 26 A closer look at the chronological events of 

the story shows that this cycle of attempt•failure-atternpt 

recurs several times. 

When Frank first enters the store as MoTris' clerk, we 

see his first period of discipline and sacrifice for others: 

"I'll work it off for you," Frank 
said. "Whatever l cost you 1'11 pay 
you back. Anything you want me to do, 
1'11 do it" (p. 45). 

Frank ts able to keep this promise for a while, and even Ida ad-
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mits that whatever Frank happened to be doing was helpful 

(p. 45). Frank hirnselí declares that bis sacrifices are for 

Morris: 

[The Polish dame] he didn't like; he 
would gladly have slept longer. To 
get up in the rniddle oí the night 
íor three lousy cents was a joke but 
he did it for the Jew (p. 48). 

Yet only two naragraphs after Frank has declare~ this dedica

tion to Morris, he adrnits that he has already lost control: "a

lone, hedida lot of casual eating" (p. 49). Such eating, hid

den frorn the storekeepers, was like stealing frorn thern. Two 

paragraphs later, we see that this "casual eating" provokes 

Frank's first period oí regret: 

"Alone, afterwards,.he stood at the 
window, thinking thoughts about his 
past, and wanting·a new life. Would 
he ever get what he wanted?" (p. 501 

Yetthis desire for a new life contrasts, only three paragraphs 

later, with Prank's lowly thoughts about Helen: 

The girl was in his rnind a lot, 
He couldn't help it, imagined seeing 
her in the things that were hanging 
on the line .... (p. SO) 



171. 

And, despite his desire for a new life, Frank's stealing in

creases: 

During the day, while she was nota
round, he sold at least a buck's worth, 
ora buck anda half, that he made no 
attempt to ring up on the register. 
Ida guessed nothing ...• At the end of 
the second week he had ten dollaTs in 
his pocket. With this and the five 
she gave him he bought a shaving kit, 
a pair of cheap brown suede shoes, a 
couple of shirts anda tie or two; he 
figured that if he stayed around two 
more weeks he would own an inexpensive 
suit (p. 56). 

Frank justifies this furtheT loss of control in the following 

way: 

He had nothing to be ashamed of, he 
thought -- it was practically his 
own dough he was taking. The grocer 
and bis wife wouldn't have it if it 
wasn't for his hard work. If he 
weren't working there, they would 
have less than they had with him tak~ 
ing what he took (p. 56). 

As a result, Frank again feels remorse: 

Thus he settled it in bis mind only 
to find himself remorseful. He 
groaned, scratching the backs of his 
hands with bis thick nails. Sorne
times he felt short of breath and 
sweated profusely. He talked aloud 
to himself when he was alone, usually 



when he was shaving or in the toilet, 
exhorted himself to be honest. Yet 
he felt a curious pleasure in his mis
ery, as he had at times in,the past 
when he was doing something he knew he 
oughtn't to, so he kept on droppin~ 
quarters into his pants pockets (pp, 
56-57). 

17l. 

Thus Frank' s stTuggl_e continues, foT his resistance to change 

is as strong as his desire for a new life. The pleasure Frank 

feels from "dTopping quarters into his pants pocket" is fol

lowed by another resolution to discipline himself: 

One night he felt very bad about 
all the WTong he was doing and vowed 
to set himself straight. If I could 
do one right thing, he thought, may
be that would start me off; then he 
thought if he could get the gun and 
get rid of it he would at least feel 
better (p. 57). 

In his consequent talk with \47ard Mi·nogue, Frank declares. that 

he has tried to make amends with MoTTjs in oTder to "quiet his 

1.7 conscience." Yet, as we have alreac1y seen, l''ard believes 

that He len is Frank' s ortl y goal, and FTank conf inns Minogue' s 

ugly estimate of him whe~ he begins to lust after her. During 

his act of spying on her through the bathroom window, Frank's 

conflict is clear: 

Frank struggles a~ainst himself 
but not for long.~ .. 

But if you·do it, he told himself, 
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